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EIGENFUNCTIONS OF TRANSFER OPERATORS AND
AUTOMORPHIC FORMS FOR HECKE TRIANGLE GROUPS OF
INFINITE COVOLUME
ROELOF BRUGGEMAN AND ANKE POHL
Abstract. We develop cohomological interpretations for several types of auto-
morphic forms for Hecke triangle groups of infinite covolume. We then use these
interpretations to establish explicit isomorphisms between spaces of automorphic
forms, cohomology spaces and spaces of eigenfunctions of transfer operators.
These results show a deep relation between spectral entities of Hecke surfaces of
infinite volume and the dynamics of their geodesic flows.
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1. Introduction
Motivational background. For various classes of geometrically finite hyperbolic
surfaces1 X = Γ\H, the resonances of the Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆X on X (i. e.,
the spectral parameters of the L2-eigenfunctions, and the scattering resonances
of ∆X) are characterized as the ‘non-topological’ zeros of the Selberg zeta func-
tion ZX for X. As is well-known, the Selberg zeta function is a generating function
for the geodesic length spectrum of X. We refer to Section 3.4 below for more
details. Since the introduction of this zeta function by Selberg in the year 1956 the
characterization of resonances as zeros of ZX has been crucial for many results on
the existence, distribution and localization of resonances and Laplace eigenvalues.
One classical example of such a result—proven by Selberg himself—is the existence
of an abundance of Maass cusp forms for the modular surface Xmod = PSL2(Z)\H
and certain other arithmetic surfaces, resulting in a Weyl law for their spectral
parameters.
In addition to being of immediate practical use, the Selberg zeta function yields
a deep connection between spectral entities of X, namely the resonances, and
geometric-dynamical entities of X, namely the lengths of periodic geodesics. From
the point of view of physics, the Selberg zeta function establishes a relation between
quantum and classical mechanics, and thereby contributes to the understanding of
Bohr’s correspondence principle.
For certain classes of hyperbolic surfaces X = Γ\H of finite area an even deeper
relation between certain spectral objects of X, namely the Maass cusp forms, and
the periodic geodesics of X is known: By using well-chosen discretizations of
the geodesic flow on X and carefully designed cohomological interpretations of
automorphic forms and functions, Maass cusp forms (and occasionally also some
other automorphic functions) can be characterized as eigenfunctions of certain
operators—known as transfer operators—that derive purely from the dynamics of
the periodic geodesics on X. As a by-product, this approach provides a notion of
period functions for Maass cusp forms that is purely based on dynamics and transfer
operators.
This transfer-operator-based characterization of Maass cusp forms connects the
forms themselves, not only their spectral parameters, with the dynamics on the
hyperbolic surface X, and hence establishes a link between spectral and dynamical
properties of X that is deeper than the one provided by the Selberg zeta function. In
what follows we briefly survey the existing results.
The seminal result of this kind was for the modular surface Xmod = PSL2(Z)\H,
by combination of [Art24, Ser85, May90, May91, Bru97, CM99, LZ01]. For the
geodesic flow on Xmod, there exist a discretization and a symbolic dynamics that are
1For brevity, we refer throughout to Γ\H as a hyperbolic surface also in the case that the funda-
mental group Γ is not torsion-free and hence Γ\H has singularity points and should more correctly be
called an orbifold.
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closely related to the Gauss map
F : [0, 1] r Q→ [0, 1] r Q , x 7→ 1x mod 1 .
See [Art24, Ser85]. Mayer [May90, May91] studied the associated transfer opera-
tor LF,s with parameter s ∈ C, Re s  1. This is the operator
LF,s f (x) =
∑
n∈N
(x + n)−2s f
(
1
x + n
)
, (1.1)
acting on appropriate spaces of functions f defined on (a complex neighborhood
of) the interval [0, 1]. He found a Banach space B on which, for Re s > 1/2, the
operator LF,s acts as a selfmap, is nuclear of order zero, and the map s 7→ LF,s has
a meromorphic extension to all of C (whose images for Re s ≤ 12 we continue to
denote by LF,s). The Fredholm determinant of the transfer operator family LF,s,
s ∈ C, determines the Selberg zeta function ZXmod via
ZXmod(s) = det
(
1 − LF,s) det (1 +LF,s) . (1.2)
Thus, the zeros of ZXmod are determined by the eigenfunctions with eigenvalue ±1
of LF,s in B. Since certain of the zeros of ZXmod are identical to the spectral
parameters of the Maass cusp forms for PSL2(Z), the natural question on the
explicit relation between eigenfunctions of LF,s and Maass cusp forms arose.
Both Lewis–Zagier [LZ01] and Chang–Mayer [CM99] showed that, for any spectral
parameter s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1), the vector space spanned by the ±1-eigenfunc-
tions of LF,s is linear isomorphic to the space of highly regular solutions of the
functional equation
f (x) = f (x + 1) + (x + 1)−2s f
( x
x + 1
)
, x ∈ R>0 , (1.3)
where the +1-eigenfunctions of LF,s correspond to those solutions that satisfy
in addition f (x) = f (1/x), and the −1-eigenfunctions of LF,s correspond to the
solutions satisfying f (x) = − f (1/x). By Lewis–Zagier [LZ01] (using L-series,
Mellin transform, and Fourier expansions) and, alternatively, by Bruggeman [Bru97]
(using hyperfunction cohomology), these highly-regular solutions of the functional
equation (1.3) are isomorphic to the Maass cusp forms for PSL2(Z) with spectral
parameter s.
This isomorphism between Maass cusp forms and highly-regular solutions of the
functional equation in (1.3) can be expressed in several ways. One realization—that
will be of interest for our work—is by a certain integral transform that is given
by integrating the Maass cusp form against a Poisson-type kernel in the Green’s
form. (This integral transform is closely related to the Poisson transformation.)
In analogy to the concept of period polynomials in Eichler–Shimura theory, the
solutions of (1.3) are therefore called period functions.
These two isomorphisms combined provide, for Re s ∈ (0, 1), an isomorphism
between the sum of the ±1-eigenspaces of LF,s and the space MCFs (PSL2(Z)) of
the Maass cusp forms for PSL2(Z) with spectral parameter s:{
f ∈ B : LF,s f = f } ⊕ { f ∈ B : LF,s f = − f }  MCFs(PSL2(Z)) . (1.4)
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We emphasize that the isomorphism in (1.4) does not make use of the equality
in (1.2), which we included above for completeness of the historical line of thoughts.
Again for the purpose of completeness we remark that in combination with the
Selberg trace formula, the equality in (1.2) implies that the sum of the dimensions
of the Jordan blocks of LF,s with eigenvalues ±1 equals the dimension of the space
of Maass cusp forms with spectral parameter s. However, at the current state of art,
within Selberg theory no relation between Maass cusp forms and eigenfunctions of
transfer operators beyond this rather weak dimension statement can be established,
let alone an insightful isomorphism. In stark contrast, the isomorphism from the
transfer operator approach has a clear geometric motivation. (See the discussion in
Section 8 below.)
This transfer operator approach for the modular surface Xmod allows dynamical
characterizations also for certain other eigenfunctions of the Laplacian [CM98,
CM99, LZ01], and the factorization in (1.2) could be explained [Efr93, Bru97,
LZ01, MP13, Poh16a]. An alternative transfer-operator-based characterization of
the Maass cusp forms is provided by the combination of [MS08, BM09, MMS12].
This approach proceeds from a discretization of the geodesic flow giving rise to a
transfer operator with properties similar to the one in (1.1). (See below for a further,
more recent alternative that is of a different nature and shows additional features.)
Taking advantage of twists by finite-dimensional representations these results could
be extended to certain finite covers of the modular surface [CM99, DH07, FMM07].
All of these transfer operator approaches have in common that the transfer operators
contain infinite sums (as in (1.1)) and hence their eigenfunctions with eigenvalue 1
are not automatically seen to satisfy a finite-term functional equation (as, e. g.,
(1.3)).
With [Poh14], Pohl provided a construction of discretizations and symbolic dynam-
ics for the geodesic flow on a rather large class of hyperbolic surfaces Γ\H (of finite
or infinite area) for which the arising transfer operators are sums of only finitely
many terms. Further, for all hyperbolic surfaces Γ\H of finite area, Bruggeman–
Lewis–Zagier [BLZ15] provided a characterization of the Maass cusp forms of Γ as
cocycles in certain parabolic 1-cohomology spaces.
For all those Fuchsian groups Γ that are both cofinite and admissible for the con-
struction in [Poh14], the transfer operator eigenfunctions with eigenvalue 1 serve as
building blocks for the parabolic 1-cocycles. The eigenspaces with eigenvalue 1 of
the transfer operators are then seen to be isomorphic to the parabolic 1-cohomology
spaces [Poh12, Poh13, MP13]. In combination with [BLZ15], it follows that the
space of these transfer operator eigenfunctions is thus isomorphic to the space of
Maass cusp forms for Γ. As in the case of the modular group, for any such Γ, the iso-
morphism is given by an (explicit) integral transform. The defining equation (rather,
system of equations) of these transfer operator eigenfunctions consists of finitely
many terms, by the very choice of the discretization of the geodesic flow. Therefore,
these eigenfunctions constitute (dynamically defined) period functions for the Maass
cusp forms. We refer to the survey [PZ] for a rather informal presentation of this
type of transfer operator approaches to Maass cusp forms.
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For the modular surface, this construction recovers the functional equation in (1.3)
without a detour via an infinite-term transfer operator. However, an extension of
this construction finds again Mayer’s transfer operator (1.1) as well as a dynamical
explanation of the factorization in (1.2) (alternative to Efrat’s approach [Efr93]) and
separated period functions and functional equations for odd and even Maass cusp
forms, recovering Lewis’ equation in [Lew97]. See [MP13, Poh16a].
Aim of this article. The construction of the discretizations of the geodesic flow
in [Poh14] and of slow transfer operators applies to (certain) hyperbolic surfaces
of infinite area as well. Therefore it is a natural question to which extent such
dynamical and transfer-operator-based characterizations of automorphic forms are
possible for hyperbolic surfaces of infinite area. With this paper we initiate the
investigation of the realm of such characterizations.
Since hyperbolic surfaces X = Γ\H of infinite area have no embedded L2-eigenval-
ues, and hence their pure point spectrum is finite, the major bulk of the interesting
spectral values is given by the scattering resonances. For this reason we will consider
also automorphic forms that are more general than Maass cusp forms, namely the
set of funnel forms, its subset of resonant funnel forms and its even more restrictive
subset of cuspidal funnel forms. All these automorphic forms are characterized by
natural conditions on their growth behavior at the cusps and funnels. The essence
of their properties is sketched in what follows.
The set As(Γ) of funnel forms for Γ with spectral parameter s consists of the
Γ-invariant Laplace eigenfunctions with eigenvalue s(1 − s) that have an s-analytic
boundary behavior near all funnels. See Section 5 below. Funnel forms are allowed
to have large growth towards any cusp.
Its subsetA1s(Γ) of resonant funnel forms consists of those funnel forms that—along
any geodesic γ going to a cusp of X—behave like
p γ(t)1−s + O
(
e−cγ(t)
)
as t → ∞
for suitable p ∈ C, c > 0. We remark that while the behavior at funnels is related to
the spectral parameter s, the behavior towards cusps is related to the opposite spectral
parameter 1 − s. The subset A0s(Γ) of cuspidal funnel forms are those resonant
funnel forms that have exponential decay in any cusp. We refer to Section 5 below
for precise definitions.
In this paper we restrict the discussion to Hecke triangle groups of infinite covolume.
This allows us to provide explicit formulas and calculations, and to avoid book-
keeping of several orbits of cuspidal points and funnel representatives. Moreover,
we impose the restriction Re s ∈ (0, 1) on the spectral parameters s ∈ C. Due
to the latter restriction we can build on several results on parabolic cohomology
from [BLZ15] for the necessary development of cohomological interpretations of
automorphic forms. Otherwise these constructions would have been needed to be
extended to s running through all of C and would have resulted in a much longer
treatise. We hope to return to such generalizations in a future paper.
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For the remainder of this introduction let Γ := Γλ denote the Hecke triangle group
with cusp width λ > 2 (which implies that Γλ has infinite covolume). As a subgroup
of PSL2(R), it is generated by the two elements
S B
[
0 1
−1 0
]
and Tλ B
[
1 λ
0 1
]
.
In [Poh15], Pohl provided so-called slow and fast transfer operators for Γ. The slow
transfer operator Lslows of Γ with parameter s ∈ C acts on vectors of functions
f =
(
f1 : (−1,∞)→ C
f2 : (−∞, 1)→ C
)
(1.5)
by (
Lslows f
)
1
(x) = (λ + x)−2s f1
( −1
λ + x
)
+ f1(x + λ) + (λ + x)−2s f2
( −1
λ + x
)
,
(
Lslows f
)
2
(x) = (λ − x)−2s f1
(
1
λ − x
)
+ f2(x − λ) + (λ − x)−2s f2
(
1
λ − x
)
.
The notion and essence of a slow transfer operator (as opposed to a fast transfer
operator) will be explained in Section 7 below.
We let FEωs (C) denote the space of the 1-eigenfunctions f = ( f1, f2) of Lslows
(i. e., f = Lslows f ) for which f1 and f2 extend holomorphically to C r (−∞,−1]
and C r [1,∞), respectively. In other words, these functions are the holomorphic
solutions to the functional equation f = Lslows f with a large domain of definition.
Further let BFEωs (C) be the subspace of FE
ω
s (C) consisting of the elements of the
form (−b, b) for some entire λ-periodic function b. We call FEωs (C) the space of
period functions and BFEωs (C) the space of boundary period functions, justified by
Theorems A and B below. The spaces FEωs (C) and BFE
ω
s (C) allow us to characterize
the funnel formsAs(Γ).
Theorem A. For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 , there is a surjective linear map
As : FEωs (C)→ As(Γ)
from the space of period functions FEωs (C) to the space of funnel formsAs(Γ). The
map As descends to an isomorphism
FEωs (C)/BFE
ω
s (C)→ As(Γ) .
In a nutshell, this correspondence is given by identifying a funnel form u ∈ As(Γ)
with a period function f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C) if
f1(t) =
∫ ∞
−1
{u,R(t; ·)s} on (−1,∞)
and
f2(t) =
∫ ∞
1
{u,R(t; ·)s} on (−∞, 1) .
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Here {·, ·} denotes the Green’s form on C∞(H) and R(·; ·) the Poisson-type kernel.
(See Section 11 below for details.) The integration is along any path in H with
endpoints as indicated. In this way we find a linear map from funnel forms to
period functions, subject to some corrections due to problems of convergence of
the integrals. (In the case of non-convergence, a regularization is possible.) A
natural map As in the opposite direction is seen to have a non-trivial kernel that is
precisely BFEωs (C). We refer to Part III below for precise statements.
To identify which of the period functions arise from resonant and cuspidal funnel
forms we will need to understand how the growth properties of funnel forms at the
cusp of a Hecke triangle group are characterized in terms of properties of the period
functions. For that we will take advantage of a certain fast transfer operator Lfasts .
This fast transfer operator is not precisely the one provided in [Poh15] but can easily
be deduced from it. As any fast transfer operator, also this one arises from a certain
induction process on parabolic elements in the slow transfer operator Lslows , and
hence it captures very well the growth behavior at the cusp. See Section 7 below for
the detailed construction of Lfasts and its properties.
The operator Lfasts acts on functions f of the form as in (1.5) by(
Lfasts f
)
1
(x) =
∑
n≥1
1
(nλ + x)2s
( f1 + f2)
( −1
nλ + x
)
and (
Lfasts f
)
2
(x) =
∑
n≥1
1
(nλ − x)2s ( f1 + f2)
(
1
nλ − x
)
.
We let
FEω,1s (C) :=
{
f ∈ FEωs (C) : f = Lfasts f
}
denote the set of period functions that are also 1-eigenfunctions of the fast transfer
operator, and we set
FEω,0s (C) :=
{
f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEω,1s (C) : f1(0) = − f2(0)
}
.
The boundary period functions contained in FEω,1s (C) or FE
ω,0
s (C) are trivial (see
Proposition 20.4 below):
FEω,1s (C) ∩ BFEωs (C) = FEω,0s (C) ∩ BFEωs (C) = {0} .
The spaces FEω,1s (C) and FE
ω,0
s (C) allow us to characterize the spaces of resonant
funnel formsA1s(Γ) and cuspidal funnel formsA0s(Γ), respectively.
Theorem B. Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1).
(i) For s , 12 , the map As in Theorem A induces a bijective linear map
FEω,1s (C)→ A1s(Γ) .
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(ii) On FEω,0s (C), the map As in Theorem A has a natural extension to s = 12 . This
extension yields a bijective linear map
FEω,0s (C)→ A0s(Γ)
for all s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1).
As in the case of hyperbolic surfaces of finite area and dynamical characterizations
of Maass cusp forms, we will prove Theorems A and B in a two-step approach with
cohomology spaces as mediator between automorphic forms and eigenfunctions of
the transfer operators.
We will first develop several cohomological interpretations of funnel forms, resonant
funnel forms and cuspidal funnel forms. The cohomology spaces that we will use
are not completely standard, and—due to the presence of a funnel—are more in-
volved than the parabolic cohomology spaces from [BLZ15] for finite area surfaces.
Furthermore, in order to fully capture the behavior of the considered automorphic
forms at cusps and funnels we will use subspaces of these cohomology spaces
determined by conditions that appear to be non-cohomological but of geometric
nature.
A distinguished role is played by cocycles that are defined on the Γ-invariant set
Ξ B Γ 1 ∪ Γ∞
and that have values in carefully chosen Γ-modules M that depend on whether we
aim at a cohomological interpretation of all funnel forms As(Γ) or all resonant
funnel forms A1s(Γ) or all cuspidal funnel forms A0s(Γ). The set Ξ consists of all
representatives of the cusp of Γ\H and all boundaries of all connected representatives
of a well-chosen kind of the funnel of Γ\H. These are exactly the points which are
crucial for distinguishing generic Laplace eigenfunctions from funnel forms, and
generic funnel forms from resonant funnel forms, and generic resonant funnel forms
from cuspidal funnel forms. The Γ-modules M consist of semi-analytic functions
on P1R with additional regularity-like properties at (and near) the points in Ξ.
Thus, for any ∗ ∈ { , 0, 1} and any s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1) (and s , 12 for non-cuspidal
funnel forms) we will define Γ-modules M(A∗s(Γ)) and certain additional conditions
cd(A∗s(Γ)) on cohomology classes such that
A∗s(Γ)  H1Ξ
(
Γ; M(A∗s(Γ))
)cd(A∗s(Γ)) .
In Part III below we will see that this isomorphism is rather explicit and constructive.
Even though in this article we will use these cohomological interpretations of
automorphic forms only to establish an isomorphism between funnel forms (and
subspaces) to certain spaces of eigenfunctions of transfer operators, these inter-
mediate cohomological results are clearly of independent interest. In particular
they contribute to the increasing zoo of cohomological interpretations of auto-
morphic functions and forms that started with the work by Eichler [Eic57] and
Shimura [Shi59], and is continued by, e. g., [Kno74, BO95, BO98, BO99, DH05,
KM10, BLZ15, BCD18].
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After having established the cohomological interpretation of the funnel forms we
will show that the eigenfunctions with eigenvalue 1 of the transfer operator Lslows of
sufficient regularity or the joint eigenfunctions of Lslows and Lfasts serve as building
blocks for well-chosen representatives of the cocycle classes, resulting in explicit
and constructive isomorphisms
FEωs (C)/BFE
ω
s (C)  H
1
Ξ
(
Γ; M(As(Γ)))cd(As(Γ))
and
FEω,∗s (C)  H1Ξ
(
Γ; M(A∗s(Γ))
)cd(A∗s(Γ))
for ∗ ∈ {0, 1}. Here again we will see that the set Ξ plays a special role: It naturally
emerges from the discretization of the geodesic flow (which is the basis for the
transfer operators and hence for the sets FEω,∗s (C)).
The restriction to Hecke triangle groups allows us to establish also the following
refinement of the isomorphisms between the eigenspaces of the transfer operators,
the cohomology spaces and the automorphic forms. Hecke triangle groups enjoy
an exterior symmetry which allows to separate even and odd automorphic forms.
The transfer operators Lslows and Lfasts , the defining properties of period functions as
well as the cohomology spaces are compatible with this symmetry. For that reason
Theorems A and B have a rather straightforward extensions with respect to this
parity.
To state the refined result we add a ‘+’ to the notation if we restrict to the objects
invariant under the exterior symmetry, and a ‘−’ if we restrict to the anti-invariant
objects.
Theorem C. The isomorphisms between period functions, cohomology spaces and
funnel forms from above induce the following isomorphisms:
(i) For s ∈ C, Re (s) ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 ,
FEω,±s (C)/BFEω,±s (C)  H
1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ; M(As(Γ)))cd(As(Γ))  A±s (Γ) .
(ii) For s ∈ C, Re (s) ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 ,
FEω,1,±s (C)  H
1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ; M(A1s(Γ))
)cd(A1s (Γ))  A1,±s (Γ) .
(iii) For s ∈ C, Re (s) ∈ (0, 1),
FEω,0,±s (C)  H
1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ; M(A0s(Γ))
)cd(A0s (Γ))  A0,±s (Γ) .
We provide a brief overview of the structure of this paper. It is divided into seven
parts. In Part I we will provide the necessary background information on Hecke
triangle groups, transfer operators, automorphic forms, period functions and related
objects. After having introduced all these objects, we will provide—in Section 8—an
informal presentation of some insights about the isomorphisms and their constitu-
tions. In Part II we will discuss the cohomology spaces that we will use for the
proofs of Theorems A and B. In Part III we will establish isomorphisms between
the spaces of (resonant and cuspidal) funnel forms and suitable cohomology spaces.
In Part IV we will construct the isomorphisms between the spaces of eigenfunctions
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of the transfer operators and the cohomology spaces. In Part V we will combine
all these results to proofs of Theorems A and B. In addition we will provide a brief
summary of the constructions in Parts III and IV. In Part VI we will discuss the
extensions with respect to parity and prove Theorem C. In the final Part VII we will
show a complementary result used for the motivation in Part I and we will discuss
future research directions.
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Part I. Preliminaries, properties of period functions, and some insights
This part serves two purposes:
1) We introduce automorphic forms, transfer operators, and related objects for
Hecke triangle groups of infinite co-area. After fixing some basic notations,
reviewing the necessary background information on hyperbolic geometry, and
surveying Hecke triangle groups in Sections 2-4 below, we will define, in Sec-
tion 5 below, the notions of funnel forms, resonant funnel forms and cuspidal
funnel forms.
For the transfer operators and the cohomology spaces that we will use for the
proofs of Theorems A and B, principal series representations are essential. We
will recall these representations in Section 6 below. In Section 7 below we will
present the two families of slow and fast transfer operators families, define the
notion of period functions, and discuss some of their first properties.
2) We will present, in Section 8 below, some insights and a motivation for the
structure of the isomorphism between eigenfunctions of transfer operators and
cocycles.
2. Notations
We set 1 :=
(
1 0
0 1
)
, and let
PSL2(R) := SL2(R)/{±1}
denote the projective group of SL2(R). We denote the image of
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(R) by[
a b
c d
]
.
For any complex number z ∈ C we set x = x(z) = Re z and y = y(z) = Im z if not
noted otherwise. For r ∈ R we set
R≥r := {x ∈ R : x ≥ r}
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and
CRe≥r := {z ∈ C : Re z ≥ r} ,
and define analogously R≤r, R>r, R<r, CRe≤r, CRe>r, CRe<r. Further, N = {1, 2, . . .}
denotes the set of natural numbers (without 0), and N0 := N ∪ {0}.
3. Elements from hyperbolic geometry
3.1. Models and isometries. For the hyperbolic plane, we will use almost exclu-
sively the upper half plane model
H := {z ∈ C : Im z > 0}, ds2z =
dz dz
(Im z)2
.
For a very few figures we will use the disk model
D := {w ∈ C : |w| < 1}, ds2w = 4
dw dw(
1 − |w|2)2 .
The equivalence between these two models is given by any Cayley transform, e. g.,
H→ D, z 7→ i − z
i + z
.
In what follows we present all additional objects only for the upper half plane
model H.
The (positive) Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆ on H is
∆ = −y2
(
∂2x + ∂
2
y
)
. (3.1)
We identify the group of orientation-preserving Riemannian isometries of H with the
group PSL2(R). The action on H is then given by fractional linear transformations,
thus
gz :=
az + b
cz + d
(3.2)
for g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ PSL2(R), z ∈ H. This action extends continuously to all of the
Riemann sphere (complex projective line) P1C = C ∪ {∞}. It preserves the upper
half plane H, the lower half plane
H− := {z ∈ C : Im z < 0} ,
and the real projective line
P1R = R ∪ {∞} .
We note that
P1R = ∂H = ∂H
− ,
where the boundaries of H and H− are taken in P1C. The boundary of H in P
1
C
coincides with the geodesic boundary of H. We let
H = H ∪ P1R
denote the closure of H in P1C.
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3.2. Classification of isometries. We call an element g ∈ PSL2(R) hyperbolic if
the action of g on H has exactly two fixed points. We call it elliptic if it has a
single fixed point in H; we call it parabolic if it has a single fixed point in ∂H.
Equivalently, g is hyperbolic, elliptic or parabolic if and only if g , id and, for
any representative h ∈ SL2(R) of g, we have |Tr h| > 2, |Tr h| < 2 or |Tr h| = 2,
respectively.
3.3. Cusps, funnels, limit set, and ordinary points. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group,
that is, a discrete subgroup of PSL2(R). We call a point x ∈ P1R cuspidal if it is fixed
by a parabolic element of Γ. In that case, we call its Γ-orbit a cusp of Γ. We remark
that the cuspidality of a point in P1R depends on the choice of Γ.
The limit set Λ = Λ(Γ) of Γ is the set of accumulation points of Γz for any z ∈ H
that is not fixed by an element of Γ other than the identity. The set Λ is independent
of the choice of z, and it is contained in P1R. Each element of Λ is called a limit
point of Γ. By a slight abuse2 of notion, we call
Ω := Ω(Γ) := P1R r Λ (3.3)
the set of ordinary points of Γ. The cuspidal points of Γ are contained in Λ. We call
a connected component of Ω a funnel interval of Γ. Each funnel interval contains
at least one maximal interval of points that are pairwise non-equivalent under the
action of Γ. Any such maximal interval we call a funnel representative. A funnel is
the Γ-orbit of a funnel representative.
Let X = Γ\H be the hyperbolic surface with fundamental group Γ. We allow X
to have conical singularities, in which case X is not a surface in the strict sense
but an orbifold. A conical singularity of X (a proper orbifold point) corresponds
to an equivalence class of elliptic elements in Γ. The fundamental group Γ is
called geometrically finite if it has a fundamental domain F in H with finitely many
geodesic sides. It is called cofinite if the area of F is finite with respect to the
hyperbolic measure induced by the invariant measure y−1 dx dy on H.
The surface X may have ends. An end of X refers here to a connected component
of the complement of the compact core of X, or almost equivalently, a connected
component of X r K for a very large compact subset K of X. (We refer to [Bor16]
for the notion of the compact core of hyperbolic surfaces.) The ends of X of finite
area correspond to the cusps of Γ, the ends of infinite area correspond to the funnels.
3.4. Geodesics, resonances, and the Selberg zeta function. The Selberg zeta
function is an important entity in the study of the spectral theory of hyperbolic
surfaces. In this article, we use this zeta function only for motivational purposes.
Nevertheless, for completeness, we now provide its full definition and briefly recall
some of its properties. In a nutshell, it is a generating function for the geodesic length
spectrum of the hyperbolic surface under consideration whose zero set contains all
2Classically, the set of ordinary points is the complement of Λ in H, see the definition in [Leh64,
Chapter III, Section 1].
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resonances. As such, it is a mediator between geometric and spectral properties of
hyperbolic surfaces. In what follows we give more details.
The (unit speed) geodesics on the upper half plane H are precisely the images of the
curve
R→ H, t 7→ iet
under the action of PSL2(R). The images of the geodesics, the complete geodesic
arcs, are the vertical lines in H and the euclidean semi-circles in H with center in R.
Let Γ be a Fuchsian group, and let
pi : H→ Γ\H
be the canonical projection map. The geodesics on X B Γ\H are the images of the
geodesics on H under pi. That is, if γ : R→ H is a geodesic on H, then
γˆ B pi ◦ γ : R→ X , t 7→ pi(γ(t))
is a geodesic on X. Conversely, every geodesic on X arises in this way.
Whereas the arcs of geodesics on H are all very similiar to each other and have only
simple shapes, those of the geodesics on X can be quite different from each other.
In particular, a geodesic γˆ on X might be periodic, i. e., there exists t0 > 0 such that
for all t ∈ R we have
γˆ(t + t0) = γˆ(t) .
In this case, the minimal such t0 is called the primitive period length of γˆ. We
consider two geodesics γˆ and ηˆ on X as equivalent if they trace out the same arc
in the same orientation, that is, if there exists s ∈ R such that γˆ(·) = ηˆ(· + s). We
remark that equivalent geodesics have the same primitive period length (if one, and
hence the other geodesic is periodic). We let LX denote the primitive geodesic length
spectrum of X, that is the multiset of the primitive period lengths of all equivalence
classes of periodic geodesics on X.
The Selberg zeta function ZX of X is determined by the Euler product
ZX(s) B
∏
`∈LX
∞∏
k=0
(
1 − e−(s+k)`
)
, (3.4)
which is known to converge for Re s  1 and which has a meromorphic continuation
to all of C. The zero set of ZX has a spectral meaning, as explained now.
A resonance of X is a pole of the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent
R(s) B
(
∆ − s(1 − s))−1 (3.5)
of the Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆ on X, understood as a map
R(s) : L2comp(X)→ H2loc(X) .
(Here, L2comp(X) is the space of compactly supported L
2-functions, and H2loc(X) is
the space of functions that are locally in the Sobolev space H2(X).) In particular,
each spectral parameter s of any L2-eigenfunction of ∆ is a resonance. The zero set
of ZX consists of the resonances and the so-called topological zeros. (See the small
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caveat in the next paragraph.) This relation gives both a spectral meaning to the
zeros of the Selberg zeta function and a dynamical interpretation of the resonances,
and it has been useful for proving many results on resonances and geodesics.
For accuracy, we remark that in the case that the hyperbolic surface X = Γ\H has
infinite area, the relation between zeros of the Selberg zeta function and resonances
of the Laplacian has so far been shown for torsion-free Γ only. However, we suppose
that the existing methods apply to non-torsion-free, non-cofinite Fuchsian groups Γ
as well and that the resonances–zeros relation remains valid. The results in this
paper also contribute towards this relation.
3.5. Intervals and rounded neighborhoods. In extension of the notion of inter-
vals in R, we call connected subsets of P1R also intervals. We take advantage of the
cyclic order of P1R = R∪{∞} to write intervals in P1R other than ∅, P1R and P1Rr{point}.
Thus, for a, b ∈ R, in terms of intervals in R, the interval (a, b)c ⊆ P1R equals
(a, b)c =
(a, b) if a < b,(a,∞) ∪ {∞} ∪ (−∞, b) if a > b, (3.6)
and analogously if a = ∞ = −∞ or b = ∞. In particular,
(∞, b)c = (−∞, b)
for any b ∈ R. Note that the symbol (a, a)c cannot be defined consistently to (3.6),
and is therefore left undefined.
The real projective line P1R is embedded into the complex projective line P
1
C =
C ∪ {∞} (in the canonical way). We now introduce properties of open subsets of P1C
that we will use further below (e. g., in Section 7.4) for neighborhoods in P1C of
intervals in P1R.
For z0 ∈ C, r > 0 we let
Br(z0) := {z ∈ C : |z − z0| < r}
denote the open ball in C with center z0 and radius r.
Let U be an open subset of P1C, and x ∈ R. We say that U is
• left-rounded at x if Bε(x − ε) ⊆ U for some ε > 0,
• right-rounded at x if Bε(x + ε) ⊆ U for some ε > 0,
• rounded at x if U is left- and right-rounded at x.
Likewise, we say that U is
• left-rounded at∞ if there exists x0 ∈ R such that CRe>x0 ⊆ U,
• right-rounded at∞ if there exists x0 ∈ R such that CRe<x0 ⊆ U,
• rounded at∞ if U is left- and right-rounded at∞.
One easily checks that a set U is rounded at∞ if and only if for each g ∈ PSL2(R)
the set gU is rounded at g∞ (cf. [AP, Section 3.1.1, 3.3]). Thus, the properties of
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being rounded at some point is stable under conjugation by the elements in PSL2(R).
Also the properties of being left- or right-rounded are stable.
Figure 1 below illustrates the notions of left-, and right-roundedness, and of round-
edness.
x
U
x
U
x
U
Figure 1. Examples of open sets U that are left-, right-, and rounded
at x, respectively. The grey circles indicate the disks touching x from
the left, right, and both sides, respectively.
4. Hecke triangle groups with infinite covolume
Hecke triangle groups were used by Hecke in his studies of functional equations
for Dirichlet series. See [Hec36] or Hecke’s lecture notes [Hec83, Chap. II]. The
Hecke triangle groups with infinite covolume form a 1-parameter family (Γλ)λ∈R>2
of Fuchsian groups.
More precisely, the Hecke triangle group Γ = Γλ with parameter λ ∈ R, λ > 2, is
the subgroup of PSL2(R) generated by
T = Tλ =
[
1 λ
0 1
]
and S =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
. (4.1)
Figure 2 shows two fundamental domains for Γ\H.
−λ
2
−1 0 1 λ
2
i
F0
0 1 λ− 1 λ
i λ+ i
F1
Figure 2. Two fundamental domains for Γ\H.
The Hecke triangle surface Γ\H has one cusp, one conical singularity, and one
funnel. In H, the cusp is represented by∞, and hence the set of all cuspidal points
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of Γ is the Γ-orbit Γ∞. The conical singularity is represented by i. The funnel
of Γ\H is represented by [1, λ − 1), and the set of ordinary points is
Ω =
⋃
γ∈Γ
γ[1, λ − 1] . (4.2)
We can deduce the funnel interval I containing [1, λ − 1] from the fundamental
domain F1 in Figure 2 (right) and its side-pairings, as explained in what follows.
The side-pairings of F1 are given by T and TS . The map T identifies the two
vertical sides both ending in∞, and TS identifies the two sides which are touching
the funnel representative [1, λ − 1). The location and shape of the neighboring
translates TSF1 and (TS )−1F1 of F1 (see Figure 3) show that
TS [1, λ − 1] ∪ (TS )−1[1, λ − 1] ⊆ I .
0 1 λ− 1 λ(TS)−11 (TS)(λ− 1)
F1
(TS)−1 F1
(TS)−2 F1
(TS)F1
(TS)2 F1
Figure 3. Neighboring Γ-translates of F1 at the funnel.
A straightforward induction yields that
I =
⋃
n∈Z
(TS )n[1, λ − 1] = (θ−, θ+) ,
where
θ± B
λ ± √λ2 − 4
2
(4.3)
are the repelling (−) and attracting (+) fixed points of TS .
On the funnel interval (θ−, θ+), the cyclic group 〈TS 〉 acts discontinuously. A funda-
mental domain for this action is given by [1, λ − 1), which is a funnel representative.
Since Γ\H has a single funnel, any other funnel interval is of the form g(θ−, θ+) for
some g ∈ Γ, and each such interval is a funnel interval.
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The fundamental domain F0 of Γ in Figure 2 leads to the presentation
Γ = 〈T, S | S 2 = 1〉 (4.4)
by considering the neighboring fundamental domains (see Figure 4) or, equivalently,
by applying Poincare´’s Theorem on fundamental polyhedra [Mas71].
−3
2
λ −1− λ 1− λ −λ
2
−1 − 2
λ
0
i
2
λ
1 λ
2
λ− 1 λ+ 1 3
2
λ
T−1 F0 F0
S F0
T F0
Figure 4. Fundamental domain F0 for Γ, and neighboring translates.
5. Automorphic forms
We state the definitions of the relevant spaces of automorphic forms only specified
for Hecke triangle groups, which is sufficient for our purposes. Their generalizations
to arbitrary Fuchsian groups are straightforward.
Throughout let Γ be a Hecke triangle group. For any s ∈ C we let Es := EΓs
denote the space of Γ-invariant Laplace eigenfunctions with spectral parameter s.
Recall the hyperbolic Laplacian from (3.1). Thus, the space Es consists of all
functions u : H→ C that satisfy
(a) u(γz) = u(z) for all γ ∈ Γ, all z ∈ H, and
(b) ∆u = s(1 − s) u.
The Γ-invariance in (a) shows that each u ∈ Es descends to a function on Γ\H.
Hence we may as well consider Es to be a space of functions Γ\H→ C.
5.1. Funnel forms of different types. We define subspaces of Es by imposing
conditions of regularity near the funnel and of growth at the cusp of Γ\H.
Recall that Ω denotes the set of ordinary points of Γ in P1R. We say that a func-
tion u ∈ Es is a funnel form if for each open interval I ⊆ Ω the map
H→ C , z 7→ y−su(z) (5.1)
extends to a real-analytic function on a neighborhood of I in C. In other words,
there exists a neighborhood U of I in C and a real-analytic function A on U such
that
u(z) = ys A(z) for all z ∈ U ∩ H . (5.2)
We call this property s-analytic boundary behavior near I, and A a real-analytic
core of u near I. We denote the space of funnel forms byAs := As(Γ).
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We remark that the map u is real-analytic on H as being a Laplace eigenfunction.
Thus, also the core A is real-analytic on all of H, and the requirement in (5.2) is
on the real-analytic extendability of z 7→ y−su(z) beyond H. In particular, we may
always assume that U contains all of H, a property that will simplify the proof of
Lemma 13.3 below.
Since Γ is a Hecke triangle group, the set Ω of ordinary points of Γ is the union
Ω =
⋃
γ∈Γ
γ(θ−, θ+) ,
where θ± are the attracting and repelling fixed points of TS (see Section 4). This
union can be made disjoint by restricting to only certain Γ-translates of the inter-
val (θ−, θ+). More precisely, let R ⊆ Γ be a set of representatives for the coset
spaces Γ/〈TS 〉. Then
Ω =
⊔
γ∈R
γ(θ−, θ+) (disjoint union). (5.3)
The property of having s-analytic boundary behavior is stable under the action
of PSL2(R). In other words, if u ∈ Es has s-analytic boundary behavior near the
interval I ⊆ Ω, and g is an element in Γ then, using (a), one easily checks that u also
has s-analytic behavior near gI. From (5.3) it thus follows that u ∈ Es is a funnel
form if and only if u satisfies (5.2) for I = (θ−, θ+).
We define the space A1s := A1s(Γ) of resonant funnel forms to be all those funnel
forms u ∈ As for which there exist constants p ∈ C and c > 0 (both depending on u)
such that
u(z) = p y1−s + O
(
e−cy
)
as y ↑ ∞ . (5.4)
Finally, we define the space A0s := A0s(Γ) of cuspidal funnel forms to be the
subspace of A1s consisting of those funnel forms u for which there exists c > 0
(depending on u) such that
u(z) = O
(
e−cy
)
as y ↑ ∞ . (5.5)
We note that even though Es = E1−s, each of the defined subspacesAs,A1s ,A0s of
forms with spectral parameter s might be different from the corresponding subspace
for the spectral parameter 1 − s.
5.2. Fourier expansion. The subspacesA1s andA0s are characterized withinAs
by properties of the Fourier expansions at the cusp.
For each s ∈ C, the functions in Es are λ-periodic along the real axis. If s , 1/2, then
the Fourier expansion of u ∈ Es at the cusp∞ is given by (see [BLZ15, Section 1.2
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and 8.1])
u(z) = A0λs−1y1−s + y
1
2
∑
n∈Z
n,0
AnKs− 12
(
2pi|n|y
λ
)
e2piin
x
λ (5.6)
+ B0λ−sys + y
1
2 Γ
(
s + 12
)
pi
1
2−s
∑
n∈Z
n,0
Bn|n| 12−sIs− 12
(
2pi|n|y
λ
)
e2piin
x
λ ,
where Iν and Kν are the modified Bessel functions (exponentially increasing and
exponentially decreasing, respectively). For n ∈ Z, the coefficients An, Bn are
suitable complex numbers (independent of x and y).
If s = 1/2, then the zero-th term of the Fourier expansion of u ∈ Es has a different
form than in (5.6). For u ∈ E 1
2
the expansion is
u(z) = A0y
1
2 + y
1
2
∑
n∈Z
n,0
AnK0
(
2pi|n|y
λ
)
e2piin
x
λ (5.7)
+ B0y
1
2 ln y + y
1
2
∑
n∈Z
n,0
BnI0
(
2pi|n|y
λ
)
e2piin
x
λ .
For any s ∈ C, the factor in front of Is−1/2 ensures that the terms behave like ys
as y ↓ 0. See the discussion in [BLZ15, Sections 1.2 and 8.1].
The subspace A1s consists of those u ∈ As for which Bn = 0 for all n ∈ Z. The
subspaceA0s is characterized by the additional property that also A0 = 0.
6. Principal series
For the transfer operators, defined in Section 7 below, as well as the modules of
the cohomology spaces, defined in Part II below, the spaces and the action of the
principal series representations of PSL2(R) are crucial. For these, various models
are known. (See, e. g., [BLZ13, Section 2.1]) We present the model that we will use
for our applications, the line model.
Within the line model, the spaces of the principal series representations of PSL2(R)
are certain spaces of functions on P1R. In order to provide explicit formulas, we use
two coordinate charts for the (one-dimensional, smooth) manifold P1R = R ∪ {∞},
namely (R, id) and (R, S ), where S : t 7→ −1/t is identified with the action of the
element S =
[
0 1−1 0
]
on P1R. Thus, the image of the chart (R, id) is R = P
1
Rr {∞}, and
the image of the chart (R, S ) is P1R r {0}. The change of charts is given by t 7→ −1/t,
thus by the action of S . With respect to this manifold atlas, each function on P1R is
given by a pair ( f , f∞) of functions
f , f∞ : R→ C .
To be element of a representation space of the principal series of PSL2(R) with
spectral parameter s ∈ C, one of the conditions the pair ( f , f∞) needs to satisfy is
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the relation
f (t) = |t|−2s f∞(−1/t) for t ∈ R r {0} .
In addition we will either require regularity properties that will allow to determine
the value of f∞ at 0 from the knowledge of the behavior of f∞ in a punctured
neighborhood of 0, and hence from knowing the function f , or we will not be
interested in the precise value of f∞ at 0. We refer to the discussions below for
further details. Therefore, by slight abuse of notation, we identify f with the
pair ( f , f∞) and consider f as a function on all of P1R that is ‘well-behaved’ for|t| → ∞ .
The action of PSL2(R) on the spaces of the principal series representations with
spectral parameter s is given by(
τs
(
g−1
)
f
)
(t) := f |2sg(t) := |ct + d|−2s f
(
at + b
ct + d
)
, (6.1)
where
g =
[
a b
c d
]
∈ PSL2(R) .
(We note that we assume that f : P1R → C is sufficiently well-behaved for |t| → ∞
such that (6.1) is well-defined for t = −d/c.) Throughout we will work with right
modules for the representation spaces, which causes the inverse g−1 in (6.1). We
refer to [BLZ13] and [BLZ15, §2] for more details and other models.
6.1. Regularity at ∞. Let s ∈ C, let I ⊆ P1R be an open interval with ∞ ∈ I, and
let f : I → C be a function. We say that f is real-analytic at ∞ for the spectral
parameter s if and only if there exists g ∈ PSL2(R) such that gI ⊆ R and the
map τs(g) f is real-analytic at g∞ (that is, τs(g) f is real-analytic in a neighborhood
of g∞). A standard choice for g is
g = S =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
, (6.2)
resulting in the characterization that f is real-analytic at ∞ if and only if for all
sufficiently large |t|, the function f is given by a power series in −1/t times |t|−2s,
thus
f (t) = |t|−2s
∞∑
n=0
cnt−n . (6.3)
Analogously, we define the notions of smoothness (C∞) at∞ or any other type of
regularity at ∞ (e. g., Cp, p ∈ R≥0, etc.). In particular, smoothness of f at ∞ is
characterized by the existence of an asymptotic expansion
f (t) ∼ |t|−2s
∞∑
n=0
cnt−n as |t| → ∞ . (6.4)
We remark that the notion of real-analyticity, smoothness, etc., at∞ does not depend
on the choice of g ∈ PSL2(R) with g∞ ∈ R.
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We further remark that for any open subset U ⊆ P1R, any point x ∈ U and any
element g ∈ PSL2(R), the action τs(g) preserves real-analyticity and smoothness
at x. That is, for any function h : U → C, the function h is real-analytic or smooth
at x if and only if τs(g)h is real-analytic or smooth at gx, respectively.
In Section 22 below we will define the extension of τs to PGL2(R). In anticipation
of this definition we remark that all of the definitions and characterizations in the
present section extend without changes to the action by elements in PGL2(R).
6.2. Presheaves and sheaves. Let s ∈ C. For any open subset I ⊆ P1R and different
types of conditions cd on functions on I (e. g., regularity, growth, local behavior)
we set
Vcds (I) := { f : I → C : f satisfies cd } . (6.5)
We refer to Part II below for the list of conditions that we will use. Since all of these
conditions are local and (Γ, τs)-equivariant for any Hecke triangle group Γ (even
for any Fuchsian group Γ), we obtain (Γ, τs)-equivariant presheaves or sheavesVcds
with bijective linear transformation maps
τs(g) : Vcds (I)→Vcds (gI) (g ∈ Γ) .
6.3. Holomorphic extensions. For the notion of complex period functions, we
will consider real-analytic functions f on some open subset I ⊆ R (or P1R) and apply
the definition in (6.1) to their extension to a holomorphic function on some open
neighborhood of I in C (or P1C). See, e. g., Section 7 below. This extension of the
definition in (6.1) can only be applied with caution as explained in what follows.
Let s ∈ C, let Γ be a Hecke triangle group, and let I ⊆ P1R be an open subset.
Any real-analytic function f : I → C has an holomorphic extension to some open
neighborhood of I in P1C. For every g ∈ Γ, the function τs(g) f has a holomorphic
extension as well. However, in whatever way we choose the holomorphic extension
of the automorphy factor |ct + d|−2s in (6.1), in general, the representation property
τs(g1)τs(g2) f = τs(g1g2) f (6.6)
does not extend to outside of P1R. In other words, τs does not define a representation
of Γ on spaces of holomorphic functions.
However, in all situation where we will make use of the relation (6.6) for holo-
morphic functions f , we will only consider a certain semi-subgroup of Γ. For this
semi-subgroup, a common choice of the holomorphic extension of the automorphy
factor in (6.1) is indeed possible. We refer to Section 7.4 below, in particular to
Proposition 7.2 below, for a prominent example of such a situation.
7. Transfer operators and period functions
Throughout let Γ be a Hecke triangle group. The families of slow and fast transfer op-
erators for Γ that we will use in Theorems A and B have been developed in [Poh15].
More precisely, the family
(Lslows )s∈C of slow transfer operators is exactly the one
from [Poh15]; we will review it in Section 7.2 below. The family
(Lfasts )s∈C of fast
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transfer operators arises by a reduction and simplification of the one in [Poh15],
capturing the essential spectral properties of the latter. The transfer operators Lfasts
can also be derived directly from the slow transfer operators Lslows . In Section 7.5
below we will discuss both ways of their construction in more details.
All these transfer operators arise directly from the discretizations of the geodesic
flow on the unit sphere bundle of Γ\H that were developed in [Poh14, Poh15], or are
closely related to those. We will briefly review these discretizations in Section 7.1
below.
As already mentioned in the Introduction, period functions are eigenfunctions of the
transfer operators with eigenvalue 1. Precise definitions will be given in Section 7.3
below, and the relation between the space of real period functions and the space of
complex period functions will be discussed in Section 7.4 below.
7.1. Discretizations and transfer operators. For any sufficiently nice discrete
dynamical system F : D → D (e. g., D being an open subset3 of R, and F being a
differentiable function with at most countable preimages) the associated transfer
operator Ls,F with parameter s ∈ C is defined by
Ls,F f (x) :=
∑
y∈F−1(x)
∣∣∣F′(y)∣∣∣−s f (y) , (7.1)
acting on appropriate spaces of functions f on D. The choice of these spaces
depends on the applications.
The transfer operators in [Poh15] are associated to a discrete dynamical system
that arises from the discretization of the geodesic flow on Γ\H as provided in
[Poh14, Poh15]. We briefly recall the rough structure of such discretizations and
refer to [Poh14, Poh15] for details.
Throughout, for any vector v in the unit tangent bundle SH of H, we let γv denote
the geodesic on H determined by v. Thus, γv is the unique geodesic satisfying
γ′v(0) = v . (7.2)
Likewise, for any vector vˆ ∈ Γ\SH of the unit tangent bundle of Γ\H, we let γˆv
denote the geodesic on Γ\H determined by vˆ. Thus
γˆv
′(0) = vˆ . (7.3)
A (strong) cross section for the geodesic flow on Γ\H is a subset Cˆ of Γ\SH such
that
3In the construction of the transfer operators below, D will be a subset of a disjointified union of
open sets of R. The transfer operator itself acts initially on a space of functions with domain D. The
transfer operator is then extended in a continuous way to a space of functions with an open set as
domain, which in a certain sense, is an open hull of D. For details we refer to the detailed construction
in [Poh15].
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• every geodesic γˆ on Γ\H intersects Cˆ in a discrete sequence of times, which
is either empty or ‘future-infinite.’ More precisely, if we consider the
derivative of γˆ as a curve in Γ\SH, thus
γˆ ′ : R→ Γ\SH ,
then the set {
t ∈ R≥0 : γˆ′(t) ∈ Cˆ
}
is required to be discrete in R and either empty or infinite. This set may and
does depend on the specific geodesic γˆ.
• every periodic geodesic of Γ\H intersects Cˆ.
The first return map Rˆ : Cˆ → Cˆ of a cross section Cˆ is the map which assigns
to vˆ ∈ Cˆ the vector γˆv′(t0) ∈ Cˆ, where
t0 := min
{
t > 0 : γˆv′(t) ∈ Cˆ
}
(7.4)
is the first return time of vˆ. The first return map is a discretization of the geodesic
flow on Γ\H.
In [Poh14, Poh15] a construction of a cross section Cˆ is proposed for which there
exists a subset C∗ of SH that contains exactly one representative of each element
in Cˆ and which decomposes into the two sets
• C∗1, which consists of all unit tangent vectors v ∈ SH that are based on the
geodesic on H connecting −1 and∞, and for which the geodesic γv ends in
the interval (−1,∞)c (that is, γv(∞) ∈ (−1,∞)c) but not in a funnel interval
or a cuspidal point, and
• C∗2, which consists of all unit tangent vectors v ∈ SH that are based on the
geodesic on H connecting 1 and∞, and for which the geodesic γv ends in
the interval (∞, 1)c but not in a funnel interval or a cuspidal point.
The sets C∗1 and C
∗
2 are visualized in Figure 5, the directions of the unit tangent
vectors belonging to C∗1 and C
∗
2 are indicated in grey.
1− λ −1 1
1−λ 0
1
λ−1 1 λ− 1
T−1C∗2 C
∗
1
ST C∗1 ST−1C∗2
C∗2 T C
∗
1
Figure 5. Cross section for slow transfer operator.
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The set C∗ determines a map F on a certain subset D of(
(−1,∞)c × {1}) ∪ ((∞, 1)c × {2})
as follows: For any vˆ ∈ Cˆ let v denote the (unique) representative of vˆ in C∗. Set
(‘coding bit of vˆ’)
b(vˆ) B
1 if v ∈ C∗1 ,2 if v ∈ C∗2 . (7.5)
Let
pr : Cˆ → R × {1, 2}, vˆ 7→ (γv(∞), b(vˆ))
denote the map which assigns to vˆ ∈ Cˆ the future endpoint of the geodesic on H
determined by the representative v ∈ C∗ of vˆ and its coding bit b(vˆ). Then F is the
unique map for which the diagram
Cˆ Rˆ //
pr

Cˆ
pr

D F // D
commutes.
The set D consists of the endpoints γv(∞) of the geodesics γv determined by the
elements v ∈ C∗, and a symbol that captures if γv intersects C∗1 or C∗2 (in other words,
if v ∈ C∗1 or v ∈ C∗2). Thus,
D =
((
(−1,∞)c r (Ω(Γ) ∪ Γ∞)) × {1}) ∪ (((∞, 1)c r (Ω(Γ) ∪ Γ∞)) × {2}) .
The map F can be read off from Figure 5 in the following way: For (x, j) ∈ D we
pick a vector v ∈ C∗j such that γv(∞) = x. Let t0 > 0 be the first return time of v, that
is (cf. (7.4))
t0 B min{t > 0 : γ′v(t) ∈ Γ C∗} , (7.6)
and suppose that γ′v(t0) ∈ gC∗k (g ∈ Γ). (We note that g and k are uniquely
determined.) Then
F
(
x, j
)
=
(
g−1 x, k
)
. (7.7)
One easily sees that g and k do not depend on the choice of v. We refer to [Poh14,
Poh15] for more details.
The discrete dynamical system (D, F) gives rise to the slow transfer operators,
defined in Section 7.2 below. An induction of the system (D, F) on the parabolic
elements then gives rise to the fast transfer operators from [Poh15]. This induction
process is equivalent to work with a certain sub-cross section of Cˆ; it has the effect
that the arising discrete dynamical system is uniformly expanding.
The motivation to call these transfer operators slow or fast originates in the prop-
erties of the underlying discrete dynamical systems. In both cases, the discrete
dynamical systems are piecewise given by fractional linear transformation of cer-
tain elements in Γ. For slow transfer operators, the discrete dynamical system is
finitely branched. More precisely, it decomposes into finitely many pieces only, and
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hence is reminiscent of a slow continued fraction algorithm (equivalently, a Farey
algorithm). Whereas for fast transfer operators, the discrete dynamical system is
infinitely branched and reminiscent of a fast continued fraction algorithm.
7.2. Slow transfer operators. As mentioned in Section 7.1, the slow transfer op-
erator Lslows arises from the discretization of the geodesic flow on Γ\SH that is
provided in [Poh15] (a simplication of the discretization in [Poh14]). The opera-
tor Lslows is (see [Poh15])
Lslows =
(
τs(T−1S ) + τs(T−1) τs(T−1S )
τs(TS ) τs(TS ) + τs(T )
)
, (7.8)
acting on functions vectors (
f1 : (−1,∞)c → C
f2 : (∞, 1)c → C
)
.
Well-definedness of this operator follows directly from its geometric construction,
for details we refer to [Poh15]. It can also easily be checked by a straightforward
calculation. The transfer operator Lslows can be considered to act on various spaces.
In what follows we present the spaces that we will use.
To simplify notation we use the following conventions: For any sets D1,D2 we let
D1 unionmulti D2
denote the disjointified union of D1 and D2. If the sets D1 and D2 are disjoint, then
their disjointified union equals their disjoint union, which we also denote by
D1 unionsq D2 .
If the sets D1,D2 are not disjoint initially, then forming their disjointified union
includes to disjointify D1 and D2 (i. e., to consider them as being disjoint) by, e. g.,
using the identifications D1  D1 × {1} and D2  D2 × {2}. The disjointified union
is then identified with the disjoint union of the disjointified sets, thus
D1 unionmulti D2  (D1 × {1}) unionsq (D2 × {2}) .
In what follows we will always suppress the identification of D j with D j × { j}
( j = 1, 2) from the notation. Further, for open subsets D1,D2 ⊆ R or D1,D2 ⊆ C
and p ∈ Z≥0 ∪ {∞, ω} we will use throughout the natural identification
Cp(D1 unionmulti D2)  Cp(D1) ×Cp(D2) , f ↔ ( f |D1 , f |D2) .
From (7.8) we immediately see that the transfer operator Lslows (for any s ∈ C) acts
as a linear map on any of the spaces
Cp
(
(−1,∞)c unionmulti (∞, 1)c) , p ∈ Z≥0 ∪ {∞, ω} .
We set
DR := (−1,∞)c unionmulti (∞, 1)c (7.9)
and will make particular use of the space Cω(DR).
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We will also need domains of definition for Lslows that consists of extensions of
the spaces Cp(DR) to spaces of functions with complex domains. Working out the
expression for the element Lslows f in (7.8) with f = ( f1, f2) we find
(Lslows f )1(t) = |t + λ|−2s f1
( −1
t + λ
)
+ f1(t + λ) + |t + λ|−2s f2
( −1
t + λ
)
(7.10)
for t ∈ (−1,∞)c, and
(Lslows f )2(t) = |t − λ|−2s f1
(
1
λ − t
)
+ |t − λ|−2s f2
(
1
λ − t
)
+ f2(t − λ) (7.11)
for t ∈ (∞, 1)c. We extend the automorphy factor |t +λ|−2s in (7.10) holomorphically
to C r (−∞,−λ] by
z 7→ (z + λ)−2s ,
and we extend the automorphy factor |t−λ|−2s in (7.11) holomorphically to Cr[λ,∞)
by
z 7→ (λ − z)−2s .
With these extensions, one easily sees that the transfer operator Lslows also acts on
the spaces Cp(DC), p ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞, ω}, where4
DC :=
(
C r (−∞,−1]) unionmulti (C r [1,∞)) .
We will mainly use Cω(DC). (We recall that for Cω(DR) the ω refers to real-analytic
functions, but for Cω(DC) to holomorphic functions.)
Another natural choice for the holomorphic extensions of the automorphy factors
would be
(
(z ± λ)2)−s, which is holomorphic on C r (∓λ + iR). The difference
between these two choices of holomorphic extensions is only the maximal domain
to which the functions can be extended, not the values on the common domain.
We call eigenfunctions of Lslows with eigenvalue 1 also 1-eigenfunctions. The usage
of ‘1-’ here is not related to the one for 1-cohomology spaces.
7.3. Period functions. Let s ∈ C and let K ∈ {R,C}. We say that f ∈ Cω(DK) is
a K-period function for the spectral parameter s if Lslows f = f . If K = R, then we
call a K-period function also a real period function. Likewise, C-period functions
are also called complex period functions. We let
FEωs (K) :=
{
f ∈ Cω(DK) : Lslows f = f
}
(7.12)
denote the space of all K-period functions.
If b ∈ Cω(K), then (−b, b) ∈ FEωs (K) if and only if τs(T )b = b. We define the
subspace of boundary K-period functions by
BFEωs (K) :=
{
(−b, b) : b ∈ Cω(K), τs(T )b = b
}
. (7.13)
The spaces FEωs (K) and BFE
ω
s (K) are vector spaces.
4Our discussion shows that we may be able to use larger domains in the function spaces. We refer
to Section 7.4 below for an extended discussion. For our applications, DC is sufficient.
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The space FEωs (C) can also be characterized as
FEωs (C) =
{
f ∈ FEωs (R) : f extends to an element in Cω(DC)
}
, (7.14)
and hence can be understood as a subspace of FEωs (R). Indeed, every complex
period function obviously restricts to a real period function, and hence
FEωs (C) ⊆
{
f ∈ FEωs (R) : f extends to an element in Cω(DC)
}
.
Conversely, if f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (R) is a real period function such that f1 has a
holomorphic extension f˜1 to C r (−∞,−1] and f2 has a holomorphic extension f˜2
to C r [1,∞), then the identity theorem of complex analysis implies that the func-
tional equation(
f1
f2
)
=
(
τs(T−1S ) f1 + τs(T−1) f1 + τs(T−1S ) f2
τs(TS ) f1 + τs(TS ) f2 + τs(T ) f2
)
= Lslows
(
f1
f2
)
remains valid for the holomorphic extension f˜ = ( f˜1, f˜2) of f . Thus f˜ = Lslows f˜ ,
and hence
FEωs (C) ⊇
{
f ∈ FEωs (R) : f extends to an element in Cω(DC)
}
.
7.4. Real and complex period functions. We now investigate the extendability
properties of real period functions. In Proposition 7.1 below we will show that real
period functions f ∈ FEωs (R) uniquely extend to holomorphic functions f˜ on certain
larger domains in R preserving the property of being a 1-eigenfunction of Lslows .
Moreover, we will show, in Proposition 7.2 below, that under certain conditions the
domain of holomorphy can be chosen so large that the extension f˜ of f is a complex
period function, thus an element of FEωs (C). We start by discussing the limiting
obstacles for such extensions.
Each period function f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (R) is, by definition, a 1-eigenfunction
of the transfer operator Lslows . Written out, the relation Lslows f = f becomes (see
also (7.10) and (7.11))
f1(x) = τs(T−1S ) f1(x) + τs(T−1) f1(x) + τs(T−1S ) f2(x) (7.15a)
= (λ + x)−2s f1
( −1
λ + x
)
+ f1(x + λ) + (λ + x)−2s f2
( −1
λ + x
)
,
f2(x) = τs(TS ) f1(x) + τs(T ) f2(x) + τs(TS ) f2(x) (7.15b)
= (λ − x)−2s f1
(
1
λ − x
)
+ f2(x − λ) + (λ − x)−2s f2
(
1
λ − x
)
,
where x ∈ (−1,∞) in the first two equations (7.15a), and x ∈ (−∞, 1) in the latter
two equations (7.15b).
There are two types of obstacles limiting the domain to which a generic period func-
tion f extends real-analytically or holomorphically. The first one is the extendability
of the automorphy factors in (7.15) deriving from the τs-action, thus the domain of
the complex logarithm, which we already alluded at in Section 7.2.
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Due to the factor (λ+ x)−2s in (7.15a), the domain of extendability of f1 is contained
in C r (−∞,−λ]. (We choose throughout the principal value for the logarithm, thus
the logarithm is holomorphic on C r (−∞, 0].) Analogously, the domain of any
extension of f2 is contained in C r [λ,∞).
The second obstacle are the repelling fixed points of the hyperbolic elements acting
in (7.15) as well as the paths points in C take towards the attracting fixed points of
the hyperbolic and parabolic elements in (7.15). The latter is an issue for extensions
into the complex plane only. An extended discussion is provided below right before
Proposition 7.2. We provide more details regarding the former issue. For simplicity
of exposition, the discussion is restricted to real domains.
The image of the domain of f1 under the hyperbolic element S T acting in (7.15a) is
compactly contained in the domain of f1 as well as of f2, and analogously for the
image of the domain of f2 under the hyperbolic element S T−1 acting in (7.15b):
S T (−1,∞), S T−1(−∞, 1) ⊆ (−1,∞) ∩ (−∞, 1) .
Moreover, the parabolic elements T and T−1 acting in (7.15a) and (7.15b) pull the
domain of f1 and f2 towards their attracting fixed point ∞ through the domain
of f1 and f2, respectively. We note that∞ is a boundary point of both domains of
definition.
Therefore, using (7.15) for bootstrapping (and ignoring for the moment possible
restrictions from automorphy factors) allows us to simultaneously extend the domain
of f2 until the repelling fixed point
θ+ =
λ +
√
λ2 − 4
2
of S T−1 (which is the attracting fixed point of TS ), and the domain of f1 until the
repelling fixed point
−θ+ = −λ −
√
λ2 − 4
2
of S T such that the extended functions remain real-analytic and still satisfy (7.15)
on all of (−θ+,∞)×(−∞, θ+). Beyond ±θ+ the actions of S T and S T−1, respectively,
are expanding which yields that in general no further extension is possible.
In Proposition 7.1 below we discuss a more general situation, considering regulari-
ties weaker than real-analyticity as well.
Proposition 7.1. Let p ∈ N0 ∪ {∞, ω}, let
f1 : (−1,∞)→ C ,
f2 : (−∞, 1)→ C
be p times continuously differentiable functions, and suppose that ( f1, f2) satis-
fies (7.15) on (−1,∞) × (−∞, 1). Then there are unique p times continuously
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differentiable extensions
f˜1 : (−θ+,∞)→ C ,
f˜2 : (−∞, θ+)→ C
of f1 and f2, respectively, such that ( f˜1, f˜2) satisfies (7.15) on (−θ+,∞) × (−∞, θ+).
Proof. Since θ+ is the attracting fixed point of TS , and −θ+ is the attracting fixed
point of T−1S , we have(
T−1S
)n(−1)↘ −θ+ and (TS )n1↗ θ+
as n→ ∞. We claim that for every n ∈ N there exist unique Cp extensions
f1,n :
((
T−1S )n(−1),∞
)
→ C ,
f2,n :
(−∞, (TS )n1)→ C
of f1, f2, respectively, such that ( f1,n, f2,n) satisfies (7.15) on((
T−1S )n(−1),∞
)
× (−∞, (TS )n1) .
The limiting case n→ ∞ then establishes the existence of ( f˜1, f˜2) with the properties
as claimed in the statement of the proposition.
We set f1,0 := f1, f2,0 := f2, and iteratively (cf. (7.15)) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .,
f1,n B τs(T−1S ) f1,n−1 + τs(T−1) f1,n−1 + τs(T−1S ) f2,n−1
f2,n B τs(TS ) f1,n−1 + τs(TS ) f2,n−1 + τs(T ) f2,n−1 .
Since ( f1, f2) satisfy (7.15) on (−1,∞) × (−∞, 1) by assumption, it immediately
follows that f1,1 and f2,1 are well-defined and Cp on((
T−1S
)
(−1),∞
)
= (1 − λ,∞) and (−∞, (TS )1) = (−∞, λ − 1) ,
respectively, and satisfy (7.15) on these domains. Note that all automorphy factors
in (7.15a) are well-defined and real-analytic on (−θ+,∞), and all automorphy factors
in (7.15b) are well-defined and real-analytic on (−∞, θ+).
Since for each n ∈ N we have
S T
((
T−1S
)n(−1),∞) = ((T−1S )n−1(−1), S T.∞) ⊆ (1 − λ, 0)
⊆ (1 − λ,∞) ∩ (−∞, λ − 1) ,
T
((
T−1S )
)n(−1),∞) ⊆ (−1,∞) ,
S T−1
(
−∞, (TS )n1) ⊆ (1 − λ,∞) ∩ (−∞, λ − 1) ,
T−1
(
−∞, (TS )n1) ⊆ (−∞, 1) ,
induction over n shows the claim. This completes the proof. 
For any period function f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (R), the component functions f1 and f2
are real-analytic, and hence have holomorphic extensions to some complex neighbor-
hoods U1 of (−1,∞) and U2 of (−∞, 1), respectively. Obviously, these holomorphic
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extensions satisfy (7.15) as long as both sides of all equalities in (7.15) are well-
defined on the considered points.
In general, there is no enforcement that the functions f1 and f2 have holomorphic
extensions to all of C r (−∞,−1] and C r [1,∞), respectively. In turn, the real
period function f ∈ FEωs (R) does not necessarily extend to a complex period func-
tion f˜ ∈ FEωs (C). Bootstrapping using (7.15) does not need to yield a holomorphic
extension of f to all of
(
C r (−∞,−1]) × (C r [1,∞)) because the actions of T
(in (7.15a)) and of T−1 (in (7.15b)) do not contract towards the real axis, only
towards ∞ + iR (in contrast, the other elements S T and S T−1 acting in (7.15a)
and (7.15b), respectively, contract towards the real axis). Hence, in general, one
cannot establish contraction into a neighborhood onto which holomorphic extend-
ability is already secured. However, as soon as the neighborhoods U1 and U2 are
left- and right-rounded at∞, respectively, bootstrapping is possible.
Proposition 7.2. Let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (R). Suppose that f1 has a holomorphic
extension to a complex neighborhood U1 of (−1,∞) that is left-rounded at∞ and
that f2 has a holomorphic extension to a complex neighborhood U2 of (−∞, 1)
that is right-rounded at∞. Then the map f extends uniquely to a complex period
function f˜ ∈ FEωs (C).
For a proof of Proposition 7.2 one can proceed as in [AP, Proof of Proposition 3.7]
(see also [AP, Section 3.4]), where a geometric variant of bootstrapping is used.
Alternatively, a proof can be provided by means of a bootstrapping analogously
to [LZ01, Chapter III.4] taking advantage of the explicit formulas for the acting ele-
ments in (7.15). For both variants it is important to note that during the bootstrapping
procedure only certain products of the operators τs(P) with P ∈ {T−1S ,TS ,T−1,T }
are applied to the pairs of holomorphic functions that arise in the process. In other
words, only for a certain selected subset of elements g ∈ Γ, the operators τs(g) need
to be able to act on holomorphic functions with certain domains. It is rather easy to
see that for these elements, a joint holomorphic extension of the automorphy factors
is possible. (Compare the discussion in Section 6.3.) It can be taken in agreement
with (7.15).
7.5. Fast transfer operators. The fast transfer operator Lfasts that we use here is
given (initially only formally) as
Lfasts =

∑
n≥1
τs(T−nS )
∑
n≥1
τs(T−nS )∑
n≥1
τs(T nS )
∑
n≥1
τs(T nS )
 . (7.16)
This definition differs from the fast transfer operator as developed in [Poh15, §3.3].
Therefore, before we specify the realm of the spectral parameter s and the domains
on which Lfasts is an actual operator, we provide two ways of constructing Lfasts .
These two approaches are related but nevertheless provide different insights.
At the current stage of exposition, both deductions should be understood as calcula-
tions on a symbolic level only. Taking into account the discussions of convergence
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and meromorphic extensions that are provided in Sections 7.6 and 7.7 below, these
calculations can easily be converted into proper ones.
Both deductions of Lfasts stress the role of 1-eigenfunctions. We discuss the motiva-
tion in Section 7.5.3 below.
7.5.1. Constructing Lfasts from the fast transfer operator family in [Poh15]. As
mentioned in Section 7.1, the discrete dynamical system that gives rise to the
fast transfer operator LPs as developed in [Poh15, §3.3] arises from the discrete
dynamical system (D, F) that gives rise to the slow transfer operator Lslows by an
induction process on parabolic elements. For details we refer to [Poh15].
The fast transfer operator LPs is given by
LPs =

τs(T−1S )
∑
n∈N
τs(T−n) 0 τs(T−1S )
τs(T−1S ) 0 0 τs(T−1S )
τs(TS ) 0 0 τs(TS )
τs(TS ) 0
∑
n∈N
τs(T n) τs(TS )

, (7.17)
acting on function vectors 
f1 : (−1, 1)c → C
f2 : (−1,∞)c → C
f3 : (∞, 1)c → C
f4 : (−1, 1)c → C
 .
A straightforward calculation shows that the 1-eigenspaces of LPs and Lfasts are in
bijection via the maps
( f1, f2, f3, f4) 7→ ( f1, f4)
and (
f1, τs(T−1S )( f1 + f4), τs(TS )( f1 + f4), f4
)← [ ( f1, f4) .
7.5.2. Constructing Lfasts from Lslows . The equation Lslows f = f for the period
function f = ( f1, f2) can be written as
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
f1 = τs(T−1S ) ( f1 + f2) ,
(1 − τs(T )) f2 = τs(TS ) ( f1 + f2) .
(7.18)
Formally, the sum ∑
n≥0
τs(T±n)
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is an inverse of 1 − τs(T±1), respectively. For the period function ( f1, f2) this gives
(again only formally)(
f1
f2
)
=

∑
n≥0
τs(T−n)
(
1 − τs(T−1)) f1∑
n≥0
τs(T n)
(
1 − τs(T )) f2

(7.18)
=

∑
n≥0
τs(T−n)τs(T−1S )( f1 + f2)∑
n≥0
τs(T n)τs(TS )( f1 + f2)
 ,
thus
f = Lfasts f .
We stress that these calculations are only on a formal basis. Taking into account
questions of convergence, we will see in Part IV below that not all period functions
are also 1-eigenfunctions of Lfasts .
7.5.3. Essential properties of Lfasts . As shown in [Poh15], there exists a Banach
spaceB on which, for Re s > 12 , the transfer operatorLPs acts as a nuclear operator of
order zero. The map s→ Lfasts extends meromorphically to all of C. The Fredholm
determinant of this transfer operator family equals the Selberg zeta function ZX
of Γ\H, thus
ZX(s) = det
(
1 − LPs
)
. (7.19)
Due to the relation between the zeros of ZX and the resonances of the Laplacian
on X, the 1-eigenfunctions of Lfasts are of particular interest.
In addition, a straightforward application of [FP] in combination with (7.19) shows
that, on a suitable Banach space,
ZX(s) = det
(
1 − Lfasts
)
. (7.20)
See Section 25 for details. These two facts indicate that with regard to investigations
of Laplace eigenfunctions, the transfer operators LPs and Lfasts are interchangeable.
Furthermore, in [AP], it is shown that the spaces of 1-eigenfunctions of LPs are
isomorphic to certain spaces of 1-eigenfunctions ofLslows . The isomorphism in [AP]
and the construction in Section 7.5.2 are closely related. This again indicates that for
the investigation between automorphic forms and transfer operator eigenfunctions,
the eigenfunctions with eigenvalue 1 are the ones (possibly even the only ones) of
interest, and the transfer operators LPs and Lfasts are equally suitable.
7.5.4. Comments on convergence and meromorphic extension. One easily sees that
for s ∈ C, Re s > 12 , and f = ( f1, f2) ∈ Cω(DR), the infinite sums in (7.16) converge.
Proceeding from this, and showing meromorphic continuation of s 7→ Lfasts is by
now standard. The key step is to relate the infinite sums in (7.16) to the Hurwitz
zeta function and to take advantage of the meromorphic continuation of the Hurwitz
zeta function.
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There is some flexibility for the function spaces on which the fast transfer opera-
tors Lfasts become actual operators. For various applications of transfer operators,
e. g., for representing the Selberg zeta function as in (7.19), the precise spaces are
rather unimportant as long as they contain functions of sufficient regularity and
sufficiently many 1-eigenfunctions. For our applications, however, the choice of the
spaces is of utmost importance.
Furthermore, the so-called one-sided averages (see Section 7.6 below) which govern
the convergence and meromorphic continuation of the fast transfer operators are
convenient for other purposes as well. Therefore, we provide, in Sections 7.6
and 7.7 below, a rather detailed discussion of the spaces of definition for Lfasts , the
convergence and meromorphic continuation.
7.6. One-sided averages. For s ∈ C we set (initially only formally)
Av+s,T :=
∑
n≥0
τs(T−n) and Av−s,T := −
∑
n≤−1
τs(T−n) = −
∑
n≥1
τs(T n) . (7.21)
As in [BLZ15], we call these operators ‘averages’ although, due to the omission of
any actual averaging, this terminology is not completely correct. We recall several
results from [BLZ15, Section 4.2].
Let (α, β)c be an interval in P1R with ∞ ∈ (α, β)c. Suppose that ϕ ∈ Vωs ((α, β)c).
Then the map
h(t) := τs(S )ϕ(t) = |t|−2sϕ
(
−1t
)
(7.22)
is real-analytic in 0. Hence, in a neighborhood of 0, the map h has a (convergent)
power series expansion
h(t) =
∑
m≥0
amtm . (7.23)
Applying the one-sided averages to ϕ gives
Av+s,Tϕ(t) =
∑
n≥0
ϕ(t + nλ) =
∑
n≥0
1
|t + nλ|2s h
(
− 1
t + nλ
)
(7.24)
and
Av−s,Tϕ(t) = −
∑
n≥1
ϕ(t − nλ) = −
∑
n≥1
1
|t − nλ|2s h
(
− 1
t − nλ
)
. (7.25)
Since h is bounded in a neighborhood of 0, the infinite series in (7.24) and (7.25)
are compactly convergent for Re s > 12 . Further, since h is real-analytic in a
neighborhood of 0, it follows that for Re s > 12 ,
Av+s,Tϕ ∈ Vωs ((α,∞)c) , Av−s,Tϕ ∈ Vωs ((∞, β + λ)c) . (7.26)
Moreover, if we extend the automorphy factors |t + nλ|−2s in (7.24) holomorphically
to Cr (−∞, 0] by (z + nλ)−2s, and extend the automorphy factors |t−nλ|−2s in (7.25)
holomorphically to C r [λ,∞) by (z − nλ)−2s, then the map Av+s,Tϕ is holomorphic
on a right half plane, and Av−s,Tϕ is holomorphic on a left half plane for Re s >
1
2 .
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The functions in (7.26) are not necessarily real-analytic in ∞. However, we have
the asymptotic expansions
Av+s,Tϕ(t) ∼ |t|−2s
∑
m≥−1
cm tm as t ↑ ∞ ,
Av−s,Tϕ(t) ∼ |t|−2s
∑
m≥−1
cm tm as t ↓ −∞ ,
(7.27)
with the same coefficients cm in both cases. The dependence of the coefficients
on the am is provided by [BLZ15, (4.12)]. In particular c−1 is a multiple of the
coefficient a0 in (7.23).
If the coefficient a0 in (7.23) vanishes, and hence h(t) = O(t) as t → 0, then (7.24)
and (7.25) converge for all Re s > 0, and all of the above remains valid for any s ∈ C
with Re s > 0. If a0 , 0 then we can define Av±s,Tϕ by treating the term |t|−2sa0
separately with the help of the Hurwitz zeta function. This gives a first order
singularity at s = 12 , and defines
s 7→ Av±s,Tϕ = Av±s,Tτs(S )h
as a meromorphic function of s on the region Re s > 0 (for any fixed h). We continue
to denote this meromorphic continuation by Av±s,T . The asymptotic expansions
in 7.27 remain valid for the meromorphic continuations.
For any Re s > 0, we have
Av±s,T
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
ϕ =
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
Av±s,Tϕ = ϕ . (7.28)
7.7. Convergence and meromorphic extension of fast transfer operators. The
considerations on one-sided averages in Section 7.6 allow us to almost immediately
establish the fast transfer operators as actual operators on certain function spaces.
As in Section 7.6, the infinite sums in (7.16) (and hence Lfasts ) converge for s ∈ C
with Re s sufficiently large when applied to elements in the considered function
spaces, and then admit a meromorphic continuation. As above, meromorphic
continuation of the map s 7→ Lfasts means that for any function vector f = ( f1, f2) in
the considered function space and any points x1 ∈ (−1,∞)c, x2 ∈ (∞, 1)c, the map
s 7→

∑
n≥1
τs(T−nS )
(
f1 + f2
)
(x1)∑
n≥1
τs(T nS )
(
f1 + f2)(x2)

extends meromorphically. (We note that for Re s  1, this is just the definition
of Lfasts , see (7.16).)
Here, we are only interested in spectral parameters s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1), and we
therefore restrict all considerations to this domain. We set
Cω,0(DR) :=
{
( f1, f2) ∈ Cω(DR) : f1(0) + f2(0) = 0 } (7.29)
and let
Op
(
Cω(DR),Cω(DR)
)
denote the vector space of the linear operators Cω(DR)→ Cω(DR).
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Proposition 7.3. (i) For s ∈ C,Re s > 12 , Equation (7.16) defines Lfasts as a
linear operator on Cω(DR).
(ii) The map
CRe> 12 → Op
(
Cω(DR),Cω(DR)
)
, s 7→ Lfasts
extends meromorphically to CRe>0 with a pole at s = 12 of order at most 1.
(iii) For s ∈ C,Re s > 0, s , 12 , the 1-eigenfunctions of Lfasts in Cω(DR) are
in FEωs (C).
(iv) If the domain of the transfer operators Lfasts is restricted to Cω,0(DR), then the
map s 7→ Lfasts is holomorphic on CRe>0.
(v) For s ∈ C,Re s > 0, the 1-eigenfunctions of Lfasts in Cω,0(DR) are in FEωs (C).
(vi) For s ∈ C,Re s > 0, the space BFEωs (C) is contained in the kernel of Lfasts .
Proof. Let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ Cω(DR). Then τs(S ) ( f1 + f2) ∈ Vωs ((1,−1)c) and
τs(T−1S ) ( f1 + f2) ∈ Vωs ((1 − λ,−1 − λ)c). From the considerations in Section 7.6
it follows that in the region of absolute convergence we have
Lfasts
(
f1
f2
)
=
Av+s,Tτs(T−1S )( f1 + f2)−Av−s,Tτs(S )( f1 + f2)
 .
The resulting vector ( f˜1, f˜2) satisfies
f˜1 ∈ Cω ((1 − λ,∞)c) , f˜2 ∈ Cω ((∞,−1 + λ)c) .
This proves (i) and (iv).
Restricting appropriately to (−1,∞)c or to (∞, 1)c gives a meromorphic family of
operators in Cω(DR). This implies (ii).
The function t 7→ f˜1(t) has a holomorphic extension to a right half-plane, and the
map t 7→ f˜2(t) extends holomorphically to a left half-plane. Therefore, if ( f˜1, f˜2)
happens to be equal to ( f1, f2), then Proposition 7.2 yields ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C). From
this (iii) and (v) follow. If f ∈ BFEωs (C), then f1 + f2 = 0, and hence Lfasts f = 0.
This shows (vi). 
7.8. Spaces of complex period functions. In Section 7.3 we defined the space of
complex period functions with spectral parameter s ∈ C to be
FEωs (C) =
{
f ∈ Cω(DC) : f = Lslows f
}
.
In the Introduction we further defined the subspaces FEω,1s (C) and FE
ω,0
s (C) of the
space FEωs (C) which will be needed for a transfer-operator based interpretation
of resonant funnel forms and cuspidal funnel forms. Since the definitions of both
subspaces involve the transfer operator Lfasts , Proposition 7.3 indicates that the
domains in C of the parameter s for which these definitions are used need to be
chosen with care.
We set
FEω,1s (C) B
{
f ∈ FEωs (C) : f = Lfasts f
}
(7.30)
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for s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 , and
FEω,0s (C) B
{
f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEω,1s (C) : f1(0) = − f2(0)
}
(7.31)
for s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1). It follows immediately from Proposition 7.3 that these
spaces are well-defined.
8. An intuition and some insights
In the Introduction, right after the statement of Theorem A, we alluded at the fact
that the relation between 1-eigenfunctions of the transfer operatorLslows and Laplace
eigenfunctions with spectral parameter s is essentially given by a certain integral
transform, up to sophistifications due to problems of convergence.
In this section we briefly present an intuition about the relation between 1-eigen-
functions of the slow transfer operator Lslows , 1-cocycles with suitable coefficient
spaces, and Laplace eigenfunctions. We hope that the explanation illuminates the
steps and choices in Parts II-IV below, in particular the definitions in (IV.1)-(IV.2),
and the approach of Proposition 18.1. The isomorphisms in [BLZ15, MP13, Poh13,
Poh12, Poh16a] between Maass cusp forms for cofinite Fuchsian groups, parabolic
1-cocycles and 1-eigenfunctions of slow transfer operators (equivalently, period
functions for Maass cusp forms) have the same structure as the isomorphisms
proposed here, and can be based on the same intuition. We refer to [PZ] for an
informal presentation of the isomorphisms in the situation of cofinite Fuchsian
groups, elaborated for the example of the modular group PSL2(Z). In what follows
we also discuss the additional influence from the funnel of the Hecke triangle
surfaces.
We recall from Figure 5 (on p. 25) the set C∗ = C∗1∪C∗2 of representatives for a cross
section Ĉ of the geodesic flow on Γ\H which gives rise to the slow transfer operator
family
(Lslows )s. We refer to (7.8) for its explicit formula. We recall further that for
any unit tangent vector v ∈ SH we let γv denote the geodesic on H determined by v.
Let f = ( f1, f2) be a 1-eigenfunction of Lslows , let u be a Laplace eigenfunction
with spectral parameter s, and let c denote a cocycle in a 1-cohomology space to be
specified in Parts II-IV below. For the presentation of the intuition we consider these
1-cohomology spaces to be some rather abstract vector spaces, and think about a
1-cocycle to be a map c : Ξ × Ξ→ V defined on a set Ξ and a Γ-module and vector
space V (both to be determined) such that c satisfies certain compatibility properties;
the intuition helps to clarify all necessary sets, modules and properties.
Suppose that there are isomorphisms (somewhat similar to those for cofinite Fuch-
sian groups) between period functions, the 1-cohomology spaces, and the Laplace
eigenfunctions under which f , u, and c are isomorphic.
The linking pin between f = ( f1, f2), u and c is the set C∗ of representatives for the
cross section Ĉ, and its Γ-translates. For j ∈ {1, 2}, we call the set
S (C∗j) :=
{
γv(∞) : v ∈ C∗j
}
⊆ P1R (8.1)
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the shadow of C∗j in P
1
R, and the set
B(C∗j) :=
{
γv(0) : v ∈ C∗j
}
⊆ H (8.2)
the base of C∗j . Thus,
S (C∗1) = (−1,∞) , B(C∗1) = −1 + iR>0
and
S (C∗2) = (−∞, 1) , B(C∗2) = 1 + iR>0 .
The Laplace eigenfunction u is (essentially) identified with the family of integrals
t 7→
∫
gB(C∗j )
ωs(u, t) , (g ∈ Γ, j ∈ {1, 2}) , (8.3)
where ωs is a one-form that will be defined in Section 11 below. One of the achieve-
ments in [BLZ15] was to establish such an identification for cofinite Fuchsian
groups.
For j ∈ {1, 2}, the functions f j are associated to C∗j . We may imagine f j to be
defined on C∗j and to satisfy so many invariances that the actual domain of definition
of f j is the shadow S (C∗j).
The cocycle c is associated to the family
ΓC∗ =
⋃
g∈Γ
gC∗
in the following way: For any two endpoints ξ, η of ΓC∗ we imagine c(ξ, η) to
‘live’ on the geodesic connecting ξ and η, more precisely to be defined on the set
of tangent vectors to this geodesic, and to obey so many invariances that c(ξ, η)
descends to a function on P1R. This idea is identical to the one above for f = ( f1, f2).
We make it more rigorous.
Let
Ξ := Γ1 ∪ Γ∞
denote the set of endpoints of ΓC∗ in ∂H, and let V = Vs denote a Γ-sheaf of
functions on P1R in the sense of Section 6.2. The properties of these functions are
specified in Parts II-IV.
Following the idea above, we imagine c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞) to be defined on C∗1, and we
identify C∗1 with its base B(C
∗
1) and all unit tangent vectors v based in B(C
∗
1) such
that γv ends in S (C∗1). The base B(C
∗
1) corresponds to the geodesic from −1 to∞ and
hence to apply the cocycle c to (−1,∞), and S (C∗1) is the domain of c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞).
Combining this with the intuition about f = ( f1, f2) from above, we use the identifi-
cation
c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞) = f1 . (8.4)
Analogous argumentation suggests
c(1,∞)|(−∞,1) = − f2 . (8.5)
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The ‘−’ is caused by the orientation of C∗2, which is opposite to the one of C∗1.
If we want to find a definition of c(−1,∞) on (−∞,−1) that is consistent with this
intuition, then we are lead to ask for the set of unit tangent vectors that are based
on B(C∗1) but are ‘on the side other than C
∗
1’. As indicated by Figure 6, this set is
not contained in the Γ-translates of C∗.
1− λ −1 0 1 λ− 1
T−1C∗2 C
∗
1
S C∗2 S C
∗
1
C∗2 T C
∗
1
Figure 6. The set C∗ of representatives of cross section, and relevant
Γ-translates.
For that reason we take the next available set, namely T−1C∗2. Hence
c(−1,∞)|(−∞,−1) = −τs(T−1) f2 . (8.6)
Again, the ‘−’ is caused by the orientation of T−1C∗2. Analogously, we are lead to
c(1,∞)|(1,∞) = τs(T ) f1 . (8.7)
The relation in (8.6) can also be argued in the following way: Instead of thinking
of c(−1,∞) to be related to the geodesic from −1 and ∞, we can use any path
connecting −1 and∞. In particular, we can use the geodesic from −1 to 1 − λ and
then the geodesic from 1 − λ to∞. Following the ideas above we find
c(1 − λ,∞)|(−∞,1−λ) = −τs(T−1) f2 (8.8)
and
c(−1, 1 − λ)|(−∞,1−λ)∪(−1,∞) = 0 . (8.9)
The domain (1 − λ,−1) is contained in a funnel interval, and hence representatives
of periodic geodesics on Γ\H cannot end here. For that reason, the definition on
cocycles on this interval always have to be adapted to the applications considered.
Relations (8.8) and (8.9) give, on (−∞, 1 − λ), the equality
c(−1,∞) = c(−1, 1 − λ) + c(1 − λ,∞) .
The leading idea is that we are allowed to exchange tangent vectors by ‘earlier’
tangent vectors. This means that if the tangent vector v ∈ SH is given, and w is
tangent to γv at some time t < 0, we are allowed to use w instead of v. For example,
for each vector on TC∗1 there is exactly one ‘earlier’ vector on
S C∗1 ∪ S C∗2 ∪C∗1 .
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Thus, on (λ − 1,∞) we have
τs(T )c(−1,∞) = τs(S )c(−1,∞) + τs(S )c(1,∞) + c(−1,∞) . (8.10)
Alternatively, we find on (λ − 1,∞) the relation
c(λ − 1,∞) = c(1, 0) + c(0,−1) + c(−1,∞) .
Using (8.4) and (8.5) in (8.10) we get
τs(T ) f1 = τs(S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 + f1 ,
which is recovering part of the properties of f being a 1-eigenfunction of Lslows . The
remaining equality follows analogously.
We end this section with the example of how to find a formula for c(0,∞). To
that end, we consider the dashed line in Figure 6. Constructing the tangent space
to 0 + iR>0 from ‘earlier’ vectors that we find on Γ-translates of C∗1 and C
∗
2 we get
(compare with (18.6) below)
c(0,∞) =
τs(S ) f2 + f1 on (0,∞)− f2 − τs(S ) f1 on (−∞, 0) . (8.11)
A major part of the discussions in Parts II–IV below will be devoted to turn this
intuition into rigorous proofs, to identify which modules Vs are needed and which
properties have to be asked for the period functions to characterize the funnel forms,
the resonant funnel forms, and the cuspidal funnel forms.
Part II. Semi-analytic cohomology
For proving the isomorphisms claimed in Theorems A and B between spaces of
funnel forms and spaces of 1-eigenfunctions of the slow transfer operators we use
cohomology spaces as intermediate objects. In this part, we present definitions of
these cohomology spaces.
In Part III below, we will then establish linear bijections between spaces of funnel
forms and these cohomology spaces, and, in Part IV below, linear bijections between
spaces of period functions and the same cohomology spaces.
The cohomology theory we will use is a generalization of the standard group
cohomology. The latter can be described with homogeneous cocycles on a set on
which the group acts freely. As alluded at in Section 8, we will use a variant of
group cohomology based on subsets of P1R on which the Hecke triangle group Γ
does not act freely. We will provide a detailed construction in Section 9 below.
A special case of this construction gives the parabolic cohomology spaces, which
were essential for [BLZ15] and which were used in the transfer-operator-based
characterizations of Laplace eigenfunctions in, e. g., [BM09, MP13, Poh12].
In Section 10 below we will discuss the modules that we will use as values for
the cocycle classes. These modules consist of (subspaces of the complex vector
space of) semi-analytic functions on the projective line P1R. These are real-analytic
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functions on P1R that are allowed to have finitely many singularities. Depending on
whether we seek to characterize funnel forms, resonant funnel forms or cuspidal
funnel forms, we require additional properties modelled such that the cohomology
classes correspond to the kind of funnel forms under investigation.
We need the spaces of first cohomology only, for which reason we restrict major
parts of the discussion to these. Throughout let Γ = Γλ be a Hecke triangle group.
We remark that the constructions in Sections 9.1-9.2 apply without changes to
arbitrary groups.
9. Abstract cohomology spaces
Let M be a Γ-module that is a vector space over C. Throughout we work with
right Γ-modules, with the action denoted by v 7→ v|g for v ∈ M, g ∈ Γ. We refer
to [Bro82] for a general reference on group cohomology.
9.1. Standard group cohomology. We use the standard description of the first
cohomology space H1(Γ; M) of standard group cohomology of Γ with values in
the module M in terms of inhomogeneous cocycles. The space of inhomogeneous
1-cocycles is
Z1(Γ; M) =
{
ψ : Γ→ M ∣∣∣ ∀ g, h ∈ Γ : ψgh = ψg|h + ψh } , (9.1)
the space of inhomogeneous 1-coboundaries is
B1(Γ; M) =
{
ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; M) ∣∣∣ ∃ a ∈ M ∀ g ∈ Γ : ψg = a|(1 − g) } , (9.2)
and the first cohomology space is the quotient space
H1(Γ; M) = Z1(Γ; M)
/
B1(Γ; M) . (9.3)
9.2. Cohomology on a Γ-invariant set. We construct cohomology spaces with
cocycles on a set with a Γ-action that is not necessarily free by extending the
construction of standard group cohomology with homogeneous cocycles on a set
with a free Γ-action. We use the discussion in [BLZ15, Section 5.1, Section 6] as a
base, and adapt it to non-free Γ-actions.
Let Ξ be a set with a Γ-action that does not need to be free. For traditional reasons
we suppose that Γ acts on Ξ from the left, and turn it into a right Γ-action by taking
inverses.
9.2.1. Chain complex. For i ∈ N0 let C[Ξi+1] be the vector space of finite C-linear
combinations of the form ∑
(ξ0,...,ξi)∈Ξi+1
cξ0,...,ξi(ξ0, . . . , ξi)
such that cξ0,...,ξi ∈ C for all (ξ0, . . . , ξi) ∈ Ξi+1 and cξ0,...,ξi = 0 for all but finitely
many (ξ0, . . . , ξi) ∈ Ξi+1. We endow C[Ξi+1] with the right Γ-action induced by
(ξ0, . . . , ξi)|g = (g−1ξ0, . . . , g−1ξi) , (9.4)
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where (ξ0, . . . , ξi) ∈ Ξi+1, g ∈ Γ. Let
∂i : C[Ξi+1]→ C[Ξi]
denote the C-linear Γ-equivariant boundary map induced by
∂i(ξ0, . . . , ξi) :=
i∑
j=0
(−1) j(ξ0, . . . , ξ̂ j, . . . , ξi) , (9.5)
and let ε : C[Ξ]→ C be the augmentation map induced by ε(ξ) = 1. In (9.5), the
symbol (ξ0, . . . , ξ̂ j, . . . , ξi) denotes the i-tuple that arises by omitting ξ j from the
(i + 1)-tupel (ξ0, . . . , ξ j, . . . , ξi). Then
. . .
∂3−→ C[Ξ3] ∂2−→ C[Ξ2] ∂1−→ C[Ξ] ε−→ C −→ 0
is a chain complex.
9.2.2. Cohomology spaces. We consider the induced complex
0 −→ HomC[Γ](C[Ξ]; M) d
0
−→ HomC[Γ](C[Ξ2]; M) d
1
−→ . . . ,
where the coboundary maps d• are induced by the boundary maps ∂•. For i ∈ N0
we let
ZiΞ(Γ; M) := ker d
i (9.6)
denote the space of i-cocycles of the cohomology on Ξ, and we let
BiΞ(Γ; M) := Im d
i−1 (9.7)
denote the space of i-coboundaries (with the definition B0
Ξ
(Γ; M) := {0}). The i-th
cohomology space of the cohomology on Ξ is then the quotient space
HiΞ(Γ; M) = Z
i
Ξ(Γ; M)
/
BiΞ(Γ; M) . (9.8)
Throughout, we let [c] denote the element in Hi
Ξ
(Γ; M) that is represented by the
cocycle c ∈ Zi
Ξ
(Γ; M).
All i-cocycles are determined by maps Ξi+1 → M. In the case i = 1 (the only case
we will use), we can and shall identify the 1-cocycles with the maps
c : Ξ × Ξ→ M
that satisfy the cocycle relation
c(ξ, η) + c(η, ζ) = c(ξ, ζ) (9.9)
for all ξ, η, ζ ∈ Ξ, and the Γ-equivariance
c(ξ, η)|g = c(g−1ξ, g−1η) (9.10)
for all ξ, η ∈ Ξ, g ∈ Γ.
The 1-coboundaries can be identified with those maps c : Ξ × Ξ → M for which
there exists a Γ-equivariant function f : Ξ→ M (i. e., f (g−1ξ) = f (ξ)|g for g ∈ Γ,
ξ ∈ Ξ) such that
c(ξ, η) = f (ξ) − f (η) (9.11)
for all (ξ, η) ∈ Ξ2.
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9.2.3. Potentials, and relation to standard group cohomology. Let c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M). A
potential p of c is a map p : Ξ→ M such that c = dp, hence
c(ξ1, ξ2) = dp(ξ1, ξ2) = p(ξ1) − p(ξ2)
for all ξ1, ξ2 ∈ Ξ. One easily checks the following properties:
(i) The set of potentials of c is nonempty and parametrized by M. Indeed, for any
choice ξ0 ∈ Ξ, the map
p : Ξ→ M , p(ξ) := c(ξ, ξ0) (9.12)
is a potential of c (satisfying the additional property p(ξ0) = 0). If p is a
potential of c then, for each b ∈ M, the map
p + b : Ξ→ M, ξ 7→ p(ξ) + b ,
is also a potential of c. Conversely, the difference between any two potentials
of c is constant, and given by an element in M.
(ii) The cocycle c has a Γ-equivariant potential if and only if c is a coboundary.
(iii) For any potential p of c and any g ∈ Γ, the quantity
ψg := p(g−1ξ) − p(ξ)|g (9.13)
does not depend on the choice ξ ∈ Ξ. It defines an inhomogeneous group
cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; M). Choosing another potential of c results in changing ψ
by a group coboundary. In turn, the map
ΦΞ : H1Ξ(Γ; M)→ H1(Γ; M) , [c] 7→ [ψ] , (9.14)
where ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; M) is formed by picking any representative c of [c] and any
potential p of c, is well-defined, linear and natural.
(iv) The image of ΦΞ consists of those group cohomology classes in H1(Γ; M) that
have for each ξ ∈ Ξ a representative ψ = ψ(ξ) which vanishes on the elements
of the stabilizer group
Γξ :=
{
g ∈ Γ : g−1ξ = ξ
}
of ξ in Γ. Thus, for all g ∈ Γξ we have ψg = 0. We note that the group
cocycle ψ may depend on ξ.
(v) An equivalent way to describe the assignment of [ψ] to [c] results from com-
bining (9.13) with (9.12). Then
ψ : Γ→ M , ψg := c(g−1ξ0, ξ0) (9.15)
for some ξ0 ∈ Ξ. We remark that ψ depends on the choice of c and ξ0, its
group cohomology class however does not.
The map ΦΞ provides a close relation between cohomology on Γ-invariant sets and
standard group cohomology. The following lemma shows that the relation is deeper
than seen directly from (9.14).
Lemma 9.1. The map ΦΞ in (9.14) is injective.
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Proof. Let c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M), let p : Ξ → M be a potential of c, and suppose that the
associated group cocycle ψ : Γ→ M is a coboundary. To show injectivity of ΦΞ it
suffices to show that c ∈ B1
Ξ
(Γ; M).
Since ψ ∈ B1(Γ; M) there exists m ∈ M such that
ψg = m|(1 − g)
for all g ∈ Γ. We set
f := p − m : Ξ→ M , f (ξ) = p(ξ) − m ,
and claim that f is a Γ-equivariant potential of c. Recalling (i) from above, it suffices
to show the Γ-equivariance.
Thus, for all g ∈ Γ, ξ ∈ Ξ we have
p(g−1ξ) − p(ξ)|g = ψg = m|(1 − g) ,
and hence
f (g−1ξ) = p(g−1ξ) − m = (p(ξ) − m)|g = f (ξ)|g .
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 9.2 below provides a characterization of potentials, which we will take
advantage of in the cohomological interpretation of automorphic forms. For a
cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M) we call any pair (p, ψ) consisting of a potential p of c and a
group cocycle ψ defined as in (9.13) using p a pgc-pair associated to c (‘potential–
group cocycle pair’).
Lemma 9.2. Let R be a set of representatives of Γ\Ξ, i. e., Ξ = ⊔r∈R Γr. Further
let ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; M) be a group cocycle.
(i) For each r ∈ R let pr ∈ M be such that
∀ g ∈ Γr : pr = pr |g + ψg . (9.16)
Then
(a) there exists a unique map p : Ξ→ M such that
(1) for all r ∈ R we have p(r) = pr,
(2) for all γ ∈ Γ, ξ ∈ Ξ we have p(γ−1ξ) = p(ξ)|γ + ψγ.
(b) there exists a (unique) cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M) with potential p.
(ii) If to c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M) is associated the pgc-pair (p, ψ), then for every r ∈ R the
relation (9.16) holds with pr := p(r).
9.3. Relation to parabolic cohomology spaces. The cohomological interpretation
of automorphic forms for cofinite Fuchsian groups in [BLZ15], and their relation
to eigenfunctions of transfer operators in [MP13, Poh12, Poh13, BM09] takes
advantage of parabolic cohomology spaces. We refer to [BLZ15] for the definition
of parabolic cohomology spaces, and will now briefly explain (for readers familiar
with [BLZ15]) the relation between parabolic cohomology spaces and cohomology
spaces on sets with a Γ-action.
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The definitions and statements in Sections 9.1-9.2 apply to any group Γ, even though
we considered only Hecke triangle groups. In this section Γ necessarily is a Hecke
triangle group. Further we let Ξ = Γ∞unionsq Γ1. In Parts III-IV below we will use the
cohomology spaces with this Γ-invariant set.
The set Ξ is the disjoint union of the orbit of the cusp of Γ and the orbit of one
ordinary point. The subgroup Γ1 fixing 1 is trivial, whereas the subgroup Γ∞
fixing∞ is generated by T . The discussion in Section 9.2.3 shows that the subspace
of H1(Γ; M) corresponding to H1
Ξ
(Γ; M) under the map ΦΞ from (9.14) consists of
those group cohomology classes that contain a cocycle satisfying ψT = 0. Thus,
H1
Ξ
(Γ; M) is canonically isomorphic to the parabolic cohomology space H1par(Γ; M).
10. Modules
For the cohomological interpretation of automorphic forms we will use the cohomol-
ogy spaces defined in Section 9.2 with specific modules of semi-analytic functions
on P1R. We will provide detailed definitions in Sections 10.1-10.2 below.
In addition we will need cohomology spaces whose elements satisfy additional
properties which cannot be modelled as properties of the modules. These properties
will be discussed in Sections 10.3-10.4 below.
Throughout let Γ = Γλ be a Hecke triangle group and set
Ξ := Γ1 unionsq Γ∞ .
10.1. Modules of semi-analytic functions. We use a notion of semi-analyticity
on Ξ that is analogous to [BLZ15, Definition 10.2] where semi-analyticity was
defined to mean that singularities may occur anywhere in P1R or were restricted to
cuspidal points. However, the funnel present in our situation requires an adaptation,
that we provide in what follows.
Recall the sheaf Vωs of real-analytic functions from Section 6. For any finite
subset F ⊂ P1R, we let (as in [BLZ15, (2.21–22)])
Vωs [F] := Vωs
(
P1R r F
)
(10.1)
denote the linear space of real-analytic functions on P1R r F. We endow
I :=
{
F ⊆ P1R finite
}
with the structure of a directed set by setting F1 ≤ F2 if F1 ⊆ F2, we iden-
tifyVωs [F1] with its image inVωs [F2] under the canonical embedding if F1 ≤ F2,
and we let
Vω∗s (P1R) := lim−→V
ω
s [F] (10.2)
denote the direct limit of the direct system (Vωs [F])F∈I.
Since for any g ∈ PSL2(R) and F ∈ I we have
τs(g)Vωs [F] = Vωs [gF] ,
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the space Vω∗s (P1R) is a PSL2(R)-module for the action τs. We remark that the
space Vωs [F] itself typically is not a PSL2(R)-module, not even a Γ-module. We
callVω∗s (P1R) a module of semi-analytic functions.
For f ∈ Vω∗s (P1R) we denote by
bdSing f :=
⋂{
F ∈ I : f ∈ Vωs [F]
}
(10.3)
the minimal set F ∈ I such that f ∈ Vωs [F]. We call bdSing f the set of boundary
singularities of f . The space of elements f ∈ Vω∗s (P1R) with bdSing f = ∅ is identi-
cal to the PSL2(R)-moduleVωs (P1R), and henceVωs (P1R) is seen to be a submodule
ofVω∗s (P1R).
For elements f1, f2 ofVω∗s (P1R) we write
f1 ≡ f2 if f1 − f2 ∈ Vωs (P1R) . (10.4)
This means that for any representatives f˜ j ∈ Vωs [F j] of f j, j ∈ {1, 2}, the element
f˜1 − f˜2 ∈ Vωs [F1 ∪ F2]
extends to an element ofVωs (P1R).
We let
Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) = lim−→V
ω
s [F] with F ⊆ Ξ = Γ∞∪ Γ 1 (10.5)
denote the Γ-submodule ofVω∗s (P1R) consisting of the elements f ∈ Vω
∗
s (P
1
R) with
bdSing f ⊆ Ξ .
The Γ-moduleVω(Ξ)s (P1R) will be crucial for the cohomological characterization of
automorphic forms for the non-cofinite Hecke triangle group Γ. (See Part III below.)
We note thatVω(Ξ)s (P1R) is a Γ-module, but not a PSL2(R)-module.
For the isomorphisms between cohomology spaces and eigenfunctions of transfer
operators we will also need spaces of elements in the injective limit that are not
necessarily defined on all of P1R. (See Part IV below.) For any open subset I ⊆ P1R
we let
Vω(Ξ)s (I) B lim−→V
ω
s
(
I r F
)
with F ⊆ Ξ = Γ∞∪ Γ 1 (10.6)
denote the space of restrictions of the elements in Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) to I. We use the
equivalence relation ≡ defined in (10.4) also for these restricted elements but only
requesting that f1− f2 ∈ Vωs (I). We remark that typicallyVω(Ξ)s (I) is not a Γ-module.
(The assignment I → Vω(Ξ)s (I) for open I ⊂ P1R determines a presheaf, a property
we will not use in this article.)
Further, we will refer to elements of Vω(Ξ)s (I) as ‘functions,’ even though it is a
slight abuse of the concept of an injective limit.
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10.2. Submodules of semi-analytic vectors. We now define several submodules
Vω(Ξ);cd1;cd2s (P1R)
of Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) by imposing conditions on the type of singularities the considered
functions may have at the points in Ξ. The conditions cd1 are requirements on
the type of singularities at the cuspidal points Γ∞, whereas the conditions cd2 are
requirements on the singularities at the points of the orbit Γ 1. Throughout we use
‘smooth’ to mean C∞.
Definition 10.1. Let x0 ∈ P1R and f ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R).
(i) We say that f has a simple singularity at x0 if the map
P1R r bdSing f → P1R , x 7→ m(x) f (x)
with
m(x) :=
(x − x0) if x0 ∈ R ,x−1 if x0 = ∞ .
extends to a smooth (i. e., C∞) function in a neighborhood of x0 in P1R.
(ii) We say that f is smooth at x0 if f has a smooth extension to a neighborhood
of x0 in P1R.
(iii) We say that f has an analytic jump at x0 if there exist points α, β ∈ P1R
such that x0 ∈ (α, β)c and the restrictions of f to (α, x0)c and (x0, β)c are
real-analytic, hence
f` := f |(α,x0)c ∈ Vωs
(
(α, x0)c
)
, fr := f |(x0,β)c ∈ Vωs
(
(x0, β)c
)
,
and both functions f` and fr have a real-analytic continuation to a neighbor-
hood of x0 in P1R. See Figure 7.
x0
fℓ fr
fℓ
fr
Figure 7. Analytic jump.
(iv) We say that f satisfies the condition exc at x0 if f admits a holomorphic
extension to an open subset of P1C that is rounded at x0.
Definition 10.2. (i) We letVω(Ξ);smp;s (P1R) denote the module consisting of the
functions f ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) which, for all ξ ∈ bdSing ( f ) ∩ Γ∞, have a simple
singularity at ξ.
(ii) We let Vω(Ξ);∞;s (P1R) denote the module consisting of those functions f in
Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) which are smooth at all ξ ∈ bdSing ( f ) ∩ Γ∞.
(iii) We let Vω(Ξ);exc;s (P1R) denote the module consisting of those f ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
which, for all ξ ∈ bdSing ( f ) ∩ Γ∞, satisfy the condition exc at ξ.
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(iv) We letVω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R) denote the module consisting of those f ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
which, for all ξ ∈ bdSing ( f ) ∩ Γ1, have an analytic jump at ξ.
Remark 10.3. (i) Modules formed of semi-analytic functions with simple singu-
laries or satisfying smoothness or the condition exc are of utmost importance
in [BLZ15] and [BCD18] as well. In [BLZ15, Section 9.5], rounded neighbor-
hoods are called excised which explains the acronym for the condition exc.
(ii) Let f ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R). Since the set bdSing ( f ) of points at which f is not
real-analytic is discrete, and f ∈ Vωs [bdSing ( f )], the function f satisfies all
the properties defined in Definition 10.1 at all points x0 < bdSing ( f ). In turn,
in the statement of Definition 10.2, the restriction to the set bdSing ( f ) can be
omitted at all places.
(iii) The properties defined in Definition 10.1 and the conditions in Definition 10.2
are preserved under the action τs(g) for each g ∈ Γ. Due to this stability, the
spaces in Definition 10.2 are indeed Γ-modules. All of them are submodules
ofVω(Ξ)s (P1R), and all containVωs (P1R).
A slight caveat when considering stability under the Γ-action is due for the
condition exc. In case that we investigate the validity of the condition exc
at∞ and use the element S (see (6.2)) for the transformation into R, resulting
in the transformed function
t 7→ |t|−2s f
(
− 1t
)
,
we need to use z 7→ (z2)−s for the holomorphic extension of t 7→ |t|−2s, which
has its discontinuities at iR and hence does not interfere with testing the
satisfiability of exc.
10.3. Conditions on cocycles. We now define some properties of cocycles that we
will need for the cohomological interpretation of automorphic forms for Γ but that
are not modelled as properties of a well-chosen Γ-module. We refer to Section 8,
where an intuition about these conditions is explained.
Definition 10.4. Let W ⊆ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) be a Γ-submodule.
(i) By Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W)sic we denote the subspace of Z1Ξ(Γ; W) consisting of the cocycles c
that satisfy
bdSing c(ξ, η) ⊆ {ξ, η} for all ξ, η ∈ Ξ .
Further, we let B1
Ξ
(Γ; W)sic be the space of coboundaries d f ∈ B1Ξ(Γ; W) given
by Γ-equivariant maps f : Ξ→ W that satisfy
bdSing f (ξ) ⊆ {ξ} for all ξ ∈ Ξ .
We define the semi-analytic cohomology space with singularity condition as
H1Ξ(Γ; W)sic := Z
1
Ξ(Γ; W)sic
/
B1Ξ(Γ; W)sic .
(ii) We let Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W)van be the subspace of Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W) consisting of those cocycles c
that satisfy the vanishing condition
c(1, λ − 1)|(λ−1,1)c = 0 . (10.7)
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Further, we let
B1Ξ(Γ; W)
van := B1Ξ(Γ; W) ∩ Z1Ξ(Γ; W)van
and
H1Ξ(Γ; W)
van := Z1Ξ(Γ; W)
van / B1Ξ(Γ; W)van .
(iii) We let
Z1Ξ(Γ; W)
van
sic := Z
1
Ξ(Γ; W)sic ∩ Z1Ξ(Γ; W)van ,
B1Ξ(Γ; W)
van
sic := B
1
Ξ(Γ; W)sic ∩ B1Ξ(Γ; W)van
and
H1Ξ(Γ; W)
van
sic := Z
1
Ξ(Γ; W)
van
sic
/
B1Ξ(Γ; W)
van
sic .
The definition of B1
Ξ
(Γ; W)van implies that H1
Ξ
(Γ; W)van is a subspace of H1
Ξ
(Γ; W),
namely the one consisting of those cohomology classes that have a representative
in Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W)van. Proposition 10.6 below shows that the analogous statement holds
for H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic, and then also for H
1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic .
Remark 10.5. For any cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W), the vanishing condition van as defined
in (10.7) is equivalent to
c(1,∞) = τs(T )c(−1,∞) on (λ − 1, 1)c .
We will not make use of this alternative characterization here, but we note that it
consistent with the intuition as presented in Section 8 indicating that c(1,∞) and
τs(T )c(−1,∞) can be interchanged outside of the interval (1, λ − 1).
Proposition 10.6. Let W be a Γ-submodule of Vω(Ξ)s (P1R). Then H1Ξ(Γ; W)sic is a
subspace of H1
Ξ
(
Γ; W
)
. It consists of the cohomology classes in H1
Ξ
(Γ; W) that have
a representative in Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W)sic.
Proof. It suffices to show that
B1Ξ(Γ; W)sic = Z
1
Ξ(Γ; W)sic ∩ B1(Γ; W) ,
of which the inclusion ⊆ is obvious. To establish the converse inclusion, let
c ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ; W)sic ∩ B1(Γ; W)
and fix a Γ-equivariant function f : Ξ→ W such that c = d f . Let ξ ∈ Ξ, and set
S (ξ) := bdSing f (ξ) .
For any γ ∈ Γ we have
c(ξ, γξ) = f (ξ) − f (γξ) = f (ξ) − τs(γ) f (ξ) .
From c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W)sic, and hence
c(ξ, γξ) ⊆ {ξ, γξ},
it follows that
S (ξ) ⊆ S (ξ) ∩ ({ξ, γξ} ∪ γS (ξ)) = S (ξ) ∩ ({ξ} ∪ γ(S (ξ) ∪ {ξ})) .
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Thus
S (ξ) ⊆ S (ξ) ∩
⋂
γ∈Γ
(
{ξ} ∪ γ(S (ξ) ∪ {ξ})) . (10.8)
Since S (ξ) ∪ {ξ} is finite, we find γ ∈ Γ such that
S (ξ) ∩ γ(S (ξ) ∪ {ξ}) = ∅ ,
which, together with (10.8), implies
S (ξ) ⊆ {ξ} .
This completes the proof. 
10.4. Cohomological interpretation of the singularity condition. We now show
that for certain parameters s ∈ C, the two cohomology spaces H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic
and H1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
are (naturally) isomorphic. This constitutes a cohomological
interpretation of the singularity condition.
Proposition 10.7. Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 . Then the natural map
ΨΞ : H1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)→ H1Ξ(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R))
is injective. Its image is the space H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic.
This characterization of H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic will be used in the cohomological
interpretation of automorphic forms in Part III below. In addition, it establishes a
relation between the spaces of standard group cohomology and certain spaces of
cohomology on Γ-invariant sets. A similar statement for certain cohomology spaces
for the modular group PSL2(Z) is contained in [BM09, Theorem 2.3].
Preparatory to the proof of Proposition 10.7 we provide a detailed definition of the
map ΨΞ.
10.4.1. Definition of the natural map ΨΞ. To simplify notation we set
W0 := Vωs (P1R) and W1 := Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) .
Let ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W0). We use Lemma 9.2 to assign to ψ a cocycle in Z1Ξ(Γ; W1) as
explained in what follows.
Since Ξ = Γ∞∪ Γ1, the set {∞, 1} serves as a set of representatives for Γ\Ξ. We set
p∞ := Av+s,TψT and p1 := 0 , (10.9)
where Av+s,T is the one-sided average from (7.21). The discussion in Section 7.6
shows that p∞ ∈ Vωs [∞] and
ψT =
(
1 − τs(T−1)) p∞ .
From the latter it easily follows that
ψg =
(
1 − τs(g−1)) p∞
for all g ∈ Γ∞ = {T n : n ∈ Z}.
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By Lemma 9.2, there is a unique cocycle c = c(ψ) ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W1) with (unique)
potential p : Ξ→ W1 such that p(∞) = p∞ and p(1) = p1 (we remark that a fortiori
ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W1)). This construction provides a linear map
Z1(Γ; W0)→ Z1Ξ(Γ; W1) . (10.10)
Further, if ψ is a coboundary, then there exists b ∈ W1 such that
Ξ→ W1 , ξ 7→ p(ξ) − b ,
is Γ-invariant, and hence c = dp is a coboundary. Thus, the map in (10.10) restricts
to a linear map
B1(Γ; W0)→ B1Ξ(Γ; W1) . (10.11)
In turn, the maps in (10.10) and (10.11) induce a (unique) linear map
ΨΞ : H1(Γ; W0)→ H1Ξ(Γ; W1) , [ψ] 7→ [c(ψ)] . (10.12)
If we pick any elements q∞, q1 ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) such that
ψT =
(
1 − τs(T−1)) q∞ ,
then the potential q resulting from Lemma 9.2 differs from p by a Γ-equivariant
map, and hence the cocycle c˜ ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W1) associated to q and ψ is in the same
cohomology class as c. Thus, the map ΨΞ in (10.12) is indeed natural.
10.4.2. Proof of Proposition 10.7. For the proof of Proposition 10.7 we take ad-
vantage of the following result, provided by [BLZ15, Proposition 13.1], on the
possibility to separate the singularities of semi-analytic functions. It is a conse-
quence of a refinement of Mittag-Leffler’s Theorem on the simultaneous lifts of
finite families of meromorphic functions, see, e. g., [Ho¨r90, Theorem 1.4.5].
Proposition 10.8 ([BLZ15, Proposition 13.1]; separation of singularities). For any
function f ∈ Vωs
[
ξ1, . . . , ξn
]
there are A1, . . . , An ∈ Vω∗s (P1R) with
n∑
j=1
A j = f , and A j ∈ Vωs [ξ j] for j = 1, . . . , n .
Proof of Proposition 10.7. We set W0 := Vωs (P1R) and W1 := Vω(Ξ)s (P1R). We
start by showing that the image of ΨΞ is contained in H1Ξ(Γ; W1)sic, and that ΨΞ
is injective. For both claims let [ψ] ∈ H1(Γ; W0), and let c ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ; W1) be the
representative of ΨΞ([ψ]) that is constructed as in Section 10.4.1 from a representa-
tive ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W0) for [ψ] and which has a potential p : Ξ→ W1 satisfying
p(∞) = Av+s,TψT and p(1) = 0 ,
see (10.9). As seen in Section 10.4.1, p(∞) ∈ Vωs [ξ] for all ξ ∈ Ξ. Therefore the
cocycle c satisfies the singularity condition sic. It now follows from Proposition 10.6
that ΨΞ([ψ]) ∈ H1Ξ(Γ; W1)sic.
To show the injectivity of the map ΨΞ, it suffices to prove that ψ ∈ B1(Γ; W0) if
c ∈ B1
Ξ
(Γ; W1). To that end suppose that c = dp is a coboundary. We note that
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the potential p is not necessarily Γ-equivariant. However we find a Γ-equivariant
map f : Ξ→ W1 with c = d f . For all ξ ∈ Ξ we then have
f (1) = f (ξ) − p(ξ) . (10.13)
We set b B − f (1). By Lemma 9.2 we have for all g ∈ Γ and any ξ ∈ Ξ:
ψg = p(g−1ξ) − τs(g−1)p(ξ)
= f (g−1ξ) − τs(g−1) f (ξ) + b − τs(g−1)b
=
(
1 − τs(g−1)) b .
For establishing that ψ is a group coboundary, it remains to show that b ∈ W0. To
that end we fix g ∈ Γ such that
g bdSing f (1) ∩ bdSing f (1) = ∅ .
Since we have bdSing p(ξ) ⊆ {ξ} for all ξ ∈ Ξ, it follows with (10.13) that
bdSing f (1) ⊆ bdSing p(ξ) ∪ bdSing f (ξ)
⊆ {ξ} ∪ bdSing f (ξ)
for all ξ ∈ Ξ. Thus
bdSing f (1) ⊆
⋂
ξ∈Ξ
(
{ξ} ∪ bdSing f (ξ)
)
. (10.14)
We now show that bdSing f (1) = ∅ by showing that the intersection in (10.14) is
empty. To set end we set, for each ξ ∈ Ξ,
F(ξ) B {ξ} ∪ bdSing f (ξ) .
The set F(ξ) a finite and contained in Ξ since f maps into W1 = Vω(Ξ)s (P1R). Further,
the Γ-equivariance of f yields that
F(gξ) = gF(ξ) (10.15)
for each ξ ∈ Ξ, g ∈ Γ. We pick ξ0 ∈ Ξ. Without loss of generality (using the
finiteness of F(ξ), ξ ∈ Ξ, and (10.15)) we may assume that∞ < F(ξ0). Hence F(ξ0)
is a bounded subset of R, and we find n ∈ Z such that
T nF(ξ0) ∩ F(ξ0) = ∅ .
Using again (10.15), we get F(T nξ0) ∩ F(ξ0) = ∅, which implies
bdSing f (1) = ∅
by (10.14). Therefore f (1) ∈ W0. Since b = − f (1), it now follows that ψ is a
coboundary, and hence ΨΞ is injective.
To complete the proof of Proposition 10.7 it remains to show that the image of ΨΞ
exhausts H1
Ξ
(Γ; W1)sic. Let c ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ; W1)sic. In what follows we will construct a
group cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W0) such that the construction from Section 10.4.1 gives a
cocycle c˜ ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W1)sic in the same cohomology class as c, which then finishes the
proof.
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We recall that for each pair (ξ, η) ∈ Ξ2, the singularities of c(ξ, η) are contained
in {ξ, η}. By Proposition 10.8 we find and fix elements Aηξ ∈ Vωs [ξ] and Aξη ∈ Vωs [η]
such that
c(ξ, η) = Aηξ − Aξη .
We choose Aξξ = 0. The map q : Ξ→ W1,
q(ξ) := c(ξ,∞) + A0∞
is a potential of c. The associated group cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W1) is given by
ψg−1 = q(gξ) − τs(g)q(ξ) ,
which is independent of ξ ∈ Ξ.
We now show that ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W0). For any three pairwise different elements ξ, η, ζ ∈
Ξ we rewrite the cocycle property of c as
0 =
(
Aηξ − Aζξ
)
+
(
Aζη − Aξη) + (Aξζ − Aηζ) .
The three terms on the right hand side have their singularities in {ξ}, {η}, {ζ},
respectively. By an argument analogous to the one used above for establishing
that b ∈ W0 we find
Aηξ ≡ Aζξ ,
where ≡ denotes equality modulo W0 (see Section 10.1). Analogously, we obtain
τs(g)A
η
ξ ≡ Agηgξ
for all g ∈ Γ, all ξ, η ∈ Ξ. It follows that for each ξ ∈ Ξ,
q(ξ) = A∞ξ − Aξ∞ + A0∞ ≡ A∞ξ ∈ Vωs [ξ] .
Further, q(∞) = A0∞ and q(0) = A∞0 . Therefore,
ψT = q(∞) − τs(T−1)q(∞) = A0∞ − τs(T−1)A0∞ ≡ A0∞ − A−λ∞ ≡ 0 ,
ψS = q(0) − τs(S )q(∞) ≡ A∞0 − A∞0 = 0 .
Hence ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W0).
Applying now the construction from Section 10.4.1 to ψ and choosing p∞ = q(∞),
p1 = 0, yields a cocycle c˜ ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ; W1) in the same cohomology class as c. This
completes the proof. 
Part III. Automorphic forms and cohomology
In this part we will establish the following cohomological interpretation of funnel
forms, resonant funnel forms and cuspidal funnel forms.
Theorem D. For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 ,
As  H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
and
A1s  H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
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For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1),
A0s  H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
The isomorphisms in Theorem D are not merely statements of existence or dimen-
sion equalities; we will provide explicit maps that realize these isomorphisms and
provide further insights into them.
For cofinite Fuchsian groups, a cohomological interpretation of automorphic forms
is provided by Bruggeman–Lewis–Zagier [BLZ15]. We base our approach as much
as possible on their work and put the emphasis of our discussion on the extension to
funnels. To keep our paper to a reasonable length, we refer to results in [BLZ15]
whenever possible. However, we will always explain the general ideas of their
results and hope that in this way the exposition is understandable also to readers
unfamiliar with [BLZ15].
Our starting point is the cohomological interpretation, provided by [BLZ15], of
Γ-invariant eigenfunctions with spectral parameter s of the Laplacian ∆ as cocycle
classes in the first group cohomology space of Γ with values in Vωs (P1R). This
interpretation, which we will recall in Section 11 below, is given by an explicit and
injective integral transform that assigns to each element u ∈ EΓs a 1-cocycle of the
form
ψug(t) =
∫ z0
g−1z0
ωs(u, t) (g ∈ Γ, t ∈ R) ,
where ωs(u, ·) is a certain closed 1-form on H (evaluating u in Green’s form against
a Poisson-like kernel function) and where for the integration we fix an (arbitrary)
base point z0 ∈ H and pick any path in H from g−1z0 to z0. A different choice of z0
changes ψu by a 1-coboundary, and hence the cocycle ψu defines a cocycle class
in H1
(
Γ,Vωs (P1R)
)
.
We would like to determine the subsets of H1
(
Γ,Vωs (P1R)
)
that correspond to the
subsets A∗s (∗ ∈ { , 0, 1}) of EΓs under this integral transform. For that we would
need to characterize the behavior of the elements in A∗s at the ends of Γ\H (i. e.,
the cusp and the funnel) in terms of properties of the cocycle classes. For any
hyperbolic surface N\H, these two types of ends are caused by fundamentally
different properties of N: cusps of N\H are caused by the presence of certain
elements in N (namely, by parabolic elements), whereas funnels of N\H are caused
by the lack of sufficiently many elements in N.
One of the major achievements of [BLZ15] is to show that the behavior of N-invari-
ant Laplace eigenfunctions at cusps can indeed be completely and constructively
characterized by properties of the group cocycle classes at the parabolic elements
responsible for the cusps. Even though the results of [BLZ15] are for hyperbolic
surfaces of finite area, we will see below that cusps of hyperbolic surfaces of infinite
area can be handled in the same way.
In contrast, finding a characterization of the behavior of N-invariant Laplace eigen-
functions at the funnels of N\H purely in terms of properties of group cocycles
seems to be impossible due to the impossibility to describe funnels by the presence
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of specific elements in N. The group cohomology of N is too coarse and too rigid
for this purpose.
The mixed cohomology spaces in [BLZ15] turned out to be a flexible tool. We
here use an extension of it that we will present in Section 12 below (restricted to
Hecke triangle groups Γ). This mixed cohomology is based on a tesselation of H
that is closely related to a suitable fundamental domain for Γ\H. It allows us to
treat the cusp, the funnel and the remaining compact part of Γ\H separately for all
cohomological considerations. The behavior of Laplace eigenfunctions at the cusp
and the funnel can be characterized by appropriate choices of modules in a mixed
tesselation cohomology and some additional properties on the cocycle classes. See
Section 13-15 below.
As a final step to complete the proof of Theorem D we will then show that these
mixed tesselation cohomology spaces are naturally isomorphic to the cohomology
spaces on the Γ-invariant set Ξ = Γ1 ∪ Γ∞. See Section 16 below.
11. Invariant eigenfunctions via a group cohomology
In this section we recall the explicit map of the space
EΓs =
{
f : H→ C Γ-invariant : ∆ f = s(1 − s) f }
of Γ-invariant eigenfunctions with spectral parameter s of the Laplacian ∆ to the
cohomology space H1(Γ;Vωs (P1R)) from [BLZ15]. The basis tools to define the one-
form ωs(u, t) in the introduction to this part are a Green’s form and a Poisson-like
kernel.
For any functions u, v ∈ C∞(H) we define their Green’s form to be the smooth (C∞)
differential form {
u, v
}
= i
(
∂u
∂z
v − u∂v
∂z
)
dz + i
(
u
∂v
∂z¯
− ∂u
∂z¯
v
)
dz¯
=
(
∂u
∂y
v − u ∂v
∂y
)
dx +
(
u
∂v
∂x
− ∂u
∂x
v
)
dy . (11.1)
The Green’s form is PSL2(R)-equivariant, i. e.,
{u ◦ g, v ◦ g} = {u, v} ◦ g (g ∈ PSL2(R)) .
Moreover, if u and v are eigenfunctions of ∆ with the same eigenvalue, then the
form {u, v} is closed. The (parameter-free) Poisson-like kernel map is given by
R : R × H→ C , R(t; z) = Im 1
t − z . (11.2)
For any s ∈ C and any fixed t ∈ R the map R(t; ·)s is a ∆-eigenfunction with spectral
parameter s. For any fixed z ∈ C, the function R(·; z)s determines an element
ofVωs (P1R). Further, R(·; ·)s is PSL2(R)-equivariant, which here means
τs(g)
(
R(·; z)s)(t) = R(t; gz)s . (11.3)
See [BLZ15, (1.6), (1.7), (2.25)].
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These properties imply that for u ∈ EΓs , t ∈ R and z1, z2 ∈ H the integral∫ z2
z=z1
{
u,R(t; ·)s}
does not depend on the choice of the path in H from z1 to z2. The map
R→ C , t 7→
∫ z2
z=z1
{
u,R(t; ·)s} (11.4)
determines an element cu(z1, z2) ∈ Vωs (P1R) that satisfies
cu(gz1, gz2) = τs(g) cu(z1, z2) (g ∈ Γ) .
Thus, for any choice of a base point z0 ∈ H the map
ψu,z0 : Γ→Vωs (P1R) , g 7→ cu(g−1z0, z0) (11.5)
is an element of Z1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
. Its cohomology class [ψu,z0] ∈ H1(Γ;Vωs (P1R))
does not depend on z0 and will therefore be denoted by [ψu].
Proposition 11.1 ([BLZ15, Proposition 5.1]). The map
EΓs → H1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
, u 7→ [ψu]
is injective.
Remark 11.2. In [BLZ15] the Green’s form [·, ·] is used, which is given by
[u, v] =
∂u
∂z
v dz + u
∂v
∂z
dz .
It is related to {·, ·} by {
u, v
}
= 2i
[
u, v
] − id(uv) .
See [BLZ15, §1.3]. Therefore, the cocycle class [ψu] associated to u ∈ EΓs in
Proposition 11.1 differs to the one associated to u by [BLZ15, Proposition 5.1] by a
multiplicative factor of 2i.
12. Tesselation cohomology
We follow [BLZ15, §6,§11] for the definition of cohomology spaces and cocycles
that are based on a tesselation of H adapted to the action of Γ. For brevity, we refer
to these cohomology spaces as tesselation cohomology spaces. Our choice of the
tesselation (see below) separates the influence of the cusp from the influence of the
funnel and therefore allows us to discuss separately the cohomological interpretation
of properties of automorphic forms at cusps and funnels.
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12.1. Choice of a tesselation, and cohomology. We use the fundamental domain
F1 B {z ∈ H : Re z ∈ (0, λ), |z| > 1, |z − λ| > 1} (12.1)
for Γ in H (see Figure 8 below; see also Figure 2, p. 17) for the construction of the
tesselation. It has the advantage over chosing F0 (see Figure 2) that F1 represents
the set of ordinary points by a connected subset of R, namely by [1, λ − 1]. We
fix Y > 1 and divide F1 into three parts by cutting F1 along the euclidean lines
from i to λ + i and from iY to λ + iY (see Figure 8).
0 1 λ− 1 λ
i
iY λ+ iY
λ+ i
V0
V1
V∞
F1
Figure 8. Fundamental domain F1 used for the tesselation.
We consider the free side [1, λ − 1] ⊆ R as part of the boundary
of the fundamental domain. To build the tesselation we divide the
fundamental domain into three parts by the euclidean lines from i
to λ + i and from iY to λ + iY for some (fixed) Y > 1. In this way we
can separate the influence of the singularities at the cusps from the
influence of the singularities at the ordinary points.
We denote the closures of these three parts in P1C by V0, V1 and V∞ as indicated
in Figure 9 (i. e., V0 contains [1, λ − 1], V∞ contains∞, and V1 is the middle part).
We extend the Γ-action on H ∪ P1R to a Γ-action on the power set of H ∪ P1R by
considering the action of Γ as motions. We use the tesselation
T B {gV j : g ∈ Γ, j ∈ {0, 1,∞}} (12.2)
of the extended upper half plane
H∗ B H ∪ Γ∞∪ Γ [1, λ − 1] .
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The tesselation cohomology is formed in analogy to simplicial cohomology, using
the tesselation objects instead of simplices. In what follows we present the details.
For j ∈ N0 we let XTj denote the set of j-dimensional objects associated to this
tesselation, endowed with orientations as specified below. For j ≥ 3 we have
XTj = ∅. The set XT0 of vertices of T is
XT0 = Γ {1, i, iY,∞} (12.3)
= Γ 1 unionsq Γ i unionsq Γ iY unionsq Γ∞ .
The set XT1 of edges of T is generated by the edges e1, e2, e∞, f0, f1, f∞ indicated in
Figure 9. Thus,
XT1 = Γ {e1, e2, e∞, f0, f1, f∞} . (12.4)
f0
f∞
f1
e1
e2
e∞
0 1 λ− 1 λ
i
iY λ+ iY
λ+ i
V0
V1
V∞
Figure 9. Generating elements for the tesselation T .
For these basic edges we will use the orientations indicated in Figure 9, and inherit
it to all other elements of XT1 via the Γ-action. The choice of the specific orientation
of the elements of XT1 does not influence the qualitative structure of any of the
following results. Finally, the set XT2 of faces is
XT2 = Γ {V0,V1,V∞} . (12.5)
We orientate the boundary of these basic faces V0,V1,V∞ counterclockwise, and
push this orientation to all other faces by the Γ-action. We stress that each of
the sets XTj , j ∈ N0, consists of finitely many Γ-orbits and that the set Ξ used in
Theorem D equals XT0 ∩ P1R.
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We define the boundary maps ∂ j : C[XTj ] → C[XTj−1], j ∈ N0, as well as the
augmentation map as in simplicial (co-)homology, and we let FT• = C[XT• ] denote
the arising resolution. Throughout we will need only first cohomology spaces. We
denote the space of coycles of FT• with values in the Γ-module M by Z1(FT• ; M),
the coboundary space by B1(FT• ; M), and the cohomology space by H1(FT• ; M).
We collect a few properties of FT• and of the coycles in a tesselation cohomol-
ogy. We recall that any element e ∈ XT1 is an oriented edge between two points
in XT0 , namely from its tail t(e) to its head h(e), which we shall denote also
by et(e),h(e). The element −et(e),h(e) C eh(e),t(e) of Z[XT1 ] is the edge with opposite
orientation. We let C1[XT1 ] denote the set of balanced paths in X
T
1 , that is, the set
of elements p ∈ C[XT1 ] such that
p =
N∑
j=1
α jb j
with N ∈ N, α j ∈ C, b j ∈ XT1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, α1 = 1 = αN , and for all z ∈ XT0
N−1∑
j=1
h(b j)=z
α jh(b j) −
N∑
k=2
t(bk)=z
αkt(bk) = 0 .
In other words, p can be understood as a path from t(b1) to h(bN) such that the
weight of the path at its endpoints is 1 and at all inner points the sum of the weights
of the incoming edges equals the sum of the weights of the outgoing edges. We set
t(p) B t(b1) and h(p) B t(bN). A cocycle in Z1(FT• ; M) is completely determined
by its values on C1[XT1 ]. Moreover, it is constant on all subsets{
p ∈ C1[XT1 ] :
(
t(p), h(p)
)
= (z1, z2)
}
(z1, z2 ∈ XT0 ) .
These properties allow us to provide two alternative characterizations of the ele-
ments of Z1(FT• ; M). The essence of both characterizations is to take advantage
of the rigidity of the properties of cocycles and coboundaries to determine them
completely by their properties on a subset of FT• or a set closely related to FT• . The
two characterizations are closely related but focus on slightly different properties.
The first characterization indicates a close relation of tesselation cohomology to
cohomology on Γ-invariant sets (cf. Section 9.2).
1) Any map c : XT0 × XT0 → M that satisfies the cocycle relation
c(z1, z2) + c(z2, z3) = c(z1, z3) (z1, z2, z3 ∈ XT0 ) (12.6)
and the Γ-equivariance
c(g z1, g z2) = g c(z1, z2) (z1, z2 ∈ XT0 , g ∈ Γ) (12.7)
determines a unique cocycle c˜ ∈ Z1(FT• ; M) via
c˜(p) = c(t(p), h(p)) (p ∈ C1[XT1 ]) . (12.8)
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The cocycle c˜ from (12.8) is a coboundary if and only if there exists a Γ-equi-
variant map f : XT0 → M such that for all z1, z2 ∈ XT0 we have
c(z1, z2) = f (z1) − f (z2) . (12.9)
Vice versa, every cocycle c˜ defines a unique map c : XT0 × XT0 → M satis-
fying (12.6) and (12.7), by (12.8). Moreover, if c˜ is a coboundary, then c
satisfies (12.9).
2) Alternatively, the elements of Z1(FT• ; M) can be naturally identified with the
Γ-equivariant maps c : XT1 → M that satisfy dc(V j) = 0 for j ∈ {0, 1,∞}.
Coboundaries are identified with those maps c for which there exists a Γ-equi-
variant map f : XT0 → M such that
c(e) = f (t(e)) − f (h(e)) (12.10)
for all e ∈ XT1 .
In the following sections we will use these two characterizations of the elements
in Z1(FT• ; M) and B1(FT• ; M) without further discussions. As in Section 9.2 we
associate to each cocycle c ∈ Z1(FT• ; M) and each choice of z0 ∈ XT0 a group
cocycle ψc,z0 ∈ Z1(Γ; M) by
ψc,z0
g−1 B c(gz0, z0) (g ∈ Γ) . (12.11)
(This definition may also be expressed as
ψc,z0
g−1 = c(pgz0,z0) ,
where pgz0,z0 is any element inC1[X
T
1 ] with tail gz0 and head z0.) If c is a coboundary,
then ψc,z0 is a group coboundary. Clearly, the cocycle class of ψc,z0 does not depend
on the choice of z0, for which reason we denote it also by [ψc], thus
[ψc] B [ψc,z0] .
In turn, the map
H1(FT• ; M)→ H1(Γ; M), [c] 7→ [ψc] (12.12)
is well-defined.
The resolution FT• has a natural subresolution F
T ,Y• , built on the part of the tessela-
tion that is completely contained in H:
XT ,Y0 B Γ {i, iY}, XT ,Y1 B Γ {e1, e2, f1, f∞}, and XT ,Y2 B Γ V1. (12.13)
We denote the associated cocycle spaces and cohomology spaces by Z1(FT ,Y• ; M),
B1(FT ,Y ; M) and H1(FT ,Y• ; M). The elements of these classes can be characterized
as above, restricting everything to FT ,Y• , XT ,Y1 and X
T ,Y
0 .
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12.2. Relation to group cohomology. Since FT• is not a projective resolution, the
cohomology spaces associated to FT• are not (isomorphic to) the standard group
cohomology spaces. However, the subresolution FT ,Y• is a projective resolution
and hence the cohomology space H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
is naturally isomorphic to the
space H1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
. See [BLZ15, Section 11.2].
We provide here a hands-on proof of the isomorphism between H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
and H1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
, using an adapted version of Lemma 9.2. We recall from
Section 12.1 that [ψc] denotes the group cocycle class associated to the cocycle
class [c] in H1(FT ,Y• ; M) for any Γ-module M.
Lemma 12.1. Let s ∈ C. Then the map
H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)→ H1(Γ;Vωs (P1R)) , [c] 7→ [ψc]
is bijective.
Proof. To establish surjectivity, let [ψ] ∈ H1(Γ;Vωs (P1R)) and pick a representa-
tive ψ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vωs (P1R)). We construct a cocycle c ∈ Z1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)) such that
ψc = ψ. To that end we recall that XT ,Y0 = Γ{i, iY}. We set
qi B
1
2
ψS and qiY B 0 ∈ Vωs (P1R) .
Then the necessary analogue of (9.16) is satisfied: For all r ∈ {i, iY} and all g ∈ Γr
we have
qr = τs(g)qr + ψg . (12.14)
(We note that Γi = {id, S } and ΓiY = {id}.) We define q : XT ,Y0 →Vωs (P1R) by
q(gi) B ψg−1 + τs(g)qi
q(giY) B ψg−1 + τs(g)qiY
for all g ∈ Γ. Using (12.14) it follows that q is well-defined. Then c B dq is an
element of Z1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)), and ψc = ψ.
A straightforward calculation shows that other choices for the representative ψ
of [ψ] or for qi and qiY (obeying (12.14)) lead to cocycles in the same cocycle class
as c. Thus, the constructed cocycle class [c] ∈ H1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)) is independent of
all choices, and is a preimage of [ψ]. This shows surjectivity.
For injectivity it suffices to show that whenever we have c ∈ Z1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R))
and z0 ∈ XT ,Y0 such that ψ := ψc,z0 ∈ B1(Γ;Vωs (P1R)), then c ∈ B1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)).
Suppose that c, z0 and ψ are of this form. Consider the potential
q := XT ,Y0 →Vωs (P1R), q(x) B c(ex,z0)
of c, where e = ex,z0 is any element in C1[X
T ,Y
1 ] with
(
t(e), h(e)
)
= (x, z0), and recall
that
ψg−1 = q(gx) − τs(g)q(x) (12.15)
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for all g ∈ Γ, x ∈ XT ,Y0 . Since ψ is a coboundary, we find a ∈ Vωs (P1R) such that
ψg−1 =
(
1 − τs(g))a (12.16)
for all g ∈ Γ. Let
p B q − a : XT ,Y0 →Vωs (P1R) .
Combining (12.15) and (12.16) shows that for each g ∈ Γ, x ∈ XT ,Y0
p(gx) − τs(g)p(x) = q(gx) − a − τs(g)(q(x) − a)
= q(gx) − τs(g)q(x) − (1 − τs(g))a = 0 .
Thus, p is a Γ-equivariant potential of c, and hence c is a coboundary. 
In Section 11 we gave the interpretation of EΓs in terms of standard group cohomol-
ogy. In terms of tesselation cohomology, the integral
cu(z1, z2) =
∫ z2
z1
{
u,R(t; ·)s}
assigned in (11.4) to u ∈ EΓs and z1, z2 ∈ H corresponds to the cocycle cu in
Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
that is defined as
cu(x)(t) =
∫
x
{
u,R(t; ·)s} (x ∈ C1[XT ,Y1 ]) . (12.17)
Proposition 11.1 (which is just [BLZ15, Proposition 5.1]) induces the following
tesselation cohomological interpretation of EΓs .
Proposition 12.2. Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1). The map
rs : EΓs → H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
, u 7→ [cu] ,
is injective.
Proof. The map
EΓs → H1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
, u 7→ [ψcu] ,
is injective by [BLZ15, Proposition 5.1]. An application of Lemma 12.1 finishes
the proof. 
12.3. Mixed cohomology spaces. The tesselation T allows us to consider the
Hecke triangle surface Γ\H as splitted into three parts:
• a neighborhood of the cusp, represented by Γ∞ ⊆ XT0 ,
• a neighborhood of the funnel, represented by Γ1 ⊆ XT0 and Γ f0 ⊆ XT1 , and
• the ‘inner part’, represented by XT ,Y0 , XT ,Y1 and XT ,Y2 .
The elements in Γe∞ and ΓV∞ connect the cusp to the inner part, and the elements
in Γe1 and ΓV0 connect the funnel to the inner part. We remark that the tesse-
lation contains no direct connections between the cusp and the funnel, and that
the sets XT ,Yj , j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, that are purely related to the inner part, are Γ-invariant.
Therefore the resolution FT• admits a natural definition of mixed cohomology spaces
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that allow us to describe separately the behavior of cocycles (in particular, of their
singularities) at the cusp and the funnel as well as their regularity in the inner part.
We refer to [BLZ15, Definition 11.4] for a complete definition of mixed tesselation
cohomology, and restrict our exposition to the elements that we will need for the
cohomological interpretation of (resonant, cuspidal) funnel forms.
Let V,W be Γ-modules (and complex vector spaces) such that V ⊆ W. We denote
the first mixed cohomology space by H1(FT• ; V,W), the space of 1-cocycles of
mixed cohomology by Z1(FT• ; V,W) , and its subspace of 1-coboundaries of mixed
cohomology by B1(FT• ; V,W). The 1-cocycles c ∈ Z1(FT• ; V,W) are determined
by Γ-equivariant maps c : XT1 → W such that c(e) ∈ V if e ∈ XT ,Y1 and dc(V j) = 0
for j ∈ {0, 1,∞}. Such a cocycle is a coboundary if there exists a Γ-equivariant
map f : XT0 → W such that c(e) = f (t(e)) − f (h(e)) for all e ∈ XT1 and f (z) ∈ V
if z ∈ XT ,Y0 .
Each cocycle in Z1(FT• ; V,W) restricts to a cocycle in Z1(F
T ,Y• ; V). For ‘good’
combinations of V and W (as we will have below) each cocycle in Z1(FT ,Y• ; V)
extends (in at least one way) to a cocycle in the mixed cocycle space Z1(FT• ; V,W).
In this case the elements in the cohomology space H1(FT• ; V,W) may be understood
as refinements of the cocycle classes in H1(FT ,Y• ; V). Nevertheless, in the passage
from H1(FT ,Y• ; V) to H1(FT ; V,W) cocycle classes do not split, which is a property
rather specific for first cohomology spaces. More precisely, for j ∈ {0, 1}, the
cohomology space H j(FT• ; V,W) embeds into the space H j(F
T ,Y• ; V); for j ≥ 2 this
is typically not true. In view of Proposition 12.2 such embedding properties are
useful for characterizing the image of subsets of EΓs under rs. In Proposition 13.1
below we will prove an even stronger embedding statement of which we will take
advantage for the characterization of the rs-images of the spaces of funnel forms,
resonant funnel forms and cuspidal funnel forms. We refer to the introduction of
Section 13 below for more explanations.
The cocycles in Z1(FT• ; V,W) can also be naturally identified (see also Section 12.1,
in particular (12.8)) with the maps
c : XT0 × XT0 → W
satisfying the cocycle relation and Γ-equivariance analogous to (12.6) and (12.7),
as well as the additional property
c
(
XT ,Y0 × XT ,Y0
) ⊆ V .
For W ⊆ Vωs (Ξ) we define singularity and vanishing conditions in analogy to
those in Section 10.3: We let Z1(FT• ; V,W)sic denote the space of those cocy-
cles c ∈ Z1(FT• ; V,W) that satisfy
bdSing c(e) ⊂ P1R ∩ {t(e), h(e)} for all e ∈ XT1 .
Further, we let Z1(FT• ; V,W)van be the space of the cocycles c ∈ Z1(FT• ; V,W) that
satisfy
c( f0)|(λ−1,1)c = 0 .
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We use the obvious definitions for the spaces Z1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
cd1
, B1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
cd1
,
H1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
cd1
, where cd1 ∈ { , sic}, cd2 ∈ { , van}.
13. Extension of cocycles
By virtue of the map rs from Proposition 12.2, the space As of funnel forms
is linear isomorphic to a subspace of H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
. We aim at describ-
ing this subspace in cohomological terms. However, because the cohomology
space H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
is build using only the part of the tesselation T that is
completely contained in the upper half plane H, the properties of funnel forms at
the ends of Γ\H (i. e., at the cusp and at the funnel) cannot be characterized in terms
of intrinsic properties of cocycle classes in H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
. In other words, the
space rs(As) cannot be described using only the subresolution FT ,Y• . In order to find
a better description of rs(As), a natural approach is to extend the cocycle classes
in rs(As) to cocycle classes in the mixed cohomology space H1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),M)
on the full resolution FT• . This approach immediately raises the questions of suitable
choices for Γ-modules M and the uniqueness of such extensions.
The main result of this section is Proposition 13.1 below, which settles a part of
these questions. It will be complemented by Theorem 15.10 below showing the
surjectivity of the lower three horizontal embeddings in Proposition 13.1 and thereby
establishing a complete cohomological characterization of funnel forms, resonant
funnel forms and cuspidal funnel forms. Recall the definitions of the singularity
condition sic and of the vanishing condition van from Section 12.3.
Proposition 13.1. Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1). The map rs from Proposition 12.2
induces the system of injective linear maps
EΓs 
 rs // H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
As   rs //?

OO
H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
?
OO
A1s 
 rs //
?
OO
H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
?
OO
A0s 
 rs //
?
OO
H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
?
OO
where the restriction s , 12 is imposed for the two middle instances of the map rs.
A key step for the proof of Proposition 13.1 is to show that the cocycles in the
space Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
that are associated to funnel forms by (12.17) extend
to mixed cocycles in Z1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),M)vansic , where the module M is chosen as
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indicated in Proposition 13.1, depending on whether we consider the spaceAs of
all funnel forms or we restrict to the spaceA1s or to the spaceA0s . We discuss these
extendabilities in the following proposition.
Proposition 13.2. Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1).
(i) For each cuspidal funnel form u ∈ A0s the cocycle cu ∈ Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
has
a unique extension to a cocycle in
Z1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(ii) Let s , 12 . For each resonant funnel form u ∈ A1s the associated cocycle cu in
Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
has a unique extension to a cocycle in
Z1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(iii) Let s , 12 . For each funnel form u ∈ As the cocycle cu ∈ Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
has an extension to a cocycle in
Z1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ,
which is not unique. Any two choices for the extension of cu differ by a
coboundary.
We prepare the proof of Proposition 13.2 (and eventually of Proposition 13.1) with a
series of lemmas. Lemma 13.3 below implies that for any funnel form u the integral
in the definition in (12.17) of the cocycle cu remains well-defined if the integration
is performed along any element in C1[XT1 ] that stays away from the cusp but may
approach the funnel. It will help us to establish the extendability of the cocycles
and to understand the structure of their set of singularities at ordinary points. We
refer to Section 5.1 and in particular to (5.2) for the notion of s-analytic boundary
behavior and real-analytic cores.
Lemma 13.3. Let s ∈ C, Re s > 0, and let J ⊆ R be an open interval. Suppose that
u ∈ C2(H) has s-analytic boundary behavior near J and satisfies ∆u = s(1 − s) u.
(i) For all ξ, η ∈ J ∪H and t ∈ Rr {ξ, η} and any path p in H∪R from ξ to η with
at most its endpoints in R the integral
Iu(ξ, η)(t) B
∫ η
ξ
{
u,R(t; ·)s} = ∫
p
{
u,R(t; ·)s} (13.1)
converges and its value is independent of the choice of p.
ξ η
J
The map
R→ C, t 7→ Iu(ξ, η)(t)
extends to an element ofVωs [ξ, η].
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(ii) Let ξ, η ∈ J with ξ < η and suppose that A denotes a real-analytic core of u
near J. Then
Iu(ξ, η)(t) =

0 if t ∈ (η, ξ)c ,
2
√
pi
Γ(s + 1/2)
Γ(s)
A(t) if t ∈ (ξ, η)c . (13.2)
(iii) If ξ ∈ J ∩ Γ1 and z ∈ H, then Iu(ξ, z) ∈ Vω;−;ajs [ξ].
(iv) If ξ, η ∈ J ∩ Γ1, then Iu(ξ, η) ∈ Vω;−;ajs [ξ, η].
Proof. Let ξ, η ∈ J ∪ H and suppose that p : [0, 1]→ H ∪ R is a path from ξ to η as
in (i). For the proof of (i) and (ii) we evaluate the one-form in the integrand.
To that end let A : U → C be a real-analytic core of u near J. We may and shall
assume that H ⊆ U. Thus,
u(z) = ysA(z)
for all z ∈ H. On H and for all t ∈ R we have{
u,R(t; ·)s} = i y2s
(t − z)s(t − z¯)s
(
Az dz − Az¯ dz¯ + sA
( dz¯
t − z¯ −
dz
t − z
))
=
y2s
|t − z|2s
((
Ay + 2s
y
|t − z|2 A
)
dx +
(
−Ax + 2s t − x|t − z|2 A
)
dy
)
.
(13.3)
Let t ∈ R r {ξ, η} (as in (i)). Since the path p from ξ to η is bounded away from t,
the value of |t− z| is bounded away from 0 on the path p. From this, the requirement
that Re s > 0, and the fact that the image of the path p is contained in U, it follows
that the integral ∫
p
{
u,R(t; ·)s}
converges, which is just the latter integral in (13.1).
Since the one-form {u,R(t; ·)s} is closed, the value of the integral in (13.1) neither
depends on the choice of the path p nor on the choice of the real-analytic core A.
Further, Iu(ξ, η) is real-analytic on Rr{ξ, η} as a parameter integral with real-analytic
integrand. By definition, Iu(ξ, η) extends to an element ofVωs [ξ, η] if τs(S )Iu(ξ, η)
extends real-analytically to 0. For t ∈ R, t , 0, we have
τs(S )Iu(ξ, η)(t) =
∫ η
ξ
|t|−2s{u,R( − 1t ; ·)s} .
A straightforward calculation shows that the integrand extends real-analytically
to t = 0, and the argumentation as above yields the convergence of the integral
for t = 0 as well. This completes the proof of (i).
For establishing (ii) we first suppose that t ∈ R r [ξ, η]. Then we can deform
the path p in the integral (13.1) to one which has the interval [ξ, η] as image,
which is completely contained in H. Then (13.3) shows that the integrand is zero,
and hence Iu(ξ, η)(t) = 0. Now real-analyticity yields that Iu(ξ, η)(t) = 0 also
for t = ∞ ∈ (η, ξ)c.
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Suppose now that t ∈ (ξ, η). Then we deform the path p to one as indicated in the
following figure:
ξ ηt
It splits into the three subpaths
p−,δ : (ξ, t − δ)→ (ξ, t − δ) , x 7→ x ,
pt,δ : (0, pi)→ H ∪ R , θ 7→ t + δeiθ ,
p+,δ : (t + δ, η)→ (t + δ, η) , x 7→ x ,
for some (small) δ > 0 (of which we will take the limit δ↘ 0 further below).
From (13.3) we see that the integrand of (13.1) vanishes along p−,δ and p+,δ.
Along pt,δ we find∫
pt,δ
{
u,R(t; ·)s}
=
∫ pi
θ=0
δ
(
sin θ
)2s[Az(pt,δ(θ))eiθ + Az¯(pt,δ(θ))e−iθ] + 2s( sin θ)2sA(pt,δ(θ)) dθ .
Since each term of the integrand is bounded and the real-analytic core A is continu-
ous, we find
Iu(ξ, η)(t) = lim
δ↘0
∫
pt,δ
{
u,R(t; ·)s}
= 2sA(t)
∫ pi
0
(
sin θ
)2s θ = 2√piΓ(s + 12 )
Γ(s)
A(t) .
This completes the proof of (ii).
For (iv) we note that since A is real-analytic on J, and (ξ, η)c ⊆ J, the expression
in (13.2) shows that Iu(ξ, η) has analytic jumps at ξ and η.
For (iii) we fix η ∈ J, η , ξ. Then
Iu(ξ, z) = Iu(ξ, η) + Iu(η, z) .
By (iv), Iu(ξ, η) has an analytic jump at ξ, and by (i), Iu(η, z) is real-analytic at ξ. In
turn, Iu(ξ, z) has an analytic jump at ξ. 
Let s ∈ C, Re s > 0, and u ∈ Es. Then the integral
Iu(ξ, η)(t) :=
∫ η
ξ
{
u,R(t; ·)s} = ∫
p
{
u,R(t; ·)s} (13.4)
in (13.1) is also well-defined for any pair (ξ, η) ∈ (Ω∪H)2. (Recall from Section 3.3
that Ω denotes the ordinary set of Γ, i. e., Ω = P1R r Λ(Γ).) In Lemma 13.3
we considered only the case that if ξ, η are in Ω, then they are contained in a
connected subset of P1R near which u has s-analytic boundary behavior. However,
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by splitting the integral into several paths, one easily sees that the convergence and
well-definedness of the integrals in (13.4) are valid in this larger generality.
Lemma 13.4. Let s ∈ C, Re s > 0, and u ∈ Es. For all ξ, η ∈ Ω ∪ H and all g ∈ Γ
we have
τs(g)Iu(ξ, η) = Iu(gξ, gη) .
Proof. Let g ∈ Γ and ξ, η ∈ Ω ∪ H. By [BLZ15, (1.10), (2.25)] we have
τs(g)
∫ η
ξ
{
u,R(t; ·)s} = ∫ gη
gξ
{
u,R(t; ·)s} .

The following three lemmas will be needed for the discussion of the relation between
different extensions of the cocycles and, in case of resonant funnel forms, for
showing the uniqueness of these extensions. The first lemma is a generalization
of [BLZ15, Proposition 4.1].
Lemma 13.5. Let s ∈ C r (−N0). Let η ∈ Γ be hyperbolic and let I ⊆ P1R be an
open interval that contains at least one fixed point of η. Suppose that f ∈ Vωs (I)
satisfies
τs(η) f = f on I ∩ ηI .
Then f = 0.
Proof. We proceed by contraposition. To that end let s ∈ C, and suppose that
f ∈ Vωs (I) satisfies all hypothesis and does not vanish identically. We need to show
that s ∈ −N0. Without loss of generality we may assume that
η =
r 12 0
0 r− 12

with r > 0. The fixed points of η are 0 and∞.
Suppose first that 0 ∈ I. By real-analyticity,
f (t) =
∑
n∈N0
cntn
in a neighborhood of 0 in R, for suitable cn ∈ C, n ∈ N0. Thus, in a (possibly
smaller) neighborhood of 0 we have
f (t) = τs(η) f (t) =
∑
n∈N0
cnrs+ntn .
Since f , 0, there exists n ∈ N0 such that s + n = 0, and hence s ∈ −N0.
Suppose now that∞ ∈ I. Then
h := τs(S ) f
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is real-analytic in a neighborhood of 0 in R, and is τs(S ηS )-invariant near 0. Thus,
near 0, we have
h(t) =
∑
n∈N0
cntn
for suitable cn ∈ C, n ∈ N0, and hence
h(t) = τs(S ηS )h(t) =
∑
n∈N0
cnr−s−ntn .
From h , 0 it follows that s ∈ −N0. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 13.6. Let s ∈ C, and let V,W be Γ-modules. Suppose that the cocycle
c ∈ Z1(FT• ; V,W) vanishes on FT ,Y• (i. e., c = 0 on FT ,Y• ). Then c ∈ B1(FT• ; V,W).
Proof. We fix x0 ∈ XT ,Y0 and consider the potential
q : XT0 → W , q(x) B c(ex,x0) ,
of c. The associated group cocycle ψ : Γ→ W vanishes everywhere because
ψg−1 = q(gx0) − τs(g)q(x0) = 0
for all g ∈ Γ. Thus, c is a coboundary. 
Lemma 13.7. Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1). Suppose that the cocycle
c ∈ Z1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);smp;s (P1R))vansic
vanishes on FT ,Y• . Then:
(i) If s , 12 , then c = 0.
(ii) If c(e∞) ∈ Vω(Ξ);∞;s , then c = 0 also for s = 12 .
Proof. By the Γ-equivariance of c, the definition of FT• as the C-module with
basis XT• , and the vanishing of c on F
T ,Y• it suffices to show that c vanishes on
XT1 r X
T ,Y
1 = {e1, e∞, f0} .
Since c( f∞) = 0, it follows that
0 = dc(V∞) =
(
1 − τs(T−1))c(e∞) + c( f∞) = (1 − τs(T−1))c(e∞) ,
showing that
c(e∞) ∈ (Vω(Ξ);smp;s (P1R))T .
For s , 12 , [BLZ15, Proposition 9.13] yields
c(e∞) = 0 .
In the case that c(e∞) ∈ Vω(Ξ);∞;s (P1R), [BLZ15, Proposition 9.9] shows c(e∞) = 0
also for s = 12 .
To show that c also vanishes on e1 and f0, we note that c is a coboundary by
Lemma 13.6. Thus, we find a Γ-equivariant potential
p : XT0 →Vω(Ξ);smp;s (P1R)
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of c. From
c( f0) = p(1) − p(λ − 1) = (1 − τs(TS ))p(1)
and the vanishing property van of c it follows that
p(1) = τs(TS )p(1) on (λ − 1, 1)c .
The singularity property sic of c implies
p(1) ∈ Vωs [1] .
Thus, p(1) = 0 on (λ − 1, 1)c by Lemma 13.5 (choose in Lemma 13.5 first I =
(λ−1, θ−)c and η = TS , and then I = (θ+, 1)c and η = (TS )−1). Then real-analyticity
yields p(1) = 0 on P1R r {1}, and hence p(1) = 0 as element of the sheafVω(Ξ)s . It
follows that
c( f0) = 0 .
Further,
0 = dc(V0) =
(
1 − τs(TS ))c(e1) + c( f0) − c( f1) = (1 − τs(TS ))c(e1) .
Since c(e1) ∈ Vωs [1], Lemma 13.5 yields
c(e1) = 0 .
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 13.2. Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), and let u ∈ As. In case that
u < A0s , the additional restriction s , 12 applies. Lemma 13.6 shows that any two
extensions of any cocycle in Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
differ by a coboundary in the mixed
cohomology spaces. In case that u ∈ A1s , uniqueness of the claimed extensions
follows from Lemma 13.7. It remains to show the existence of the extensions.
Let cu ∈ Z1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)) be the cocycle associated to u. In what follows we
construct an extension of cu to a cocycle on FT• with values in the Γ-modules
and properties as claimed. We denote this extension by cu as well even though
for u < A1s it does not need to be unique. In order to define this extension we first
extend it to
{e∞, e1, f0} ⊆ XT1 r XT ,Y1 ,
and then continue it C[Γ]-linearly to all of FT• , using that Γ acts freely on XT1 .
For the extension to e∞ we take advantage of [BLZ15, Proposition 12.1], for the
definition on e1 and f0 we use Lemma 13.3.
We set
cu(e∞) := −Av+s,T cu( f∞) , cu(e1) := Iu(i, 1) and cu( f0) := Iu(1, λ − 1) .
To show the cocycle property, we observe that
dcu(V∞) =
(
1 − τs(T−1))cu(e∞) + cu( f∞)
= −(1 − τs(T−1))Av+s,T cu( f∞) + cu( f∞)
= −cu( f∞) + cu( f∞) = 0
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by (7.28), and that
dcu(V0) = cu(e1) + cu( f0) − τs(T )cu(e1) − cu( f1)
= Iu(i, 1) + Iu(1, λ − 1) − Iu(λ + i, λ − 1) − Iu(i, λ + i) = 0
by Lemma 13.4. By C[Γ]-linearity, cu satisfies the cocycle condition on all of FT• .
By Lemma 13.3,
cu( f0)|(λ−1,1)c = 0 ,
and hence cu satisfies the vanishing condition van. Further
cu(e1) ∈ Vω;−;ajs [1] and cu( f0) ∈ Vω;−;ajs [1, λ − 1] .
As in [BLZ15, Proposition 12.1] one proves that
cu(e∞) ∈ Vω;exc,∞;s (P1R) if u ∈ A0s ,
cu(e∞) ∈ Vω;exc,smp;s [∞] if u ∈ A1s ,
cu(e∞) ∈ Vω;exc;s [∞] if u ∈ As .
Therefore, cu satisfies the singularity condition sic, and cu has values in the module
as claimed in the statement of this proposition. 
Remark 13.8. For u ∈ A0s the extension of the cocycle cu in (12.17) to a cocycle
in Z1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic is given by
cu(e∞)(t) B
∫
e∞
{u,R(t; ·)s} .
The exponential decay of u towards∞ causes the integral to converge.
The following lemma not only implies that the vertical maps on the right hand
side of the diagram in Proposition 13.1 are embeddings, it will also be needed to
establish the injectivity of the three lower horizontal maps.
Lemma 13.9. Let s ∈ C and suppose that W is a Γ-module that satisfies
Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) ⊆ W ⊆ Vωs (P1R) .
Then the map5
H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),W
)van
sic → H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
, [c] 7→ [c|XT ,Y1 ] ,
is injective.
Proof. It suffices to show that each cocycle c ∈ Z1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),W)vansic that satisfies
c|XT ,Y1 ∈ B
1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)) is contained in B1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),W)vansic .
Let c ∈ Z1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),W)vansic be such a cocycle and set c˜ := c|XT ,Y1 . By hypothesis,
c˜ ∈ B1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)). Thus we find a Γ-equivariant potential
p : XT ,Y0 →Vωs (P1R)
5We recall that we identify cocycles in Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
with maps c : XT ,Y1 →Vωs (P1R) that obey
certain relations. See Section 12.1.
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of c˜. We claim that p extends to a Γ-equivariant potential q : XT0 → W of c. To that
end, we let
q1 B p(i) − c(e1) (13.5)
q∞ B p(λ + iY) − c(e∞) . (13.6)
We define the map q by
q|XT ,Y0 B p
and
q(g1) B τs(g)q1 , q(g∞) B τs(g)q∞
for all g ∈ Γ. This is indeed well-defined: We have
τs(T−1)q∞ = τs(T−1)p(λ + iY) − τs(T−1)c(e∞) = p(iY) − c(T−1e∞)
= p(iY) − c( f∞) − c(e∞) = p(λ + iY) − c(e∞)
= q∞ ,
where we used the Γ-equivariance of p for the second equality, and the identity
0 = dc(V∞) = −c(T−1e∞) + c( f∞) + c(e∞) for the third equality, and the property
c( f∞) = p(iY) − p(λ + iY) for the forth equality. Thus, for all g ∈ Γ∞,
q(g∞) = τs(g)q∞ = q∞ .
The stabilizer group Γ1 of 1 is trivial. Thus, q is a Γ-equivariant extension of p
to XT0 with values in W.
It remains to show that q is a potential of c. Due to Γ-equivariance, it suffices to
show that dq(e) = c(e) for e ∈ {e0, e2, e∞, f0, f1, f∞}. Since q extends p, which is
a potential of c|XT ,Y1 , the identity dq(e) = p(e) is clearly satisfied for e ∈ { f1, f∞}.
Further, for e = e0 the definition of q and q1 from (13.5) yields
c(e1) = p(i) − q1 = q(i) − q(1) = dq(e0) .
Analogously, using (13.6) we find
c(e∞) = p(λ + iY) − q∞ = q(λ + iY) − q(∞) = dq(e∞) .
Finally, taking advantage of
0 = dc(V0) = c(e1) + c( f0) − τs(TS )c(e1) − c( f1)
we find that
dq( f0) = q(1) − q(λ − 1) = q(1) − τs(TS )q(1)
= p(i) − c(e1) − τs(TS )(p(i) − c(e1))
= p(i) − τs(TS )p(i) − c(e1) + τs(TS )c(e1)
= p(i) − p(λ + i) − c(e1) + τs(TS )c(e1)
= c( f1) + τs(TS )c(e1) − c(e1)
= dc(V0) + c( f0)
= c( f0) .
Then Γ-equivariance implies that c = dq on all of XT1 . This completes the proof. 
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Proposition 13.1 now follows from a combination of Propositions 12.2, 13.2 and
Lemma 13.9. We provide a few more details.
Proof of Proposition 13.1. We only show the claimed properties for the top rec-
tangle in the diagram of the statement, that is, the claims in relation with the full
space As of funnel forms. The properties of the remaining maps can be shown
analogously.
The injectivity of the maps
rs : EΓs → H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
and
%Ys : H
1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic → H1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R))
are the statements of Proposition 12.2 and Lemma 13.9. The injectivity of the map
As → EΓs , u 7→ u
is clear. Let u ∈ As and let cu ∈ Z1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)) be the representative of the
cocycle class rs(u) ∈ H1(FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)) from (12.17). By Proposition 13.2, the
cocycle cu extends to an element c˜u ∈ Z1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic that is
unique up to a coboundary in B1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic . Thus, cu (and
hence rs(u)) induces a unique element in H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic . We
denote the map
As → H1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic , u 7→ [c˜u] (13.7)
by rs as well. By construction,
rs|As = %Ys ◦ rs .
Then the injectivity of %Ys implies the injectivity of rs in (13.7). 
14. Surjectivity I: Boundary germs
This section and Section 15 below are devoted to the proof of the surjectivity of the
three lower horizontal maps rs in the diagram in Proposition 13.1. In rough terms,
we will construct funnel forms, which are Laplace eigenfunctions defined on all
of the upper half plane, from a family (a cocycle) inVω(Ξ)s (P1R), which induces a
family of holomorphic functions in a (usually rather small) complex neighborhood
of certain subsets of P1R. In the context of cofinite Fuchsian groups, discussed
in [BLZ15], it turned out to be helpful to substitute the sheafVωs by a sheafWωs of
s-analytic boundary germs. We apply the same approach here.
In this section we define and study the sheafWωs . In particular, for any choices
of cd1 ∈ { , smp,∞} and cd2 ∈ { , sic}, cd3 ∈ { , van} we will find a natural
isomorphism between the two spaces
H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,cd1;ajs (P1R)
)cd3
cd2
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and
H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,cd1;ajs (P1R)
)cd3
cd2
.
For results we will often refer to [BLZ13, BLZ15] and only indicate where changes
and modifications are needed.
14.1. Analytic boundary germs and semi-analytic modules. For any open sub-
set Z ⊆ H we set
Es(Z) B { u ∈ C2(Z) : ∆u = s(1 − s)u on Z } . (14.1)
In this notation, EΓs = {u ∈ Es(H) : ∀ g ∈ Γ : u ◦ g = u}.
Suppose that I ⊆ P1R is an open subset, U an open neighborhood of I in P1C and
u ∈ Es(U ∩ H). In extension of the definition in Section 5.1 we say that the map u
has s-analytic boundary behavior near I if
U ∩ H→ C , z 7→ y−su(z) (14.2)
extends to a real-analytic function on a neighborhood of I in P1C. Here, y = y(z) =
Im z (as defined in Section 2). We recall from Section 6.1 that real-analyticity in∞
for the spectral parameter s means that the map
z 7→
(
y
|z|2
)−s
u
(
−1
z
)
extends to a real-analytic function on a complex neighborhood of 0. As in Section 5.1
we call any such real-analytic extension a real-analytic core of u near I. We set
Bs(I,U) B { u ∈ Es(U ∩ H) : u has s-analytic boundary behavior near I } .
If U1 ⊆ U2 are open neighborhoods of I in P1C, then Bs(I,U2) ⊆ Bs(I,U1). We use
the inclusion of sets as a direction on the setUo(I) of all open neighborhoods of I
in P1C and endow
(Bs(I,U))U∈Uo(I) with the structure of a directed system using the
natural embeddings. Let
Wωs (I) B lim−→Bs(I,U) (14.3)
denote the direct limit of this directed system. The family of all spaces Wωs (I),
I ⊆ P1R open, forms the sheafWωs of s-analytic boundary germs. The sheafWωs is
naturally isomorphic to the sheafVωs as explained in what follows.
For any u ∈ Bs(I,U) and any real-analytic core A of u near I, the restriction A|I is
an element ofVωs (I). The assignment u 7→ A|I induces a restriction map
ρs,I : Wωs (I)→Vωs (I) (14.4)
and further the restriction map (of sheaves)
ρs : Wωs →Vωs .
Moreover, the action
τ : Γ × Bs → Bs , τ(g−1)u B u ◦ g ,
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where
Bs B
⋃
I⊆P1R
open
⋃
U∈Uo(I)
Bs(I,U) ,
descends to a Γ-action on Wωs , which we also denote by τ, turning Wωs into
a Γ-equivariant sheaf. By [BLZ13, (5.10)], the restriction map ρs intertwines τ
onWωs with the action of τs onVωs .
The following result, which follows immediately from [BLZ13, Theorem 5.6],
allows us to use the Γ-equivariant sheaf Wωs instead of Vωs for the proof of the
surjectivity of the maps rs.
Proposition 14.1 ([BLZ13]). (i) The restriction map ρs,I : Wωs (I) → Vωs (I) is
an isomorphism for each open subset I ⊆ P1R.
(ii) The restriction map ρs : Wωs → Vωs is an isomorphism of Γ-equivariant
sheaves.
The map ρs being an isomorphism allows us to formulate the definition of con-
cepts involving singularities in terms of s-analytic boundary germs, as it is done
in [BLZ15]: For any finite subset F ⊆ P1R we let (as in Section 10.1)
Wωs [F] BWωs (P1R r F) , Wω
∗
s (P
1
R) B lim−→
F
Wωs [F] . (14.5)
and
Wω(Ξ)s (P1R) B lim−→
F⊆Ξ
Wωs [F] . (14.6)
The restriction map ρs : Wωs → Vωs obviously extends to a Γ-equivariant isomor-
phism
ρs : Wω∗s (P1R)→Vω
∗
s (P
1
R) ; (14.7)
the sets of singularities of sections of Vω∗s (P1R) andWω
∗
s (P
1
R) correspond to each
other under ρs. For w ∈ Wω∗s (P1R) we set
bdSingw B bdSing ρs(w) . (14.8)
Likewise, conditions on the singularities can be formulated for elements in the
space Wω(Ξ)s (P1R). We say that an element w of Wω(Ξ)s (P1R) satisfies the condi-
tions smp, ∞, aj or exc if and only if ρs(w) ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) has the considered
property. More explicitly, for cd ∈ {smp,∞, aj, exc}, an element w ∈ Wω(Ξ)s (P1R)
satisfies the condition cd if and only if there exist a finite set F ⊆ P1R, an open
neighborhood U of P1R r F in P
1
C and a map A : U → C such that
(i) A is real-analytic on U ,
(ii) A(z) = y−sw(z) for all z ∈ U ∩ H ,
(iii) A|P1R ∈ V
ω(Ξ)
s satisfies cd . For cd = exc we require in addition that U is
rounded at all points in F ∩Γ∞ and that A|P1RrF extends holomorphically to U.
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For completeness we remark that our terminology is not completely identical to
the one in [BLZ13, BLZ15]. However, the essence is preserved. In [BLZ13, §5.1]
and [BLZ15, §3.1] the disk model of the hyperbolic plane is used for the definition
of s-analytic boundary germs, and in [BLZ13] they are called eigenfunction germs.
14.2. Cohomology classes attached to funnel forms. The restriction map ρs in-
duces a restriction map
H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,cd;ajs (P1R)
) ρs−→ H1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,cd;ajs (P1R)) ,
which, by Proposition 14.1, is an isomorphism for any choice of cd ∈ { , smp,∞}.
Set V BWωs (P1R) and W BWω(Ξ);exc,cd;ajs (P1R). We let (cf. Section 12.3)
Z1(FT• ; V,W)sic B
{
c ∈ Z1(FT• ;V,W) :
∀ e ∈ XT1 : bdSing c(e) ⊆ P1R ∩ {t(e), h(e)}
}
be the space of cocycles with singularity condition, and
Z1(FT• ; V,W)van B
{
c ∈ Z1(FT• ; V,W) : ρs(c( f0))|(λ−1,1)c = 0
}
the space of cocycles with vanishing condition in Z1(FT• ; V,W). The definitions of
the spaces Z1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
cd1
, B1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
cd1
and H1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
cd1
for cd1 ∈ { , sic},
cd2 ∈ { , van} are then immediate.
The restriction map ρs from above decends to an isomorphism
H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,cd;ajs (P1R)
)cd2
cd1
(14.9)
ρs−→ H1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,cd;ajs (P1R))cd2cd1
for all choices of cd ∈ { , smp,∞}, cd1 ∈ { , sic} and cd2 ∈ { , van}, which we
continue to call ρs.
Let
qs B ρ−1s ◦ rs : A∗s → H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,cd(∗);ajs (P1R)
)van
sic , (14.10)
where rs is the map from Proposition 13.1, ∗ ∈ { , 0, 1} and
cd( ) = , cd(1) = smp, cd(0) = ∞ .
Proposition 13.1 yields that qs is injective (for appropriate values of s); in the
following section we will show that qs is also surjective.
Similar to the map rs, also the map qs can be described explicitly with a kernel
function: We replace the Poisson kernel R(t; z)s used for rs by the kernel function
(see [BLZ13, (3.8), (A.8), (A.9)])
qs(z, z′) B Qs−1
(
cosh d(z, z′)
)
, (14.11)
where d(z, z′) denotes the hyperbolic distance between z, z′ ∈ H, and Qs−1 denotes
the Q-Legendre function with parameter s − 1. Formula (14.11) defines the kernel
function for s ∈ CrZ≤0 and onH2r(diagonal). For any fixed z′ ∈ H, the map qs(·, z′)
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represents an element ofWωs
(
P1R). Its image under the restriction map ρs is closely
related to the kernel function of rs:
ρsqs( · , z′) = b(s) R( · ; z′)s ,
b(s) =
Γ(s) Γ(1/2)
Γ(s + 1/2)
.
For any funnel form u, the cohomology class qsu can be represented by a cocycle ψu
on FT1 . For edges e ∈ XT ,Y1 we have
ψu(e)(z) =
∫
e
{
u, qs( · , z)} (14.12)
and
ρsψu(e) = b(s) cu(e) ,
where cu ∈ Z1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ)s ) is a cocycle associated to u by Proposition 13.2.
For edges that involve the boundary P1R of H we set
ψu(e) B b(s)−1 ρ−1s cu(e) , (14.13)
avoiding the normalization process for the boundary germs.
An important property of the kernel function qs is the following theorem, which is
similar to the Cauchy theorem for holomorphic functions.
Theorem 14.2 (Theorem 3.1 in [BLZ13]). Let s ∈ C r 12Z≤0, let C be a piecewise
smooth positively oriented simple closed curve in H, and let U ⊂ H be an open
set containing C and the region enclosed by C. Suppose that u ∈ Es(U). Then for
each z ∈ H rC
2
pi
∫
C
{
u, qs(·, z)} = u(z) if z is inside the region encircled by C ,0 if z is outside the region encircled by C .
In [BLZ13, Theorem 3.1] this theorem is proved for the disk model of hyperbolic
space and the Green’s form [u, qs]. The transition to the Green’s form {u, qs}
used here requires the multiplicative factor in front of the integral is 2pi instead
of 12pi as in [BLZ13] (see Remark 11.2). For a closed path the exact contribu-
tion −i d(uqs(·, z)) (by which the two Green’s forms differ) does not matter, and for
the cocycles on FT1 it amounts to the addition of a coboundary.
14.3. Representatives of boundary germs. Our aim is to construct a funnel form
from a cocycle with values in the boundary germs. This requires to go from Laplace
eigenfunctions defined only near the boundary of H to Laplace eigenfunctions on the
whole of H. The following proposition (proved in [BLZ13]) shows that non-trivial
boundary germs cannot be represented by elements of Es(H).
Proposition 14.3 (Proposition 5.3 in [BLZ13]). For s ∈ C r Z≤0, the zero element
is the only element ofWωs (P1R) that can be represented by an element of Es(H).
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For the construction of funnel forms, we use therefore representatives of s-analytic
boundary germs that are a priori functions on all of H but not necessarily Laplace
eigenfunctions.
For any open subset I ⊂ P1R we let Gωs (I) denote the vector space of functions
in C2(H) that represent a section of Wωs (I). Thus, an element f ∈ Gωs (I) is a
C2-function on H for which there exists an open neighborhood U of I in P1C such
that the restriction of f to U ∩ H is in Es(U ∩ H), and that the function
U ∩ H→ C , z 7→ y−s f (z) ,
extends to a real-analytic function on U. In particular, elements of Gωs (P1R) represent
s-analytic boundary germs on P1R.
From any open neighborhood U of I in P1C and any representative of an s-analytic
boundary germ in Es(U ∩ H) we can construct an element of Gωs (I) representing the
same s-analytic boundary germ by using a C2 cut-off function. In this way we get a
short exact sequence of sheaves
0 −→ Nωs → Gωs →Wωs → 0 ,
whereNωs is defined as the kernel of the mapGωs →Wωs described above. A section
in Nωs (I) is a function in C2(H) that vanishes on U ∩ H for some neighborhood U
of I in C. In particular, Nωs (P1R) = C2c (H).
We extend these definitions, in a way analogous to the procedures in Sections 10.1
and 14.1, to form the spaces Gωs [F] ⊇ Nωs [F] for finite subsets F ⊆ P1R, and the
Γ-modules Gω(Ξ)s (P1R) ⊇ Nω(Ξ)s (P1R), etc.
For f ∈ C2(H) we call the smallest closed subset Z ⊂ H such that f restricts
to Es(H r Z) its set of singularities Sings( f ). We remark that this concept of
singularities depends on the spectral parameter s. Indeed, if u ∈ Es1(H) such that
u , 0 and if s ∈ C such that s1(1 − s1) , s(1 − s), then Sings(u) = H.
We remark further that if f represents the s-analytic boundary germ w, then the
sets Sings( f ) and bdSing (w) are always disjoint. While Sings( f ) is a subset of H,
bdSing (w) is a subset of P1R.
15. Surjectivity II: From cocycles to funnel forms
In this section we construct an isomorphism
ts : H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → As
that descends to isomorphisms
ts : H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → A1s
and
ts : H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → A0s ,
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each one inverting the corresponding instance of the map qs (see (14.10)). As
already mentioned above, we follow largely the approach in [BLZ15, §7 and §12.2–
4], where similar results were obtained for cofinite Fuchsian groups, and put the
main emphasis of the discussion on the extension to funnels. We have to carry out a
number of tasks:
(T1) For a given cocycle ψ construct an invariant eigenfunction uψ, and show that
uψ does not depend on the choice of the cocycle in its cohomology class or on
other choices made in the construction, and yields zero if ψ is a coboundary.
(T2) Show that uψ is a funnel form, and is a resonant or cuspidal funnel form if the
cocycle ψ has values in the appropriate submodule.
(T3) Show that if the cocycle ψ represents a funnel form u (i. e., if qs(u) = ψ), then
uψ = u.
(T4) Show that if uψ = 0, then ψ is a coboundary.
We start with proposing a construction of Γ-invariant eigenfunctions from cocycles
in Z1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
15.1. From a cocycle to an invariant eigenfunction. In this section we discuss
how to associate to a cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic a Γ-invar-
iant eigenfunction uψ of ∆ with spectral parameter s. We will first assign to any
cocycle ψ and any ε > 0 a cochain ψ˜ε ∈ C1(FT• ;Gωs (P1R),Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)
. One of
the essential properties of the cochain ψ˜ε will be that for each edge e ∈ XT1 , the
function ψ˜ε(e) ∈ Gω(Ξ)s (P1R) is a representative of ψ(e) ∈ Wω(Ξ)s (P1R), and that the
set Singsψ˜ε(e) is ‘sufficiently close’ to e. Evaluating this cochain along well-chosen
cycles around points in H will then define an element uψ ∈ EΓs .
To state the properties of the associated cochain ψ˜ε more precisely we need a few
definitions. For R > 0 and e ∈ XT ,Y1 we let NR(e) denote the closed hyperbolic
R-neighborhood of e, that is, the set of points in H with hyperbolic distance to e at
most R. Further we set
NR(∞) B {z ∈ H : |Re z| ≤ R, |Im z| ≥ 1R } , (15.1)
and for g ∈ Γ,
NR(ge∞) B gT NR(∞) , (15.2)
NR(ge1) B gh NR(∞) , (15.3)
where
h B
1√
2Y
[
1 −Y
1 Y
]
is the element in PSL2(R) that maps the geodesic path from iY to∞ to the edge e1.
For any R > Y the set NR(e∞) is a neighborhood of e∞, and the set NR(e1) is a
neighborhood of e1. For any ε > 0 we let
Eε(0) B {z ∈ H : Im z < ε}
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denote the set of point in H that are ε-near to R. For g ∈ Γ we set
Eε(g f0) B gEε(0) , (15.4)
which we may understand as the set of points in H that are ε-near to g f0 in the
imaginary direction.
Proposition 15.1. Let s ∈ C, Re s > 0. Suppose that
ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic
and ε > 0. Then there exists a cochain
ψ˜ε ∈ C1(FT• ;Gωs (P1R),Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))
with the following properties:
(i) For all e ∈ XT1 , the function ψ˜ε(e) ∈ Gω(Ξ)s (P1R) is a representative of the
element ψ(e) ∈ Wω(Ξ)s (P1R).
(ii) There exists R > 0 such that for all e ∈ XT1 r (Γ f0) we have
Singsψ˜ε(e) ⊆ NR(e) .
(iii) There exist R > 0 such that for all g ∈ Γ we have
Singsψ˜ε(g f0) ⊆
(
NR(ge1) ∪ NR(gTS e1)) ∩ Eε(g f0) .
For showing the existence of the cochain ψ˜ε in Proposition 15.1 we will prescribe it
on the six edges in {e1, e2, e∞, f0, f1, f∞} (see Figure 9, p. 59) which form a Γ-basis
of XT1 , and then extend it to all of X
T
1 in the unique way such that ψ˜ε is Γ-equivariant.
The values of ψ˜ε on these six edges are independent of each other. The value of ε
has no influence on the value of ψ˜ε on the five edges in {e1, e2, e∞, f1, f∞}, it only
influences the choice of ψ˜ε( f0). This property can already be expected from the
statement of Proposition 15.1 considering that only for ψ˜ε( f0) (and its Γ-translates)
the bounding domain for the set of singularities depends on ε. There is a lot of
freedom in the choice of ψ˜ε (see the proof below of Proposition 15.1). Nevertheless
we cannot expect to find a choice of ψ˜ε satisfying the cocycle relation, and hence,
up to some exceptional cases, ψ˜ε is only a cochain, not a cocycle.
For cofinite Fuchsian groups such a result is provided in [BLZ15, Section 12.2], of
which we will take advantage here. The presence of ordinary points in our setup
makes the construction more complicated. In particular, compared to [BLZ15], the
treatment of the edge f0 requires a new approach.
Proof of Proposition 15.1. For e ∈ {e2, f1, f∞} the function ψ(e) is inWωs (P1R) since
e ∈ XT ,Y1 . For ψ˜ε(e) we fix any lift of ψ(e) to Gωs (P1R), not depending on ε. Since
we find, by definition of Gωs (P1R), an open neighborhood U of P1R in P1C such that
the restriction of ψ˜ε(e) to U ∩ H is in Es(U ∩ H), the set Singsψ˜ε(e) of singularities
of ψ˜ε is in a compact subset of H. Thus, for all sufficiently large R > 0,
Singsψ˜ε(e) ⊆ NR(e) .
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For e = e∞, we rely on [BLZ15, § 12.2] for the choice of ψ˜ε(e∞). In this situation,
the condition exc at the singularities of ψ(e∞) yields that we can find a lift ψ˜ε(e∞)
of ψ(e∞) in Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) that satisfies Singsψ˜ε(e∞) ⊆ NR(e∞) for all sufficiently
large R > 0.
For e = e1 we have ψ(e1) ∈ Wω;exc;ajs [1]. Thus, ψ(e1)(z) = ysA(z) on U∩H for some
open neighborhood U of P1R r {1} in C and a real-analytic map A : U → C. The
condition aj (‘analytic jump’) implies that there is a real-analytic function A+ on a
neighborhood U+ of (1−ε,∞) in C such that A+ coincides with A on and near (1,∞),
and similarly there is a real-analytic function A− on a complex neighborhood
of (−∞, 1 + ε) that coincides with A on and near (−∞, 1). This means that near
the point 1 the element ψ(e1) is represented by an s(1 − s)-eigenfunction of ∆
with a singularity on the points of e1. Therefore we find (and fix) a lift ψ˜ε(e1) ∈
Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) of ψ(e1) with Singsψ˜ε(e1) ⊆ NR(e1) for all suffiently large R > 0.
For e = f0, an analogous discussion shows that the condition aj makes it possible to
lift ψ( f0) ∈ Wω;exc;ajs [1, λ − 1] to a map Ψ ∈ Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) with
SingsΨ ⊂ NR(e1) ∪ NR(TS e1)
for all sufficiently large R > 0.
We now show that we can choose Ψ such that SingsΨ is, in addition, contained
in Eε(0) = {z ∈ H : Im z < ε}. Let A be a real-analytic core of ψ( f0) (or of Ψ). For
an arbitrary choice of Ψ, its set SingsΨ of singularities is contained in a domain
as indicated in Figure 10. The condition van on the cocycle ψ shows that ψ( f0)
r r
1 λ−1
0
0
ysA(z)
singularitiesff 
Figure 10. Lift of ψ( f0)
vanishes identically near 0. Since 0 has an obvious real-analytic extension to H, we
can put the transition zone between 0 and ys A(z) as near to the interval [1, λ − 1] as
is convenient. In particular, we can choose Ψ such that Ψ(z) = 0 for Im z ≥ ε, and
hence SingsΨ is ε-near to R. We set ψ˜ε( f0) to be any such choice of Ψ.
Extending the choices for ψ˜ε(e) with e ∈ {e1, e2, e∞, f0, f1, f∞} to a Γ-equivariant
function ψ˜ε on all of XT0 completes the proof. 
We now discuss how to associate to ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)) an
element uψ ∈ EΓs . In view of Theorem 14.2 and the integral transform in (14.12)
our definition is rather natural; we proceed as in [BLZ15, §12.2]. To that end let
Z be a compact subset of H (which one should imagine as being rather large; we
will define the eigenfunction first on Z and then enlarge Z). We choose ε > 0, a lift
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ψ˜ε ∈ C1(FT• ;Gωs (P1R),Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)
of ψ (as provided by Proposition 15.1) and a
(wide) path C along edges of T such that
• C encircles Z once in the positive direction, and
• for each edge e ∈ XT1 that is part of C, the set Z is contained in a component
of H r Singsψ˜ε(e) that has a part of P
1
R in its boundary.
The path C may have to go through cusps and along edges in Γ f0. The difference
with the cofinite case in [BLZ15] is that if C passes through f0 or a Γ-translate of f0,
then we cannot always make that path C any wider at that place. The dependence
on ε of the sets of singularities of ψ˜ε(g f0) (for g ∈ Γ) ensures that the hyperbolic
distance of Singsψ˜ε(g f0) to Z can be increased as much as we want by decreasing ε.
Therefore, the choice of a pair (ε,C) with the claimed properties is indeed possible.
For z ∈ Z we set
uψ,Z(z) B
2
pi
ψ˜ε(C)(z) . (15.5)
In the same way as in [BLZ15, §7,§12] we deduce that the value of the right hand
side of (15.5) does not depend on the choice of the compact set Z that contains z,
and not on the choices of ε, C and ψ˜ε as long as these objects obey the requirements
imposed above on their choices. Therefore, uψ,Z is indeed only depending on ψ
and Z. Further, for any compact set Z′ ⊆ H with Z′ ⊇ Z, the map uψ,Z is the
restriction of uψ,Z′ to Z. Thus, exhausting H with increasing sequences of compact
subsets, we get in the limit a function
uψ : H→ C (15.6)
only depending on ψ. This function is a Γ-invariant Laplace eigenfunction with
eigenvalue s(1 − s). In total, we constructed a map
Z1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → EΓs , ψ 7→ uψ . (15.7)
Proposition 15.2. Let s ∈ C.
(i) The map in (15.7) induces a linear map
ts : H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → EΓs . (15.8)
(ii) Suppose that Re s ∈ (0, 1). If u ∈ As and s , 12 , or if u ∈ A0s , then
ts qsu = u . (15.9)
Proof. These statements follow as in [BLZ15, §7, §12]: If ψ in (15.7) is a cobound-
ary, then uψ = 0, and hence the map in (15.7) descends to cocycle classes.
For the second group of statements suppose that u ∈ As and Re s ∈ (0, 1). If s , 12
or u ∈ A0s , then Proposition 13.1 in combination with (14.9) shows that
qsu ∈ H1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic .
If now ψ represents qsu, then a reasoning as in [BLZ15, §12.2] (using Theorem 14.2
on the boundary of the face V1 ∈ XT2 ; see Figure 9 on p. 59) implies that uψ = u. 
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Remark 15.3. (i) The existence of the map ts does not require any assumptions
on the spectral parameter s. The restrictions on s in the second group of
statements in Proposition 15.2 are needed to guarantee that qsu is in the
cohomology space on which ts is defined.
(ii) Proposition 15.2 completes Task (T1) and (T3) (from the list on p. 80).
(iii) In [BLZ15, §7.2, (12.5)] the invariant eigenfunction uψ is represented by a sum
of Γ-translates of a function (averaging operators). We do not know whether
in the context of a discrete group with infinite covolume such a representation
is useful or easy to handle.
15.2. A cocycle on an orbit of ordinary points. In this section we complete
Task (T4) and the first part of Task (T2) (from the list on p. 80). For the latter,
i. e., showing that uψ is a funnel form if ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic ,
we need to understand the behavior of uψ near the set Ω of ordinary points. In
view of (15.5) this means that we need to understand the behavior of ψ on paths
connecting points in Γ 1. For this reason we start with studying the 1-cocycle on Ξ
induced by ψ, and ‘good’ representatives for it in Gω(Ξ)s .
Throughout let ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic . We recall from Sec-
tion 12.1 that ψ determines a 1-cocycle c on Ξ ⊆ XT0 by
c(ξ, η) = ψ(p) , (15.10)
where p ∈ C1[XT1 ] is any balanced path with
(
t(p), h(p)
)
= (ξ, η). The cocycle
class [ψ] of the cocycle ψ on FT• is completely determined by the cocycle c on Ξ.
For any ξ, η ∈ Ξ, the element c(ξ, η) is inWω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) with boundary singulari-
ties satisfying bdSing c(ξ, η) ⊆ {ξ, η}. In what follows we will find a function c˜(ξ, η)
in Es(H) that represents c(ξ, η) on (η, ξ)c. If ξ = η, then c(ξ, η) = 0. In this case we
set c˜(ξ, η) B 0.
From now on we suppose that ξ , η. In the definition of c(ξ, η) in (15.10) we
will use only those paths p ∈ C1[XT1 ] from ξ to η that do not intersect the in-
terval (η, ξ)c, i. e., none of the edges that is part of p has an endpoint in (η, ξ)c.
We call such paths (ξ, η)-reduced. We assign to ψ a family (ψ˜ε)ε>0 of cochains
in C1(FT• ;Gωs (P1R),Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)
as provided by Proposition 15.1.
Let ε > 0 and p ∈ C1[XT1 ] be a balanced (ξ, η)-reduced path from ξ to η. Then the
map ψ˜ε(p) ∈ Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) represents c(ξ, η). Further, between the path p and the
interval [η, ξ]c there is a region Zp,ε ⊆ H such that
(Z1) Singsψ˜ε(p) ∩ Zp,ε = ∅,
(Z2) Zp,ε is connected,
(Z3) (η, ξ)c is in the closure of Zp,ε in P1C, and there exists an open neighborhood U
of (η, ξ)c in P1C such that Zp,ε contains U ∩ H.
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The restricted function ψ˜ε(p)|Zp,ε is in Es
(
Z˚p,ε
)
and represents c(ξ, η) on (η, ξ)c.
Therefore it has s-analytic boundary behavior on (η, ξ)c. In what follows we always
assume that Zp,ε is chosen to be the maximal set with Properties (Z1)-(Z3).
η
ξ
p
Zp,ε
Figure 11. A (ξ, η)-reduced path p from ξ to η depicted in the disk
model of the hyperbolic plane, and an indication of a choice of Zp,ε.
If we pick another balanced path from ξ to η, say p′ ∈ C1[XT1 ], and any ε′ > 0 then
Z˜ B Zp′,ε′ ∩ Zp,ε , ∅ . (15.11)
Since Zp′,ε′ and Zp,ε satisfy (Z1)-(Z3), it immediately follows that the closure of Z˜
contains (η, ξ)c, and there is an open neighborhood U of (η, ξ)c in P1C such that
U∩H is contained in Z˜. Let Z be the connected component of Z˜ that contains (η, ξ)c.
Since ψ˜ε(p)|Z and ψ˜ε′(p′)|Z both represent c(ξ, η) on (η, ξ)c, we may choose U so
small such that
ψ˜ε(p)|U∩H = ψ˜ε′(p′)|U∩H C Ψ
and
Ψ ∈ Es(U ∩ H) .
Because ψ˜ε(p)|Z , ψ˜ε′(p′)|Z ∈ Es(Z˚) and Z is connected, it now follows that
ψ˜ε(p)|Z = ψ˜ε′(p′)|Z .
(The maps ψ˜ε(p) and ψ˜ε′(p′) might differ on larger domains.) We can find a se-
quence (p j) j∈N of (ξ, η)-reduced paths in C1[XT1 ] from ξ to η that ‘moves towards’
the interval [ξ, η]c as j→ ∞ and a sequence (ε j) j in R>0 with ε j → 0 as j→ ∞ such
that
(
Zp j,ε j
)
j is an increasing sequence of sets exhausting H. (We refer for the possi-
bility of finding these paths to the explanation after the proof of Proposition 15.1.)
Fixing such sequences, we define c˜(ξ, η) : H→ C by
c˜(ξ, η)(z) B ψ˜ε j(p j)(z) for z ∈ Zp j,ε j , j ∈ N . (15.12)
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η
ξ
p
p'
Figure 12. Two (ξ, η)-reduced paths from ξ to η depicted in the disk
model of the hyperbolic plane. The path p′ is nearer to the inter-
val [ξ, η]c in P1R than p.
Then c˜(ξ, η) is indeed well-defined, independent of the chosen sequences, and is an
element in Es(H) that represents c(ξ, η) on (η, ξ)c.
Even though the map
c˜ : Ξ × Ξ→ Es(H) , (ξ, η) 7→ c˜(ξ, η) (15.13)
does not necessarily inherit the anti-symmetry c(ξ, η) = −c(η, ξ) from c, the ele-
ments c˜(ξ, η) and c˜(η, ξ) are not unrelated.
Lemma 15.4. For ξ, η ∈ Ξ, ξ , η,
c˜(ξ, η) + c˜(η, ξ) =
pi
2
uψ .
Proof. For any ε > 0 and any (ξ, η)-reduced path p′ ∈ C1[XT1 ] from ξ to η and any
(η, ξ)-reduced path p′′ ∈ C1[XT1 ] from η to ξ we have
ψ˜ε(p′) + ψ˜ε(p′′) =
pi
2
uψ on Z
(ξ,η)
p′,ε ∩ Z(η,ξ)p′′,ε
by (15.5). Here, Z(ξ,η)p′,η denotes the region used in the construction of c˜(ξ, η) (denoted
above by Zp′,η), and Z
(η,ξ)
p′′,η denotes the region used in the construction of c˜(η, ξ).
Picking sequences of paths (p′j) j, (p
′′
j ) j and a null sequence (ε j) j such that the
sequence (
Z(ξ,η)p′j,ε j
∩ Z(η,ξ)p′′j ,ε j
)
j
increases and exhausts H yields the claimed statement. 
Restricted to the ordinary points Γ 1, the cocycle c enjoys additional properties, in
particular certain vanishing properties. In the following lemma we present a first
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result, in Lemma 15.7 a second one. Both results are essentially consequences of
the fact that between nearby points in Γ 1, we can choose a path along edges of XT1
that are completely contained in P1R.
Lemma 15.5. Let ξ, η ∈ Γ 1, ξ , η, and suppose that (ξ, η)c ⊆ Ω. Then c˜(ξ, η) = 0
and uψ = pi2 c˜(η, ξ).
Proof. As soon as c˜(ξ, η) = 0 is shown, Lemma 15.4 yields
uψ =
pi
2
(
c˜(ξ, η) + c˜(η, ξ)
)
=
pi
2
c˜(η, ξ) .
So it remains to show that c˜(ξ, η) = 0 for ξ , η. To that end, we fix for each ε > 0 a
lift
ψ˜ε ∈ C1(FT• ;Gωs (P1R),Gω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))
of ψ as provided by Proposition 15.1. In what follows we evaluate these lifts on an,
in a certain sense, optimal path from ξ to η to determine c˜(ξ, η).
Since ξ, η ∈ Γ 1 and since the interval (ξ, η)c is contained in the set Ω of ordinary
points, there exists a path p from ξ to η of the form
p =
m∑
j=1
g j f0
for suitable m ∈ N and g j ∈ Γ, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that
t(g1 f0) = ξ , h(gm f0) = η
and
h(g j f0) = t(g j+1 f0) for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 1} .
(In other words, this path is the direct connection from ξ to η along P1R.) To simplify
notation we set ξ0 B ξ and
ξ j B h(g j f0) for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} .
We note that ξm = η. For all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we have (using (15.10))
c(ξ j−1, ξ j) = ψ(g j f0) = 0 on (ξ j, ξ j−1)c
by the vanishing condition van. Thus,
c(ξ, η) =
m∑
j=1
c(ξ j−1, ξ j) = 0 on (η, ξ)c .
This implies that for each ε > 0,
ψ˜ε(p) = 0 on Zp,ε ,
and hence (using (15.12))
c˜(ξ, η) = 0 on Zp,ε .
Taking the limit ε→ 0 shows c˜(ξ, η) = 0 on all of H. This completes the proof. 
With these preparations we can carry out the first part of Task (T2) (from the list on
p. 80).
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Proposition 15.6. For all s ∈ C,
tsH1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ⊆ As .
Proof. Let ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic . We use the notation from
above. It suffices to show that the Γ-invariant eigenfunction uψ has s-analytic
boundary behavior near the interval( 1
λ − 1 , λ − 1
)
=
(
S T−1 1,TS 1
)
because all ordinary points of Γ are in the union of the Γ-translates of this interval.
r r r
ξ = 1λ−1 1 η = λ − 1
Figure 13. Relative positions of ξ, 1 and η.
We set
ξ B
1
λ − 1 and η B λ − 1 .
Lemma 15.5 shows that
uψ =
pi
2
c˜(η, ξ) .
By construction, c˜(η, ξ) ∈ Gω(Ξ)s (P1R) represents c(η, ξ) ∈ Wω(Ξ)s (P1R) on (ξ, η).
Further, since c satisfies the singularity condition sic, the boundary singularities of
c(η, ξ) are contained in {ξ, η}. In particular, c(η, ξ) has no singularities in (ξ, η), and
hence c(η, ξ) ∈ Wωs [ξ, η]. Therefore, c˜(η, ξ), and hence uψ, has s-analytic boundary
behavior near (ξ, η). 
Complementary to Lemma 15.5 is the following lemma, which we will use to
complete Task (T4). (See Proposition 15.8 below.)
Lemma 15.7. If uψ = 0, then the cocycle c vanishes on Γ 1 × Γ 1.
Proof. On the diagonal of Γ1 × Γ1, the cocycle c vanishes independently of any
requirements on uψ. To show that c also vanishes off the diagonal, we will first
consider the case that the two elements in Γ1 are in the same connected component
of the set Ω of ordinary points, and then we will use this first result to discuss the
general case. Throughout we will consider c as a cocycle on Γ 1 instead of on all
of Ξ.
(i) Let ξ, η ∈ Γ 1, ξ , η and suppose that (ξ, η)c ⊆ Ω. Lemma 15.5 shows that
c˜(ξ, η) = 0. Further, since uψ = 0 by hypothesis, Lemma 15.5 yields c˜(η, ξ) = 0.
Now c˜(ξ, η) represents c(ξ, η) on (η, ξ)c by construction, which implies that
c(ξ, η) = 0 on (η, ξ)c. Since c˜(η, ξ) represents c(η, ξ) = −c(ξ, η) on (ξ, η)c,
we find that c(ξ, η) = 0 on (ξ, η)c. Thus, c(ξ, η) = 0 on P1R r {ξ, η}. Since
c(ξ, η) satisfies the condition aj (‘analytic jump’), it extends real-analytically
to ξ and η by the null function from both sides. From this it follows that
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c(ξ, η) = 0 on all of P1R. (Alternatively, one can use the argument that c(ξ, η) is
represented by 0 on P1R r {ξ, η}. Thus, as an element ofWω(Ξ)s (P1R), it is equal
to the null function.)
(ii) Let now ν, µ ∈ Γ 1 be such that ν , µ (and not necessarily in the same
connected component of Ω). We find (and fix) gν, gµ ∈ Γ such that the
path gν f0 starts at ν and the path gµ f0 ends at µ. We set
ν′ B h
(
gν f0) and µ′ B t
(
gµ f0
)
.
Then the intervals (ν, ν′)c and (µ′, µ)c are contained in Ω. Without loss of
generality we may assume that the points ν, ν′, µ, µ′ are pairwise distinct, and
that (µ, ν)c ⊆ (µ′, ν′)c. By (i), c(ν, ν′) = 0 and hence
c(ν, µ) = c(ν, ν′) + c(ν′, µ) = c(ν′, µ) . (15.14)
Since c satisfies the singularity condition sic, we have
bdSing c(ν, µ) ⊆ {ν, µ} and bdSing c(ν′, µ) ⊆ {ν′, µ} .
Therefore, the equality in (15.14) implies
bdSing c(ν, µ) ⊆ {µ} . (15.15)
Analogously, we get from
c(ν, µ) = c(ν, µ) + c(µ, µ′) = c(ν, µ′)
that
bdSing c(ν, µ) ⊆ {ν} . (15.16)
Combining (15.15) and (15.16) shows that c(ν, µ) does not have singularities.
Thus, c(ν, µ) ∈ Wωs (P1R). We now show that c(ν, µ) is represented by an
element ϕ ∈ Es(H) on all of P1R. Since c(ν, ν′) = 0 by the discussion in (i), the
definition in (15.10) yields that
ψ(gν f0) = c(ν, ν′) = 0 ,
and hence
ψ(g f0) = 0 for all g ∈ Γ
by Γ-equivariance. Therefore we may and shall choose the lift ψ˜ε of ψ such
that ψ˜ε(gν f0) = 0. (The construction in the proof of Proposition 15.1 shows
that this choice is indeed possible.) From the definition in (15.12) it follows
that
c˜(ν, ν′) = ψ˜ε(gν f0) = 0 .
Analogous reasoning shows that
c˜(µ′, µ) = ψ˜ε(gµ f0) = 0 .
Therefore
c˜(ν, µ) = c˜(ν, ν′) + c˜(ν′, µ′) + c˜(µ′, µ) = c˜(ν′, µ′) .
We set ϕ B c˜(ν, µ). By (15.13), ϕ ∈ Es(H). By construction,
ϕ ∈ Gωs
(
P1R r {ν, µ}
) ∩ Gωs (P1R r {ν′, µ′}) .
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Since the points ν, ν′, µ, µ′ are pairwise distinct, it follows that
ϕ ∈ Gωs
(
P1R
)
.
Again by construction, the map ϕ = c˜(ν′, µ′) represents c(ν, µ) = c(ν′, µ′)
on (µ′, ν′)c. Further, since c˜(ν, µ) = −c˜(µ, ν) because of uψ = 0 and the result
from Lemma 15.7, the map ϕ = −c˜(µ, ν) represents c(ν, µ) = −c(µ, ν) also
on (ν, µ)c. Therefore, ϕ represents c(ν, µ) on
(µ′, ν′)c ∪ (ν, µ)c = P1R ,
and hence ϕ is a map in Es(H) that represents c(ν, µ) ∈ Wωs (P1R) on all of P1R.
From [BLZ15, Proposition 5.3] (see also Proposition 14.3) it follows that
c(ν, µ) = 0.
This completes the proof. 
We are now able to complete Task (T4) (from the list on p. 80).
Proposition 15.8. The linear map ts in (15.8) is injective for all s ∈ C.
Proof. Suppose that ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic is such that uψ = 0.
It suffices to show that ψ is a coboundary. We use the notation from above.
Lemma 15.7 shows that c = 0 on Γ 1 × Γ 1. Let χ ∈ Z1(Γ;Wω(Ξ)s (P1R)) denote a
group cocycle associated to c via (9.12) and (9.13) (see also Section 12.1). If we use
ξ0 ∈ Γ 1 in (9.12) and ξ ∈ Γ 1 in (9.13), then we find χ = 0. In turn, the potential p
of c defined by (9.12) is Γ-equivariant and can serve as the map f in (12.9). Thus, c,
and hence ψ, is a coboundary. 
Remark 15.9. Here we use an orbit of ordinary points of Γ to prove the injectivity
of ts. In the cofinite case with cusps the approach in [BLZ15, §12.3] uses the set of
cusps for this purpose. It is based on the long exact sequence for mixed parabolic
cohomology. See [BLZ15, Proposition 11.9]. We could have used that approach
here as well, however the present approach seems simpler.
In the cocompact case these two possibilities are absent. In [BLZ15, §7.3] the orbit
of a hyperbolic fixed point is added to the set XT0 , and used for the proof of the
injectivity.
15.3. Isomorphisms. In Proposition 15.6 we have seen that the image of the
map ts in (15.8) consists of funnel forms. The proof of this result is part of
Task (T2) (from the list on p. 80). We still have to consider the image of ts when
we restrict it to the mixed cohomology spaces with values inWω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
andWω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R). Once that is completed we have obtained the final result of
this section.
Theorem 15.10. The linear maps ts in (15.8) and qs in (14.10) are inverse isomor-
phisms in the following situations:
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For s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1) and s , 12 :
qs : As ←→ H1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic : ts , (15.17)
qs : A1s
←→ H1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R))vansic : ts . (15.18)
For s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1) :
qs : A0s
←→ H1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R))vansic : ts . (15.19)
Proof. Proposition 13.1 together with the inverse of the restriction map in (14.9)
shows that qs has its image in the mixed cohomology spaces on the right.
Proposition 15.2 shows that ts is left inverse to qs|As . By Proposition 15.6 the image
of ts is inAs. Therefore Proposition 15.8 yields that ts is indeed inverse to qs, not
only left-inverse. This establishes (15.17).
For the two other cases we have to show that the image under ts is indeed in the
space of resonant funnel formsA1s and cuspidal funnel formsA0s , respectively. To
that end let ψ ∈ Z1(FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,cd;ajs (P1R))vansic , where cd denotes either
∞ or smp. In the latter case we assume s , 12 .
Set u B uψ, which is in As by Proposition 15.6. By (15.9) and (14.12) we can
change ψ in its cohomology class in H1
(
FT• ;Wωs (P1R),Wω(Ξ);exc,cd;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic such
that ψ(e)(z) =
∫
e
{
u, qs(·, z)} for e ∈ XT ,Y1 . So there exists h ∈ Wω;cds [∞] (e. g.
h = ψ(e∞)) such that ψ( f∞) = h− τs(T−1)h. Using the argumentation from [BLZ15,
Propositions 9.11 and 9.15] we conclude that the 1-periodic function v(z) = u(z/λ)
satisfies
v(z) =
p y1−s + O(e−εy) for some p ∈ C and ε > 0, in the case cd =smp ,O(e−εy) for some ε > 0, in the case cd =∞
as y ↑ ∞. Thus, u ∈ A1s for cd =smp and u ∈ A0s for cd =∞. 
16. Relation between cohomology spaces
We used the mixed cohomology spaces in Section 15 to prove the surjectivity
of the map from cocycle classes to funnel forms. As a final step for the prepa-
ration of the proof of Theorem D (see p. 54) we will show, in Proposition 16.3
below, that the mixed tesselation cohomology spaces H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),W
)van
sic (with
W being any submodule of Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)) are naturally isomorphic to the cohomol-
ogy spaces H1
Ξ
(Γ; W). We start with two preparatory lemmas. The first one is
complementary to Lemma 9.1 and Proposition 10.7.
Lemma 16.1. Let s ∈ C, and let W be a Γ-module withVωs (P1R) ⊆ W ⊆ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R).
For each c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; W)sic the associated group cocycle class [ψ] ∈ H1(Γ; W) contains
a representative ψc ∈ Z1(Γ;Vωs (P1R)). The induced map
H1Ξ(Γ; W)sic → H1
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
, [c] 7→ [ψc] (16.1)
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is injective (and for W = Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) inverse to the map ΨH from Proposition 10.7).
Proof. We set W0 := Vωs (P1R). Let c ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ; W)sic. For each pair (ξ, η) ∈ Ξ2, the
singularities of c(ξ, η) are contained in {ξ, η}. By Proposition 10.8 we find and fix
elements Aηξ ∈ Vωs [ξ] and Aξη ∈ Vωs [η] such that
c(ξ, η) = Aηξ − Aξη .
We choose Aξξ = 0. The map q : Ξ→ W,
q(ξ) := c(ξ,∞) + A0∞
is a potential for c. The associated group cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W) is given by
ψg−1 = q(gξ) − τs(g)q(ξ) ,
which is independent of ξ ∈ Ξ. We show that ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W0).
For any three pairwise different elements ξ, η, ζ ∈ Ξ we rewrite the cocycle property
of c as
0 =
(
Aηξ − Aζξ
)
+
(
Aζη − Aξη) + (Aξζ − Aηζ) .
The three terms on the right hand side have their singularities in {ξ}, {η}, {ζ},
respectively. Therefore
Aηξ ≡ Aζξ ,
where ≡ denotes equality modulo W0 (see Section 10.1). Analogously, we obtain
τs(g)A
η
ξ ≡ Agηgξ
for all g ∈ Γ, all ξ, η ∈ Ξ. Further, q(∞) = A0∞ and q(0) = A∞0 . Therefore,
ψT = q(∞) − τs(T−1)q(∞) = A0∞ − τs(T−1)A0∞ ≡ A0∞ − A−λ∞ ≡ 0 ,
ψS = q(0) − τs(S )q(∞) ≡ A∞0 − A∞0 = 0 .
Hence ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; W0).
To show that the assigment in (16.1) is well-defined it suffices to show that if c
is a coboundary then ψ is so. Suppose that c ∈ B1
Ξ
(Γ; W)sic. Then there exists
a Γ-equivariant potential f : Ξ → W of c. Then the associated group cocycle ψ
vanishes, and hence is in B1(Γ; W0).
Since H1
Ξ
(Γ; W)sic is a subspace of H1Ξ(Γ; W) by Proposition 10.6, the injectivity of
the map in (16.1) follows immediately from the injectivity of the map
H1Ξ(Γ; W)→ H1(Γ; W) , [c] 7→ [ψc]
which is established in Lemma 9.1. 
Lemma 16.2. Let s ∈ C, and let W be a submodule of Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) that contains
Vωs (P1R). Then the map
H1Ξ(Γ; W)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ,Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
, [c] 7→ [c] (16.2)
is injective.
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Proof. Clearly, the map in (16.2) is well-defined. To show that this map is injective
for any submodule W ⊆ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) withVωs (P1R) ⊆ W, it suffices to show it for the
case W = Vωs (P1R). To that end let
c ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ;Vωs (P1R)) ∩ B1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
.
Let q : Ξ→Vωs (P1R) be a potential of c (considered as element of Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vωs (P1R)
)
.
Since the cocycle c is in the coboundary space B1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
, there exists also a
Γ-equivariant potential p : Ξ→Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) of c. It suffices to show that p maps into
the spaceVωs (P1R). For all ξ ∈ Ξ and all g ∈ Γ we have
p(gξ) − p(ξ) = c(gξ, ξ) ∈ Vωs (P1R) ,
and hence
bdSing p(gξ) = bdSing p(ξ) .
However, for every ξ ∈ Ξ there exists g ∈ Γ such that
g bdSing p(ξ) ∩ bdSing p(ξ) = ∅ .
From g bdSing p(ξ) = bdSing p(gξ) it follows that bdSing p(ξ) = ∅. Therefore
p(ξ) ∈ Vωs (P1R). 
Proposition 16.3. Let s ∈ C, and let W be a submodule ofVω(Ξ)s (P1R) that contains
Vωs (P1R). Then there is a natural isomorphism
H1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),W)vansic  H1Ξ(Γ; W)vansic ,
realized by the map
prΞ : H
1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),W)vansic → H1Ξ(Γ; W)vansic , [c] 7→ [c|Ξ×Ξ] .
Proof. Let V := Vωs (P1R) and let W ⊆ Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) be any submodule containing V .
We identify elements in Z1(FT• ; V,W) with maps
c : XT0 × XT0 → W
obeying the conditions stated above in Section 12.3. Since Ξ ⊆ XT0 , the map
H1(FT• ; V,W)→ H1Ξ(Γ; W), [c] 7→ [c|Ξ×Ξ],
is well-defined and natural. The conditions sic and van being properties involving
only points or pairs of points in Ξ yields that this map descends to maps
H1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
cd1
→ H1Ξ(Γ; W)cd2cd1 ,
where cd1 is sic or void, and cd2 is van or void. It remains to show that each cocycle
class [c] ∈ H1
Ξ
(Γ; W)cd2sic has a representative c ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ; W)cd2sic ,
c : Ξ × Ξ→ W,
which extends to an element c˜ ∈ Z1(FT• ; V,W)cd2sic , and that the cocycle class [c˜] (an
element in H1(FT• ; V,W)
cd2
sic ) does not depend on the choices of c and its extension c˜.
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Let [c] ∈ H1
Ξ
(Γ; W)cd2sic . Since the cohomology space H
1
Ξ
(Γ; W)cd2sic embeds into
H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic by Lemma 16.2, the combination of Lemmas 16.2 and 16.1
shows that there exists a representative c of [c] (considered as element of the space
H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic) in Z
1
Ξ
(
Γ,Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic with associated pgc-pair (p, ψ) such
that ψ ∈ Z1(Γ; V). In what follows we take advantage of Lemma 9.2 to establish the
existence of c˜ ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; V,W)cd2sic with the requested properties. To that end we set
p˜iY := 0 , p˜i :=
1
2
ψS , p˜ξ := p(ξ) for ξ ∈ Ξ .
To check that {p˜r : r ∈ Ξ∪ {i, iY}} satisfies the condition in (9.16) (see Lemma 9.2)
we first note that (p, ψ) being a pgc-pair for c implies that for all ξ ∈ Ξ and all g ∈ Γξ
we have
p˜ξ = τs
(
g−1
)
p˜ξ + ψg
by Lemma 9.2(ii). For r = iY the condition in (9.16) is satisfied since ΓiY = {id}.
For r = i we have Γi = {id, S } and
τs(S ) p˜i + ψS =
1
2
τs(S )ψS + ψS = −12ψS + ψS =
1
2
ψS = p˜i .
Thus, (9.16) is indeed satisfied for all r ∈ Ξ∪ {i, iY}, which is a generating set of XT0
under the action of Γ. Therefore Lemma 9.2(i) now shows that there exists a unique
cocycle c˜ ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; V,W)cd2sic with potential
p˜ : XT0 → W
satisfying p˜(i) = p˜i, p˜(iY) = p˜iY and
p˜|Ξ = p and p˜(XT0 ) ⊆ V .
In particular, c˜ is an extension of c. Lemmas 16.2 and 16.1 yield that making
other choices in this construction produces a cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(Γ; V,W)cd2sic in the same
cohomology class. 
17. Proof of Theorem D
The combination of Theorem 15.10 with the constructions from Sections 14.1-14.2,
in particular the isomorphism in 14.9, and with Proposition 16.3 yields a proof of
Theorem D (from p. 54), including explicit isomorphims between the considered
spaces of funnel forms and the cohomology spaces. In what follows we first briefly
recapitulate the maps developed in the previous sections that assign cocycle classes
to funnel forms, and vice versa. Further below we will then give a more detailed
proof of Theorem D.
From funnel forms to cocycle classes on the Γ-invariant set Ξ. Given a funnel
form u ∈ As we define a cocycle cu ∈ Z1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic by
setting
cu(e)(t) B
∫ h(e)
t(e)
{
u,R(t; ·)s} for e ∈ XT1 r Γ e∞ (17.1)
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and
cu(e∞)(t) B −Av+s,T cu( f∞) . (17.2)
We recall that t(e) and h(e) denote the tail and head of the edge e ∈ XT1 . The
integration in (17.1) may be performed along any path in H ∪ Γ 1 from t(e) to h(e)
with at most finitely many points in Γ 1. For e ∈ XT ,Y1 , the integral in (17.1) is equal
to ∫
e
{
u,R(t; ·)s} .
For e ∈ Γ f0, the element e (considered as a path) is completely contained in P1R,
and hence the integration in (17.1) cannot be performed along e, but along any path
in H ∪ Ω from t(e) to h(e) with at most finitely many points in Ω. (See Lemma 13.3
and the paragraph following its proof.) The definition of cu(e∞) in (17.2) with
the help of the averaging operator Av+s,T is a regularization of the typically non-
convergent integral ∫
e∞
{
u,R(t; ·)s} . (17.3)
Taking advantage of the Γ-equivariance of cu we have, at least for Re s  1,
cu(e∞)(t) = −Av+s,T cu( f∞) = −
∑
n≥0
τs(T−n)cu( f∞) = −
∑
n≥0
cu(T−n f∞)
=
∑
n≥0
∫ iY−nλ
iY+λ−nλ
{
u,R(t; ·)s}
= lim
n→∞
∫ iY−nλ
iY+λ
{
u,R(t; ·)s} .
For s ∈ C with ‘small’ real part, the averaging operator is defined via meromorphic
continuation. (See Section 7.6.) For cuspidal funnel forms u ∈ A0s , the integral
in (17.3) converges for all s ∈ C with Re s > 0, and hence in this case
cu(e∞)(t) =
∫
e∞
{
u,R(t; ·)s} .
The definition of cu on the set {e∞} ∪ XT1 r Γ e∞ (even only on the finite subset
{e1, e2, e∞, f0, f1, f∞}) indeed determines the cocycle uniquely on all of FT• by
additivity (i. e., by the cocycle relation) and Γ-equivariance.
The cocycle cu descends to a cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic by restriction
to Ξ × Ξ, i. e.,
cu|Ξ×Ξ(ξ, η) B cu(p) ,
where p is any path in C1[XT1 ] with
(
t(p), h(p)
)
= (ξ, η). In total, we have the map
cs : As → H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic , u 7→ [cu|Ξ×Ξ] (17.4)
from funnel forms to cocycle classes on Ξ.
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From cocycle classes on Ξ to funnel forms. Let [c] ∈ H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
be any cocycle class. We pick a representing cocycle c in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
This cocycle has a unique extension to a cocycle on FT1 , which we here denote also
by c. We consider the latter as a map
c : FT• →Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) .
Now each element in Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) shall be identified with a boundary germ
in Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R). In a certain sense, this identification ‘thickens’ elements in
Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) to suitable Laplace eigenfunctions in a neighborhood of P1R. Under
this identification, the cocycle becomes a map
c : FT• →Wω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R) .
We pick a representative ψ : FT• → Gω(Ξ)s (P1R) of c. This means that for each
edge e ∈ XT1 , we fix an element ψ(e) ∈ C2(H) which represents c(e) ∈ Wω(Ξ)s (P1R)
near P1R. In this way, we stretch c(e) to a function on all of H which near (essential
parts of) P1R is a Laplace eigenfunction with spectral parameter s. More precisely,
we pick a family (ψε)ε>0 of such representatives with the property that for all
edges e ∈ XT1 , the set of singularities of ψε(e) (that is, the subset of H on which
ψε(e) is not a Laplace eigenfunction) is close to e, and ε-close to f0 if e = f0.
We associate to [c] the function uc : H→ C given by
u[c](z) B
2
pi
ψε(C)(z) ,
where ε > 0 is sufficiently small and C is a path along edges in XT1 that winds
around z once in counterclockwise direction at great distance and that stays away
from all singularity sets of ψε(e) for all edges e contained in the path. The func-
tion u[c] is well-defined and independent of all choices made in its construction.
This yields the map
us : H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → As , [c] 7→ u[c] . (17.5)
Proof of Theorem D. We have cs = prΞ ◦rs and us = ts ◦ ρs ◦ pr−1Ξ with prΞ
from Proposition 16.3, rs from Proposition 13.1, ts from Proposition 15.2 and ρs
from (14.9). Then Theorem 15.10, the isomorphism in (14.9) and Proposition 16.3
show that cs and us are inverse isomorphisms in the following situations:
(i) For any s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1):
cs : A0s
←→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic : us .
(ii) For any s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 :
cs : A1s
←→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic : us ,
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and
cs : As ←→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic : us .
This completes the proof. 
Part IV. Transfer operators and cohomology
In this part we will provide an interpretation of the cohomology spaces in Theorem D
(and hence in Theorem 15.10) in terms of complex period functions. We recall from
Section 10.1 the Γ-module Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) of elements in the injective limit that are
represented by maps that are real-analytic onP1R up to finitely many singularities. We
further recall the setsVω(Ξ)s (I) for open subsets I ⊆ P1R consisting of elements that
are represented by maps that are real-analytic on I up to finitely many singularities.
Finally, we recall that we refer to elements ofVω(Ξ)s (I) as ‘functions.’
In Section 8 we alluded at the existence of a relation between (real) period func-
tions f = ( f1, f2) and cocycle classes [c] ∈ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
satisfying the well-
motivated identifications
c(1,∞)|(∞,1)c = − f2 (IV.1)
c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞)c = f1 . (IV.2)
We will now show that each cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
is uniquely determined
by its two values
c(1,∞)|(∞,1)c and c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞)c ,
and that these values can attain every function in the spaces Vω(Ξ)s ((∞, 1)c) and
Vω(Ξ)s ((−1,∞)c), respectively. This gives us a linear and bijective map
pc : Vω(Ξ)s ((−1,∞)c) ×Vω(Ξ)s ((∞, 1)c)→ Z1Ξ(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)) (IV.3)
that is uniquely determined by (IV.1) and (IV.2).
The main result of this part is then the following theorem, which together with
Theorem 15.10 (Theorem D, p. 54) yields a proof of Theorems A and B (from p. 8).
For the definitions of the various spaces of complex period functions we refer to
Sections 7.3 and 7.8.
Theorem E. Let s ∈ C.
(i) The map pc induces an isomorphism
FEωs (C)
/
BFEωs (C) −→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(ii) If Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 , then the map pc induces an isomorphism
FEω,1s (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(iii) If Re s ∈ (0, 1), then the map pc induces an isomorphism
FEω,0s (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
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After having established pc as an isomorphism with domain and range as in (IV.3)
(see Section 18 below), we will show, in Section 19 below, that pc descends to an
isomorphism
FEωs (R)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
For suitable values of s, this map induces isomorphisms
FEωs (C)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ,
FEω,1s (C)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
and
FEω,0s (C)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ,
as we will show in Section 20 below. Identifying the preimages of coboundaries
under these maps is then the final ingredient for the proof of Theorem E, which we
will provide in Section 21 below.
18. The map pc
In Section 8 we explained insights for a constructive and geometrically motivated
isomorphism between eigenfunctions of transfer operators and cocycles. In this
section we will show that, guided by these insights, we can even construct an
isomorphism between the function spaceVω(Ξ)s ((−1,∞)c) ×Vω(Ξ)s ((∞, 1)c) and the
cocycle space Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
for every s ∈ C.
We recall from (7.9) that
DR = (−1,∞)c unionmulti (∞, 1)c .
In analogy to the conventions in Section 7.2 we set
Vω(Ξ)s (DR) B Vω(Ξ)s ((−1,∞)c) ×Vω(Ξ)s ((∞, 1)c) . (18.1)
Proposition 18.1. (i) Each cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
is uniquely determined
by its two values
c(1,∞)|(∞,1)c and c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞)c ,
and these values can attain every function in the spacesVω(Ξ)s ((∞, 1)c) and
Vω(Ξ)s ((−1,∞)c), respectively. The induced map
pc : Vω(Ξ)s (DR)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
, f = ( f1, f2) 7→ c B pc( f ) ,
satisfying
c(1,∞) = − f2 on (∞, 1)c (18.2)
c(−1,∞) = f1 on (−1,∞)c , (18.3)
is linear and bijective.
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(ii) Let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (DR) and let c = pc( f ) be the associated cocycle
in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
. Then there is a (unique) potential p : Γ → Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
of c determined by p(∞) = 0 and
p(1) =
− f2 on (∞, 1)cf1 + τs(S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 on (1,∞)c . (18.4)
This potential satisfies
p(−1) =
− f2 − τs(S ) f1 − τs(S ) f2 on (∞,−1)cf1 on (−1,∞)c . (18.5)
The group cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)) associated to p is determined by
ψT = 0 and
ψS =
−τs(S ) f1 − f2 on (∞, 0)cf1 + τs(S ) f2 on (0,∞)c . (18.6)
The expressions for the potential p and the group cocycle ψ in the statement of
Proposition 18.1 are consistent with the insights as explained in Section 8. (See
Figure 6.) In the proof of Proposition 18.1 we take advantage of these intuitions and
use them for the proof that the prescriptions in (18.2) and (18.3) indeed extend to a
cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
. To that end we start by building the cocycle bottom-up
from a group cocycle and a potential. Only afterwards we prove uniqueness.
Proof of Proposition 18.1. Let f B ( f1, f2) ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (DR). We first show that there
is indeed a cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
satisfying (18.2) and (18.3). To that
end we define an inhomogeneous group cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)) satisfying
(18.6), then we use the group cocycle to define a map p : Γ → Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) which
satisfies (18.4)-(18.5) and serves as a potential for a cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
that satisfies (18.2) and (18.3).
Since Γ has the presentation
Γ = 〈T, S | S 2 = 1〉 ,
any group cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)) is uniquely determined by its values on T
and S , subject to the condition ψS = −τ(S )ψS . We set ψT := 0 and
ψS :=
−τs(S ) f1 − f2 on (∞, 0)cf1 + τs(S ) f2 on (0,∞)c .
Obviously, ψS = −τs(S )ψS , and hence these initial values uniquely extend to a
group cocycle ψ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)).
We define a map p : Γ → Vω(Ξ)s by taking advantage of Lemma 9.2. We set
p(∞) := 0 and
p(1) :=
− f2 on (∞, 1)cf1 + τs(S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 on (1,∞)c .
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The stabilizer group of 1 is trivial. In turn, Lemma 9.2 shows that these initial values
determine (uniquely) a potential p. Let c be the cocycle determined by p.
We show that the cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
with potential p satisfies (18.2)
and (18.3). Since c(1,∞) = p(1) − p(∞) = p(1), the relation in (18.2) is obviously
satisfied.
Further we have
c(−1,∞) = p(−1) = p(S .1) = τs(S )p(1) + ψS
=
−τs(S ) f2 on (0,−1)cτs(S ) f1 + f1 + f2 on (−1, 0)c +
−τs(S ) f1 − f2 on (∞, 0)cf1 + τs(S ) f2 on (0,∞)c
=

−τs(S ) f2 − τs(S ) f1 − f2 on (∞,−1)c
f1 on (−1, 0)c
f1 on (0,∞)c .
Thus, (18.3) is satisfied.
It remains to prove uniqueness. Suppose that c˜ is a cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
that satisfies (18.2) and (18.3). Let p˜ : Γ→Vω(Ξ)s (P1R) be the potential of c˜ which
satisfies p˜(∞) = 0. In the following we show that p˜ equals the potential used in
the proof of existence. From this it immediately follows that c˜ is identical to the
cocycle c constructed above, and hence the cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
is uniquely
determined by (18.2) and (18.3).
Let ψ˜ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)) be the group cocycle determined by the potential p˜.
From (18.2) and (18.3) it follows that
p˜(1) = − f2 on (∞, 1)c ,
and
p˜(−1) = f1 on (−1,∞)c .
From ψ˜S = p˜(1) − S . p˜(−1) it follows that
ψ˜S = − f2 − τs(S ) f1 on (∞, 0)c .
Note that S (−1,∞)c = (1, 0)c. From S 2 = 1 it follows that
ψ˜S = τs(S ) f2 + f1 on (0,∞)c .
Hence, the group cocycle ψ˜ is identical to the group cocycle ψ used above in the
proof of the existence of a cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
with (18.2) and (18.3).
From
p˜(1) = τs(S ) p˜(−1) + ψ˜S
it now follows that
p˜(1) = f1 + τs(S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 on (1,∞)c .
Thus, p˜ is identical to the potential p used in the proof of existence above. This
completes the proof of Proposition 18.1. 
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19. Real period functions and semi-analytic cocycles
In this section we will show that the map pc defined in Proposition 18.1 descends to
an isomorphism
FEωs (R)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic (19.1)
for all s ∈ C. In the course of establishing this result, we will see that we can
characterize the two properties van (vanishing) and sic (singularities) separately in
terms of properties of elements inVω(Ξ)s (DR). To that end we set
FEω(Ξ)s (R) B
{
f ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (DR) : f = Lslows f
}
(19.2)
and prove that the map pc induces isomorphisms
FEω(Ξ)s (R)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van (19.3)
and
Vω,exts (DR)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic , (19.4)
whereVω,exts (DR) is a subspace ofVω(Ξ)s (DR) of pairs of real-analytic functions that
satisfy a certain regularity condition at ∞. The superscript ext shall indicate that
these regularity conditions yield that a certain function formed from the elements
inVω,exts (DR) admits a real-analytic extension to∞. A precise definition is provided
in (19.10) below. We will then show that
FEωs (R) = FE
ω(Ξ)
s (R) ∩Vω,exts (DR) ,
and hence deduce from (19.3) and (19.4) that pc induces an isomorphism
FEωs (R)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic .
(See Corollary 19.5 below and its proof.) The combination of van and sic causes a
certain rigidity which yields that
Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic = Z
1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ,
and which will then conclude the proof that the map in (19.1) is well-defined and
bijective.
We start with the observation that the 1-eigenfunctions of Lslows correspond under
the map pc to the cocycles with the vanishing property.
Lemma 19.1. Let s ∈ C. Suppose that f ∈ Vω(Ξ)s (DR) and c B pc( f ). Then c
satisfies the vanishing property van if and only if f is a 1-eigenfunction of Lslows .
Proof. Let ( f1, f2) B f denote the component functions of f . Let p be the potential
of c which satisfies p(∞) = 0. Recall p(1) and p(−1) and the associated group
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cocycle ψ from Proposition 18.1. We have
c(1, λ − 1) = p(1) − p(λ − 1)
= p(1) − p(T (−1))
= p(1) − τs(T )p(−1) − ψT−1
=

− f2 + τs(T ) f2 + τs(TS ) f1 + τs(TS ) f2 on (∞, 1)c
f1 + τs(S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 + τs(T ) f2 + τs(TS ) f1 + τs(TS ) f2 on (1, λ − 1)c
f1 + τs(S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 − τs(T ) f1 on (λ − 1,∞)c .
It follows that ( f1, f2) is a 1-eigenfunction of Lslows if and only if c(1, λ − 1) = 0
on (λ − 1, 1)c. 
Lemma 19.1 immediately implies the following result.
Proposition 19.2. For any s ∈ C, the map pc decends to an isomorphism be-
tween FEω(Ξ)s (R) and Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van.
We now develop an interpretation of the singularity condition sic for the coycles
in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
in terms of properties of elements inVω(Ξ)s (DR). From (18.2)
and (18.3) it follows immediately that the subset of Vω(Ξ)s (DR) corresponding
to Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
contains only elements f = ( f1, f2) whose both component
functions f1 and f2 are real-analytic on their domains. For that reason we set, for
any s ∈ C,
Vωs (DR) B Vωs ((−1,∞)c) ×Vωs ((∞, 1)c) .
Let c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
. For investigating the location of its boundary singularities
we will take advantage of a well-chosen potential of c. For the potential p from
Proposition 18.1 we have
bdSing p(∞) = ∅
and
bdSing p(1) ⊆ {1,∞} ,
which most likely is indeed
bdSing p(1) = {1,∞} .
Thus, the boundary singularities of p are distributed in a rather unbalanced way and
does not make it easy to study the singularities of c. Therefore, we establish for
a certain subclass of cocycles c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
the existence of a potential p˜
of c such that
bdSing p˜(ξ) ⊆ {ξ}
for all ξ ∈ Ξ. (See Lemma 19.3 below.) The idea behind finding p˜ is to move the
singularity of p(1) at∞ over to p(∞). In Proposition 19.4 we complete then the task
of identifying the subset ofVωs (DR) corresponding to Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic under pc.
We recall from Section 10.1 that f1, f2 ∈ Vω(Ξ)s are called equivalent, f1 ≡ f2, if
f1 − f2 extends to an element ofVωs (P1R).
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Lemma 19.3. Let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ Vωs (DR), let c := pc( f ) ∈ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
be
the associated cocycle, and let p : Γ → Vω(Ξ)s and ψ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)) be the
potential and group cocycle associated to c by Proposition 18.1. Then there exist
elements A0 ∈ Vωs [0], B1 ∈ Vωs [1], A∞, B∞ ∈ Vωs [∞] such that
ψS = c(0,∞) = A0 − A∞ ,
p(1) = c(1,∞) = B1 − B∞ . (19.5)
For any choice of A0, A∞, B1, B∞ we have
A∞ ≡ B∞ , τs(S )A0 ≡ A∞ . (19.6)
Moreover,
τs(T−1)A∞ ≡ A∞ (19.7)
if and only if the map
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
(τs(S ) f1 + f2) on (∞,−λ)c
−
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
( f1 + τs(S ) f2) on (0,∞)c (19.8)
extends real-analytically to∞. In this case, the map
p˜ := p + A∞ : Γ→Vω(Ξ)s (19.9)
is a potential of c satisfying
p˜(ξ) ∈ Vωs [ξ]
for all ξ ∈ Ξ. The associated group cocycle
ψ˜ := ψ − dA∞ : γ 7→ ψγ + (1 − τs(γ−1))A∞
is analytic, i. e., ψ˜ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vωs ).
Proof. The formulas in (18.4) and (18.6) defining p(1) and ψS , respectively, and
the regularity of f yield that p(1) ∈ Vωs [1,∞] and ψS ∈ Vωs [0,∞]. Thus, Propo-
sition 10.8 implies the existence of A0, A∞, B1, B∞ with the properties as claimed
in (19.5).
We prove the equivalences in (19.6). Let I be a (small) neighborhood of∞. Com-
paring (18.4) and (18.6) shows that on I r {∞} we have
p(1) − ψS = τs(S ) f1 .
Clearly, τs(S ) f1 is real-analytic in a neighborhood of ∞ and hence the difference
of p(1) and ψS is so. In turn, the difference between A∞ and B∞ is real-analytic in
such a neighborhood, and therefore A∞ ≡ B∞.
The equality τs(S )ψS = −ψS implies that A∞ − τs(S )A0 = A0 − τs(S )A∞. The left
hand side of this equation is in Vωs [∞] and the right hand side in Vωs [0]. Hence
both sides are inVωs [0] ∩Vωs [∞] = Vωs (P1R), and thus τs(S )A0 ≡ A∞.
To prove the equivalence of (19.7) and (19.8) we note that
τs(T−1)A∞ ≡ A∞
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if and only if
τs(T−1)ψS − ψS = τs(T−1)A0 − A0 + τs(T−1)A∞ − A∞
is real-analytic in∞. By (18.6), the latter is the case if and only if(
τs(T−1)ψS − ψS
)
|(∞,−λ)c∪(0,∞)c
=
−τs(T−1S ) f1 − τs(T−1) f2 + τs(S ) f1 + f2 on (∞,−λ)cτs(T−1) f1 + τs(T−1S ) f2 − f2 − τs(S ) f2 on (0,∞)c
=

(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
(τs(S ) f1 + f2) on (∞,−λ)c
−
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
( f1 + τs(S ) f2) on (0,∞)c
extends real-analytically to∞.
For the rest of this proof we suppose that (19.7) or, equivalently, (19.8) is satisfied.
Obviously, p˜ defines the same cocycle in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
as p, and ψ˜ is the group
cocycle associated to p˜. We have
ψ˜S = ψS + (1 − τs(S ))A∞ = A0 − τs(S )A∞ ,
which is inVωs (P1R) by (19.6). Further,
ψ˜T = ψT + (1 − τs(T−1))A∞ = (1 − τs(T−1))A∞ ,
which is inVωs (P1R) by (19.7). Thus, ψ˜ ∈ Z1Ξ(Γ;Vωs (P1R)).
It remains to show the regularity statement for the potential p˜. Using the regularity
properties of ψ˜ we find for any γ ∈ Γ,
p˜(γ∞) = τs(γ) p˜(∞) + ψ˜γ−1
≡ τs(γ)(p(∞) + A∞)
= τs(γ)A∞ ∈ Vωs [γ∞]
and
p˜(γ1) = τs(γ) p˜(1) + ψ˜γ−1
≡ τs(γ)(p(1) + A∞)
= τs(γ)
(
B1 − B∞ + A∞)
≡ τs(γ)B1 ∈ Vωs [γ1] .
This completes the proof. 
For s ∈ C letVω,exts (DR) denote the space of elements f = ( f1, f2) ∈ Vωs (DR) such
that the map 
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
(τs(S ) f1 + f2) on (∞,−λ)c
−
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
( f1 + τs(S ) f2) on (0,∞)c (19.10)
extends real-analytically to∞.
Proposition 19.4. For any s ∈ C, the map pc descends to an isomorphism be-
tweenVω,exts (DR) and Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic.
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Proof. By Proposition 18.1(i) it suffices to establish the set equality
pc(Vω,exts (DR)) = Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic .
Let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ Vω,exts (DR) and let c := pc( f ). By Proposition 18.1 the cocycle c
is in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
. Thus, it remains to show the singularity condition for c. To
that end let p˜ be the potential of c given by Lemma 19.3 (see (19.9)). Recall that
for all ξ ∈ Ξ we have p˜(ξ) ∈ Vωs [ξ]. Hence, for all ξ, η ∈ Ξ we have
c(ξ, η) = p˜(ξ) − p˜(η) ∈ Vωs [ξ, η] .
This shows that c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic.
Conversely, let c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
sic, and let f = ( f1, f2) := pc−1(c), thus
(see (18.2)-(18.3))
f1 = c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞)c and f2 = −c(1,∞)|(1,∞)c .
The singularity condition for c yields that f1 and f2 are real-analytic. It remains to
establish (19.10). To that end choose A0 ∈ Vωs [0], A∞ ∈ Vωs [∞] such that
c(0,∞) = A0 − A∞ ,
see (19.5). Then
c(0,−λ) = c(0,∞) − c(−λ,∞) = c(0,∞) − τs(T−1)c(0,∞)
= A0 − τs(T−1)A0 + A∞ − τs(T−1)A∞ .
From bdSing c(0,−λ) ⊆ {0,−λ} it follows that
A∞ ≡ τs(T−1)A∞ ,
which, by Lemma 19.3, implies (19.10). 
The combination of Propositions 19.2 and 19.4 shows that pc descends to an
isomorphism
FEω(Ξ)s (R) ∩Vω,exts (DR)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic . (19.11)
With Corollary 19.5 below we prove that
FEω(Ξ)s (R) ∩Vω,exts (DR) = FEωs (R) ,
yielding that the map pc decends to an isomorphism between the spaces FEωs (R)
and Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic .
The combination of the singularity and the vanishing conditions imply further
that all cocycles in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic have analytic jumps at the points in Γ 1.
See Proposition 19.6 below. The geometric reason behind this phenomenon is the
contraction property of the acting elements inLslows or, equivalently, the real-analytic
extendability of the elements in FEωs (R) to larger domains. It has the effect that the
map pc decends to an isomorphism between FEωs (R) and Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
See Corollary 19.7 below.
Corollary 19.5. For any s ∈ C, the map pc descends to an isomorphism between
FEωs (R) and Z
1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic .
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Proof. Taking advantage of Propositions 19.2 and 19.4 it suffices to establish that
each element of FEωs (R) satisfies (19.10). To that end let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (R). We
reformulate (19.10). On (0,∞)c, (7.15a) implies the identity
−
(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
( f1 + τs(S ) f2) = − f1 + τs(T−1) f1 + τs(T−1S ) f2 − τs(S ) f2
= −τs(T−1S ) f1 − τs(S ) f2 .
On (∞,−λ)c, (7.15b) yields the identity(
1 − τs(T−1)
)
(τs(S ) f1 + f2) = −τs(T−1S ) f1 + τs(T−1) (− f2 + τs(T ) f2 + τs(TS ) f1)
= −τs(T−1S ) f1 − τs(S ) f2 .
The map τs(T−1S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 is real-analytic in∞. Hence, (19.10) is satisfied. 
Proposition 19.6. For all s ∈ C we have
Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic = Z
1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic .
Proof. It suffices to show that Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic ⊆ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic . Let
c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)van
sic . By Corollary 19.5 there exists a (unique) period function
f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (R) such that c = pc( f ). Let p˜ be the potential of c provided by
Lemma 19.3. Due to the regularity properties of p˜ it suffices to show that p˜(1) has
an analytic jump at 1.
Let p be the potential of c provided by Proposition 18.1, and let A∞ be as in
Lemma 19.3. Since (see (19.9))
p˜(1) = p(1) + A∞
and since A∞ is real-analytic in 1, it suffices to show that p(1) has an analytic jump
at 1. Recall from Proposition 18.1 that
p(1) =
− f2 on (∞, 1)cf1 + τs(S ) f1 + τs(S ) f2 on (1,∞)c .
Since f1 ∈ Vωs ((−1,∞)c) and f2 ∈ Vωs ((∞, 1)c), the map p(1) is real-analytic
on (∞, 1)c and on (1,∞)c. By Proposition 7.1, f1 extends real-analytically be-
yond −1, and f2 extends real-analytically beyond 1, which implies that p(1)|(∞,1)c
and p(1)|(1,∞)c both have real-analytic extensions beyond 1. Thus, p(1) has an
analytic jump at 1. This completes the proof. 
Combining Corollary 19.5 and Proposition 19.6 immediately implies the following
isomorphism.
Corollary 19.7. The map pc descends to an isomorphism between FEωs (R) and
Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
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20. Complex period functions and semi-analytic cohomology
In Section 19 we showed that pc descends to an isomorphism
FEωs (R)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
We recall from Section 7.3 that for any s ∈ C, the space FEωs (C) of complex period
functions can be identified with the subspace of FEωs (R) consisting of those real
period functions f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (R) for which f1 extends holomorphically
to Cr (−∞,−1] and f2 extends holomorphically to Cr [1,∞). Taking advantage of
this identification, the map pc naturally induces a map
FEωs (C)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ,
which we also call pc. In this section we will show that pc establishes isomorphisms
FEωs (C)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ,
FEω,1s (C)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
and
FEω,0s (C)→ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
for appropriate values of s ∈ C. We refer to Propositions 20.1 and 20.3 below
for precise statements. Moreover, we characterize the coboundaries in terms of
properties of complex period functions.
Proposition 20.1. For any s ∈ C, the map pc descends to an isomorphism between
FEωs (C) and Z
1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
Proof. In view of Proposition 18.1 it suffices to establish the equality (of sets)
pc(FEωs (C)) = Z
1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
We first show that pc(FEωs (C)) is a subset of Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic . To that end
let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C) and let c = pc( f ) ∈ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ)s (P1R)
)
be the associated
cocycle. Since f ∈ FEωs (R), Corollary 19.7 shows that c ∈ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);−;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
Thus, it remains to prove that c satisfies the condition exc at all cusps, that is, it
remains to show that for all ξ, η ∈ Ξ, all g ∈ Γ, the map c(ξ, η) satisfies exc at g∞.
Let p˜ and ψ˜ be the potential of c and its associated group cocycle provided by
Lemma 19.3, respectively. Recall that for all ξ ∈ Ξ,
p˜(ξ) ∈ Vωs [ξ] .
Thus, it remains to show that for all g ∈ Γ, the map p˜(g∞) satisfies exc at g∞.
Recall further that ψ˜ ∈ Z1(Γ;Vωs (P1R)), implying that ψ˜g−1 is analytic. Thus, the
relation
p˜(g∞) = τs(g) p˜(∞) + ψ˜g−1
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yields that it suffices to show that p˜(∞) satisfies exc at ∞. To that end recall the
potential p and its associated group cocycle ψ from Proposition 18.1 and let the
elements A0 ∈ Vωs [0], A∞ ∈ Vωs [∞] be as in Lemma 19.3. Then
p˜(∞) = p(∞) + A∞ = A∞ = A0 − ψS .
Since A0 obviously satisfies exc at ∞, it remains to show that ψS does so. Recall
from Proposition 18.1 (see (18.6)) that
ψS =
−τs(S ) f1 − f2 on (∞, 0)cf1 + τs(S ) f2 on (0,∞)c .
Recall that f1 extends holomorphically to C r (−∞,−1], and f2 extends holomor-
phically to C r [1,∞). On (∞, 0)c we have
ψS (x) = −τs(S ) f1(x) − f2(x) = −(x−2)s f1 (−1x
)
− f2(x) .
Since the map z 7→ z−2 is holomorphic on
{Re z > 0} ∪ {Re z < 0} ,
the extendability properties of f1 and f2 yield that ψS extends holomorphically to
{Re z < 0} .
On (0,∞)c we have
ψS (x) = f1(x) + τs(S ) f2(x) = f1(x) +
(
x−2
)s f2 (−1x
)
,
which extends holomorphically to
{Re z > 0} .
Thus, ψS satisfies exc at∞. In turn, c ∈ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
We now show that Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic is a subset of pc(FE
ω
s (C)). To that end
let c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic and let f = ( f1, f2) := pc−1(c), thus
f1 = c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞)c and f2 = −c(1,∞)|(∞,1)c .
By Corollary 19.7, f ∈ FEωs (R). The property exc yields that c(−1,∞) is holo-
morphic on {Re z > x0} for some x0 ∈ R. Thus, f1 extends holomorphically to a
complex neighborhood of (−1,∞)c that is rounded at∞. Likewise, since c(1,∞) is
holomorphic on {Re z < x1} for some x1 ∈ R, the map f2 extends holomorphically
to a complex neighborhood of (∞, 1)c that is rounded at ∞. Proposition 7.2 now
shows that f ∈ FEωs (C). This completes the proof. 
We now show that the map pc identifies the subspaces FEω,1s (C) and FEω,0s (C) of all
complex period functions with the vector spaces Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic and
Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic , respectively, of cocycles with values in functions that
have a certain singularity behavior at the cuspidal points Γ∞. In terms of period
functions, the behavior at these points is controlled by smoothing properties of the
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transfer operator Lfasts . Since Lfasts is closely related to the one-sided averaging op-
erators Av±s,T (see Sections 7.6 and 7.7), the smoothing properties of these operators
are essentially identical. We start with a brief study of the smoothing properties of
the averaging operators.
We recall from Section 6 that for any interval I ⊆ P1R with∞ ∈ I, a map ϕ : I → C
is an element ofV∞s (I) if ϕ ∈ C∞(I r {∞}) and if it has an asymptotic expansion
ϕ(t) ∼ |t|−2s
∑
m≥0
amt−m as t → ±∞ . (20.1)
Lemma 20.2. Let s ∈ C, Re s > 0. Let a, b ∈ R, a ≤ b, and ϕ ∈ Vωs
(
(b, a)c
)
. Set
ψ :=
Av+s,Tϕ on (b,∞)cAv−s,Tϕ on (∞, a)c .
(i) Suppose that s , 12 . Then ψ has a simple singularity at∞.
(ii) Suppose that in the asymptotic expansion in (20.1) of ϕ we have a0 = 0. Then
ψ extends to an element inV∞s
(
(b, a)c
)
.
Proof. Suppose first that s , 12 . As discussed in Section 7.6,
ψ ∈ Vωs
(
(∞, a)c ∪ (b,∞)c) (20.2)
and ψ has asymptotic expansions
ψ(x) ∼ |x|−2s
∑
m≥−1
cmxm as x ↑ ∞ (20.3)
and
ψ(x) ∼ |x|−2s
∑
m≥−1
cmxm as x ↓ ∞ (20.4)
with the same coefficients in both cases. Thus, ψ has a simple singularity at∞. This
proves (i).
Suppose now that s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1) arbitrary (including s = 12 ), and suppose
that a0 = 0 in the asymptotic expansion in (20.1) of ϕ. Then (20.2) and the
asymptotic expansions in (20.3)-(20.4) remain valid also for the case s = 12 . By
[BLZ15, (4.12)], a0 = 0 implies c−1 = 0, and hence ψ extends smoothly to∞. This
shows (ii). 
Proposition 20.3. (i) For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 , the map pc decends to an
isomorphism between FEω,1s (C) and Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(ii) For any s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), the map pc decends to an isomorphism between
FEω,0s (C) and Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
Proof. Major parts of the proofs of (i) and (ii) are identical, for which reason we
start by considering both cases simultaneously and then will split the discussion
only at the very end. We refer to (i) as ‘Case 1’, and to (ii) as ‘Case 2’.
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By Proposition 18.1 it suffices to show the two set equalities pc(FEω,1s (C)) =
Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic and pc(FE
ω,0
s (C)) = Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic . We
start by showing that the images of FEω,1s (C) and FE
ω,0
s (C) under pc are contained
in the cocycle spaces as claimed.
Let f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C), f = Lfasts f , and let c := pc( f ). By Proposition 20.1 the
cocycle c is in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic . Thus, in Case 1 it remains to show that c
has at most simple singularities at all cusps, and in Case 2 that c extends smoothly to
all cusps. Let p be the potential of c provided by Proposition 18.1, let B1 ∈ Vωs [1],
A∞, B∞ ∈ Vωs [∞] be as in Lemma 19.3, and let p˜ be the potential of c provided by
Lemma 19.3. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 20.1 we see that it suffices to
show that
p˜(∞) = p(∞) + A∞ = A∞
has a simple singularity at ∞ (for Case 1) or extends smoothly to ∞ (for Case 2).
Since A∞ and B∞ differ only by an additive element in Vωs (P1R), it suffices to
establish these properties for B∞.
Let h := τs(S )( f1 + f2). From f = Lfasts f it follows that
f1 = Av+s,Tτs(T
−1)h = Av+s,T h − h (20.5)
f2 = −Av−s,T h . (20.6)
Let
g˜ :=
Av−s,T h on (∞,−1)cAv+s,T h on (1,∞)c . (20.7)
Comparing (18.4) with (20.5)-(20.7) shows that
p(1) = g˜ on (1,−1)c .
Recall that
p(1) = B1 − B∞ .
Thus, B∞ has the same regularity at ∞ as g˜, for which we apply Lemma 20.2 in
both cases. We note that
h ∈ Vωs
(
(1,−1)c) .
Suppose that in a neighborhood of 0, the Taylor expansions of f1 and f2 are given
by
f1(x) =
∞∑
n=0
anxn ,
f2(x) =
∞∑
n=0
bnxn ,
respectively. Then
h(x) = τs(S )( f1 + f2)(x) ∼ (x−2)s ∞∑
n=0
(−1)n(an + bn)x−n as x→ ∞ .
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We note that this limit is indeed two-sided. In Case 1, Lemma 20.2 shows that g˜
has a simple singularity at∞, and hence B∞ ∈ Vω,smps [∞]. In Case 2, Lemma 20.2
shows that g˜ extends smoothly to∞, and hence B∞ ∈ Vω,∞s [∞]. Thus, in both cases,
the cocycle c has the properties as claimed.
For the converse direction we again start by considering both cases simultaneously.
Let s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1) (also allowing s = 12 ) and c ∈ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
Set f = ( f1, f2) := pc−1(c) and let h := τs(S )( f1 + f2). Then
h ∈ Vωs
(
(1,−1)c)
and hence
f˜ =
(
f˜1
f˜2
)
:= Lfasts f =
(
Av+s,Tτs(T
−1)h
−Av−s,T h
)
converges. By Proposition 20.1, f = Lslows f . Hence (7.18) shows that(
1 − τs(T−1)) f1 = τs(T−1)h , (20.8)(
1 − τs(T )) f2 = τs(T )h . (20.9)
Suppose now that we are in Case 2. The smoothness condition implies that f1
and f2 extend smoothly to a neighborhood of ∞. In what follows we identify the
functions f1 and f2 with their smooth extensions. Then (7.28) implies
f1 = Av+s,T
(
1 − τs(T−1)) f1 = Av+s,Tτs(T−1)h = f˜1 (20.10)
and
−τs(T ) f2 = τs(T )Av−s,T
(
τs(T−1) − 1) f2 = Av−s,T (1 − τs(T )) f2 (20.11)
= Av−s,Tτs(T )h = τs(T )Av
−
s,T h = −τs(T ) f˜2 .
Thus, f = f˜ . To complete Case 2 it remains to show that f1(0) + f2(0) = 0.
Since f1 and f2 are smooth at 0 (even real-analytic), τs(S )h is so. Thus, for suitable
coefficients cn ∈ C, n ∈ N0,
τs(S )h(x) = ( f1 + f2)(x) ∼
∞∑
n=0
cnxn as x→ 0 ,
or equivalently,
h(x) ∼ (x−2)s ∞∑
n=0
(−1)ncnx−n as x→ ∞ . (20.12)
Further, from (20.8) it follows that(
τs(T ) − 1) f1 = h on (−1 + λ,∞)c . (20.13)
Since f1 and h are smooth at∞, the equality in (20.13) remains valid in a neighbor-
hood of ∞. We use (20.13) to deduce an asymptotic expansion of h at ∞. To that
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end we recall that f1 has an asymptotic expansion at∞ of the form
f1(x) ∼ (x−2)s ∞∑
n=0
anx−n as x→ ∞ . (20.14)
This implies that, as x→ ∞,
τs(T ) f1(x) ∼ ((x − λ)−2)s ∞∑
n=0
an(x − λ)−n
∼ (x−2)s(a0 + ∞∑
n=1
a˜nx−n
)
(20.15)
for suitable choices of a˜n ∈ C, n ∈ N. We stress that the zero-th coefficient of the
asymptotic expansion does not change. Combining (20.14) and (20.15) with (20.13)
shows that
h(x) ∼ (x−2)s ∞∑
n=1
a˜nx−n as x→ ∞ (20.16)
for suitable choices of a˜n ∈ C, n ∈ N. We note that the zero-th coefficient of the
asymptotic expansion in (20.16) vanishes. Comparing (20.12) and (20.16) shows
that c0 = 0 in (20.12), and hence
f1(0) + f2(0) = 0 .
We now complete the proof of the converse direction in Case 1. Thus, the singularity
condition implies that f1 and f2 have an (at most simple) singularity at∞. Therefore,
the conclusions in (20.10)-(20.11) are not necessarily true anymore. However,
(20.8)-(20.9) imply that(
1 − τs(T−1)) f1 and (1 − τs(T )) f2
are smooth in∞. Thus, (20.1) yields(
1 − τs(T−1)) f1 = (1 − τs(T−1))Av+s,T (1 − τs(T−1)) f1
=
(
1 − τs(T−1))Av+s,Tτs(T−1)h
=
(
1 − τs(T−1)) f˜1 .
Thus, (
1 − τs(T−1))( f˜1 − f1) = 0 on (−1,∞)c
and, analogously, (
1 − τs(T−1))( f˜2 − f2) = 0 on (∞, 1 − λ)c .
Thus, there are λ-periodic functions r1 on (−1,∞)c and r2 on (∞, 1 − λ)c such that
f˜ j = f j + r j ( j = 1, 2) .
We claim that r j = 0 for j = 1, 2. For j ∈ {1, 2}, the functions f˜ j and f j are both
smooth in a punctured neighborhood of∞ and may have a simple singularity at∞.
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Thus we have the two-sided asymptotic expansion
r j(x) = f˜ j(x) − f j(x) ∼ (x−2)s
∞∑
m=−1
cmx−m as x→ ∞ .
Since r j is λ-periodic and Re s ∈ (0, 1), it follows that cm = 0 for all m ≥ −1, and
hence r j = 0. This shows that f = f˜ . 
We end this section by characterizing the preimages of the coboundary spaces under
the map pc. This is the last ingredient needed for a proof of Theorem E. We recall
from Section 7.3 that
BFEωs (C) = {(−b, b) ∈ FEωs (C) : b holomorphic on C, τs(T )b = b} .
Proposition 20.4. For any s ∈ C, the map pc decends to an isomorphism
pc : BFEωs (C)→ B1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
Moreover, for Re s ∈ (0, 1),
B1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic = B
1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic = {0} . (20.17)
Proof. Let c ∈ B1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic and suppose that p : Ξ→Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
is a Γ-equivariant potential of c. Then p is determined by p(∞) and p(1). Since
T fixes ∞, p(∞) is τs(T )-invariant, hence λ-periodic. Further, p(∞) satisfies the
condition exc at∞. Therefore p(∞) is holomorphic on a domain of the form
{Re z > x0} ∪ {Re z < x1}
for some x0, x1 ∈ R. The λ-periodicity then implies that p(∞) is indeed holomorphic
on all of C.
We claim that for all g ∈ Γ,
p(g1) = 0 . (20.18)
To that end we note that the conditions van and sic imply that all singularities of
c(1, λ − 1) = p(1) − p(λ − 1) (20.19)
are contained in {1, λ − 1}, and that the map c(1, λ − 1) vanishes on (λ − 1, 1)c. The
Γ-equivariance implies
p(λ − 1) = τs(TS )p(1) . (20.20)
We study the set of singularities of p(1).
Let r ∈ Ξ such that (TS )nr , 1 for all n ∈ N. If r were a singularity of p(1),
then (20.20) would imply that TS r is a singularity of p(λ − 1). By (20.19) (note
that TS r < {1, λ − 1}), TS r would be a singularity of p(1). Thus, by induction, for
all n ∈ N, (TS )nr would be a singularity of p(1). Since p(1) has only finitely many
singularities, r needs to be a fixed point of TS . However, none of these fixed points
is contained in Ξ. In turn, r is not a singularity of p(1).
Suppose now that r ∈ Ξ and n0 ∈ N such that (TS )n0r = 1. If r were a singularity
of p(1), then, since r < {1, λ − 1}, (20.19) would imply that r is a singularity
of p(λ − 1). Then (20.20) would show that (TS )−1r is a singularity of p(1). By
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induction, for any n ∈ N, (TS )−nr would be a singularity of p(1). As above we find
that this is impossible. In turn
bdSing p(1) ⊆ {1} .
Combining the vanishing of (20.19) on (λ − 1, 1)c with (20.20) we find
p(1) = τs(TS )p(1) on (λ − 1, 1)c .
Since θ+ and θ− are the attracting and repelling fixed points of TS , respectively, for
any interval I that is compactly contained in (θ−, θ+)c there exists nI ∈ N0 such that
(TS )nI I ⊆ (λ − 1, θ+)c. We define a map
a : P1R r {θ−} → Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
by setting for any such interval I,
a := τs((TS )nI )p(1) on I ,
and
a := p(1) on (λ − 1, θ−)c .
Then a is well-defined and a τs(TS )-invariant element of Vωs [θ−]. By [BLZ15,
Proposition 4.1] (after conjugating θ+ to 0, and θ− to ∞), a = 0. Thus, p(1) = 0
on (λ − 1, θ−)c.
Working analogously with the map (TS )−1 instead of TS (in which case θ− becomes
the attracting fixed point) we find that p(1) = 0 on (θ+, 1)c. Thus, p(1) = 0 on P1R.
By Γ-equivariance, (20.18) follows.
Let f = ( f1, f2) := pc−1(c). Thus
f1 = c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞)c = −p(∞)|(−1,∞)c
f2 = −c(1,∞)|(∞,1)c = p(∞)|(∞,1)c .
Hence, f ∈ BFEωs (C).
Viceversa, let f = (−b, b) ∈ BFEωs (C) and let c := pc( f ). By Proposition 20.1, the
cocycle c is in Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic . We define a Γ-equivariant map
p : Ξ→Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
by
p(∞) := −b on P1R r {∞} ,
p(1) := 0 on P1R .
By Proposition 18.1,
c(1,∞) = b on P1R r {1,∞} ,
c(−1,∞) = b on P1R r {−1,∞} .
Obviously, p is a Γ-equivariant potential of c, and hence c is a coboundary. This
completes the proof of the first statement.
It remains to show the statement in (20.17) on vanishing coboundary spaces. To
that end suppose that Re s ∈ (0, 1) and suppose that p(∞) ∈ Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R). We
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claim that p(∞) = 0. With (20.18) it then follows that p = 0 and hence the cocycle c
is 0.
To simplify notation we set ϕ B p(∞). The condition smp (‘simple singularity’)
yields that ϕ has the two-sided asymptotic expansion
ϕ(t) ∼ |t|−2s
∑
k≥−1
akt−k as t → ∞
for suitable coefficients ak ∈ C, k ≥ −1. From the λ-periodicity of ϕ it now follows
that ak = 0 for all k ≥ −1, and hence ϕ = 0. This completes the proof. 
21. Proof of Theorem E
For the proof of Theorem E (from p. 97) we note that Propositions 20.1 and 20.3
imply that the map pc induces the linear maps
FEωs (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
FEω,1s (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
FEω,0s (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ,
for s being in the range as stated for each case. By Proposition 20.4, the kernel of
the first map is BFEωs (C), the kernels of the other two maps are {0}. This completes
the proof. 
Part V. Proofs of Theorems A and B, and a recapitulation
Combining the results from Parts III and IV now leads immediately to Theorems A
and B (as stated in Section 1, the Introduction). Before we will provide more details
of the proofs, we briefly recapitulate the major isomorphisms from Parts III and IV.
In Part IV we showed that each element f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C) determines a unique
cocycle c = c f ∈ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic as soon as we require
c(1,∞)|(∞,1)c = − f2 and c(−1,∞)|(−1,∞)c = f1 .
The resulting map pc : FEωs (C) → Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic descends to isomor-
phisms
FEωs (C)/BFE
ω
s (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
for all s ∈ C,
FEω,1s (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
if Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 , and
FEω,0s (C)→ H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
if Re s ∈ (0, 1). See Theorem E, p. 97.
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In Part III we showed how to construct from a cocycle c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
a funnel form uc ∈ As. This construction lead to isomorphisms
H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → As
and
H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → A1s
for all s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 , and
H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → A0s
for any s ∈ C with Re s ∈ (0, 1). See Theorem D (p. 54) and Section 17, where we
also provided a brief survey of this construction.
Let us suppose that c = c f ∈ Z1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic is the cocycle associated to
the period function f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C), and let u f = uc ∈ As be the funnel form
associated to c f . In very rough terms, to find the value of u f at a point z ∈ H we
proceed as follows: We extend the functions f1 and f2 to C2-maps f˜1 and f˜2 on H
that are Laplace eigenfunctions in a (small) neighborhood of (−1,∞)c and (∞, 1)c,
respectively. Then we define u f (z) as an average of the values of f˜1 and f˜2 at a
certain (well-specified) set of points in H.
As the isomorphisms from above show, the map FEωs (C) → As, f 7→ u f , is not
invertible; its kernel is BFEωs (C). (Restricted to FE
ω,1
s (C) or even to FE
ω,0
s (C), this
map becomes invertible.) Nevertheless, the inverse map
As → FEωs (C)/BFEωs (C)
can be stated rather easily. For u ∈ As an element f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C) with
u = u f is given by
f1(t) =
∫ ∞
−1
{u f ,R(t; ·)s} for t ∈ (−1,∞)c (V.1)
and
f2(t) = −
∫ ∞
1
{u f ,R(t; ·)s} for t ∈ (∞, 1)c , (V.2)
more precisely, by regularizations of these integrals at∞. In both cases, the integral
is performed along any path in H with endpoints in P1R. For the case that u f is
a cuspidal funnel form, these integrals converge (and hence no regularization is
needed). In Section 8 we gave a geometric interpretation of the assignments (V.1)
and (V.2).
Proof of Theorems A and B. For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 we set
As B us ◦ pc ,
where pc is given by (IV.3) and us is defined in (17.5). Proposition 20.1 and
Theorem D (p. 54; more precisely, the discussion in Section 17) show that As
constitutes a surjective linear map
As : FEωs (C)→ As .
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The remaining statements from Theorems A and B now follow immediately from
Theorem E (p. 97) and Theorem D (p. 54). 
Part VI. Parity
In the previous parts we considered the Hecke triangle group Γ as a subgroup
of PSL2(R). Since PSL2(R) embeds canonically into
PGL2(R) B GL2(R)/(R×1) ,
the projective group of GL2(R), we may consider Γ as a subgroup of PGL2(R) as
well. Within PGL2(R), the Hecke triangle group Γ is normalized by
J =
[−1 0
0 1
]
,
which is the element in PGL2(R) that is represented by
( −1 0
0 1
)
∈ GL2(R).
The action of J on Γ by conjugation may be seen as an outer automorphism or
exterior symmetry of Γ, and we may use it to define—in a natural way—an involu-
tion on each of the spaces of funnel forms, cocycles and period functions. Each of
these involutions can be understood as a realization of the action of J, and hence
as an exterior symmetry, on the particular space, which then decomposes into its
subspaces of elements that are invariant or anti-invariant under this action of J. In
other words, these involutions yield a natural notion of parity and allow us to split
the space of funnel forms into even and odd funnel forms, the cohomology spaces
into spaces of even and odd cocycle classes, and the space of period functions
into even and odd period functions. These subspaces shall be denoted by adding
a ‘+’ (for ‘even’) or a ‘−’ (for ‘odd’) to the symbol of the full space. For precise
definitions we refer to Section 23 below.
In this section we will prove Theorem C (from p. 11). Thus we will show that the
isomorphisms in Theorem D (as given in Section 17) and in Theorem E (p. 97)
are anti-equivariant with respect to these involutions, and hence the isomorphisms
in Theorem A (p. 8) and Theorem B (p. 9) descend to isomorphisms between the
subspaces of funnel forms (resonant funnel forms, or cuspidal funnel forms) and
period functions of same parity.
Theorem C’. The isomorphisms from Theorem 15.10 (the map us defined in Sec-
tion 17) and from Theorem E (induced by the map pc) descend to the following
isomorphisms:
(i) For any s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 :
FEω,±s (C)/BFEω,±s (C)
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
∼−→ A±s .
(ii) For any s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 :
FEω,1,±s (C)
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
∼−→ A1,±s .
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(iii) For any s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1) :
FEω,0,±s (C)
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
∼−→ A0,±s .
Moreover we will see (Remark 24.2 below) that the additional rigidity introduced
by the parity yields
FEω,1,−s (C) = FEω,0,−s (C)
and
H1,+
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic = H
1,+
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
for s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 12 .
Alternatively to considering odd period functions as period functions of Γ with odd
parity under J we may understand these as genuine period functions for the triangle
group Γ˜ generated by Γ and J in PGL2(R), and analogously for the other spaces.
Parity properties under J of objects defined for Γ correspond then to conditions for
associated objects defined for Γ˜ at the boundary on the space Γ˜\H. This point of
view was taken in [Poh16a] (for cofinite Hecke triangle groups), in [Poh15] (for
infinite Hecke triangle groups) and in [Poh16b, AP] (for all Hecke triangle groups).
From this point of view, Theorem C’ is the analogue of Theorems A and B for the
group Γ˜ instead of Γ. In our treatment we will not rely on this point of view but will
briefly indicate, in Section 23 below, how the objects necessary for it can be defined
as intrinsic objects for the triangle group Γ˜ (instead as objects for Γ satisfying an
additional invariance).
22. PGL2(R) and the triangle group
22.1. Properties of PGL2(R), and two actions. As mentioned above, we consider
PSL2(R) as a subgroup of PGL2(R). As for PSL2(R), we denote the equivalence
class of
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(R) in PGL2(R) by[
a b
c d
]
.
For any such element of PGL2(R) we will use throughout only representatives
with ad − bc = ±1.
We extend the action in (3.2) of PSL2(R) on P1C in two different ways to an action
of PGL2(R). The first, denoted by g 7→ gz, is given by fractional linear transforma-
tions, applying the formula (3.2) to elements of PGL2(R) as well. Thus,
gz =
az + b
cz + b
for any g =
[
a b
c d
]
∈ PGL2(R) (and∞ = 10 ). Under this action, elements of PGL2(R)
with negative determinant interchange H and H−, and preserve the space P1R. We
will use this action whenever we consider PGL2(C) (or a subgroup) to act on a space
of functions defined on (a subset of) P1C.
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One special instance is the principal series representations of PGL2(R) with spec-
tral parameter s ∈ C. This is the action of the group PGL2(R) on the space of
functions f : P1R → C, given by(
τs(g−1) f
)
(t) = |ct + d|−2s f (gt) with g =
[
a b
c d
]
. (22.1)
The second action of PGL2(R) on P1C, denoted g 7→ g · z, is the extension of (3.2)
to PGL2(R) which identifies PGL2(R) with the group of Riemannian isometries
of H. This action is given by[
a b
c d
]
· z =
 az+bcz+d if ad − bc > 0 ,az¯+b
cz¯+d if ad − bc < 0
(22.2)
for g =
[
a b
c d
]
∈ PGL2(R) and z ∈ P1C (and ∞ = 10 ). It preserves H, H−, and P1R.
We will use this action whenever we consider PGL2(C) (or a subgroup) as a group
of Riemannian isometries.
22.2. The triangle group. The element
J =
[−1 0
0 1
]
normalizes the Hecke triangle group Γ. The subgroup of PGL2(R) generated by Γ
and J is the triangle group
Γ˜ = Γ unionsq JΓ .
Using (22.2) to define an action of Γ˜ on H, the group Γ˜ becomes a discrete group of
Riemannian isometries. A fundamental domain for Γ˜\H is indicated in Figure 14.
−λ
2
−1 0
i
F˜
Figure 14. Fundamental domain F˜ for Γ˜\H.
The group Γ˜ is generated by the reflections on the sides of this fundamental domain
(which justifies to call it a triangle group). The sets of ordinary points and of
cuspidal points of Γ˜ are identical to those of Γ. In other words, the set Ω(Γ) of
ordinary points of Γ, the limit set Λ(Γ), the set of cuspidal points, and the set of all
funnel intervals of Γ are invariant under the action of J.
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23. Odd and even funnel forms, cocycles, and period functions
In this section we will define the involutions on funnel forms, cocycles and period
functions that are induced by the action of J. We will denote the involution on funnel
forms by JF with ‘F’ indicating ‘funnel forms’. Further we will denote the involu-
tion on cocycles and cocycle classes by JHs , where ‘H’ stands for ‘cohomology’
and s is the spectral parameter from the modules in which the cocycles have their
values, and we will denote the involution on period functions by JEs , where ‘E’
stands for ‘eigenfunctions of transfer operators’ (period functions) and s is the
parameter of the transfer operator.
These involutions induce a notion of parity on each of the considered spaces and
allow us to distinguish between odd and even elements, as defined below. For funnel
forms and cocycles it is straightforward how even and odd funnel forms and cocycles
can be defined as genuine objects of the triangle group Γ˜, and any such discussion
will be omitted. For odd and even period functions such an alternative definition is
not obvious, for which reason we will briefly indicate the natural relation of their
definition to the billiard flow on Γ˜\H.
23.1. Odd and even funnel forms. For any element in the function space
Fct(H;C) := { u : H→ C }
we set
(u ◦ J)(z) B u(J · z) = u(−z) . (23.1)
We define the map JF : Fct(H;C)→ Fct(H;C) by
JF : u 7→ u ◦ J . (23.2)
A straightforward calculation shows that the map JF stabilizes any eigenspace
of the Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆. In particular, for any s ∈ C, the space Es of
Γ-invariant Laplace eigenfunctions with spectral parameter s is invariant under JF .
Since the map JF is an involution, the space Es decomposes into the direct sum of
the space
E+s B { u ∈ Es : ∀ z ∈ H : u(z) = u(−z) }
of JF-eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue 1, and the space
E−s B { u ∈ Es : ∀ z ∈ H : u(z) = −u(−z) }
of JF-eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue −1. Thus,
Es = E+s ⊕ E−s .
As usual, we call the elements of E+s the even Laplace eigenfunctions with spectral
parameter s, and the elements of E−s the odd ones.
The condition of s-analytic boundary behavior as well as each of the conditions
in (5.4) and (5.5) on asymptotic growth behavior are preserved under the map JF .
Therefore, each of the spaces of funnel forms, resonant funnel forms and cuspidal
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funnel forms decomposes into a direct sum of even and odd funnel forms of the
appropriate type. More precisely,
As = A+s ⊕A−s , A1s = A1,+s ⊕A1,−s , A0s = A0,+s ⊕A0,−s ,
where
A+s B As ∩ E+s is the space of even funnel forms,
A−s B As ∩ E−s is the space of odd funnel forms,
A1,+s B A1s ∩ E+s is the space of even resonant funnel forms,
A1,−s B A1s ∩ E−s is the space of odd resonant funnel forms,
A0,+s B A0s ∩ E+s is the space of even cuspidal funnel forms, and
A0,−s B A0s ∩ E−s is the space of odd cuspidal funnel forms,
in each case for the spectral parameter s.
23.2. Odd and even cocycles.
23.2.1. Cohomology on a Γ-invariant set. We extend the definitions of Section 9.2
to Γ˜ by defining the action of J on any element of C[Ξ2] by
(ξ, η)|J B (J · ξ, J · η) = (−ξ,−η) . (23.3)
For any subspace M ofVω(Ξ)s that is invariant under the action of Γ˜ by τs (recall the
extension of τs to all of Γ˜ from (22.1)), the map in (23.3) induces an involution on
the space C1
Ξ
(Γ; M) of 1-cochains by
JHs c B τs(J)(c|J) , (23.4)
where
(c|J)(ξ, η) B c(−ξ,−η) .
Thus (JHs c)(ξ, η)(t) = c(−ξ,−η)(−t) (23.5)
for all ξ, η ∈ Ξ, t ∈ P1R. The map JHs leaves invariant the spaces of cocycles
and coboundaries, induces involutions on these spaces and leads to a splitting in
±1-eigenspaces of the cohomology space H1
Ξ
(Γ; M). We let
H1,±
Ξ
(Γ; M) B
{
[c] ∈ H1Ξ(Γ; M) : JHs c = ±c
}
=
{
[c] ∈ H1Ξ(Γ; M) : τs(J)c = ±c|J
}
denote the space of even (for ‘+’) and odd (for ‘−’) cocycle classes. Hence
H1Ξ(Γ; M) = H
1,+
Ξ
(Γ; M) ⊕ H1,−
Ξ
(Γ; M) . (23.6)
For M we will use the vector spacesVωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
andVω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R), all of which are indeed Γ˜-modules under the action of τs.
Lemma 23.1. Let s ∈ C and M be a submodule ofVω(Ξ)s that is Γ˜-invariant.
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(i) If c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M) satisfies the singularity condition sic, then so does JHs c.
(ii) If c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M) satisfies the vanishing condition van, then so does JHs c.
Proof. (i) Suppose that c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M) satisfies the singularity condition sic. Then
∀ ξ, η ∈ Ξ : bdSing (c|J)(ξ, η) = bdSing c(−ξ,−η) ⊆ {−ξ,−η}
and hence
∀ ξ, η ∈ Ξ : bdSing τs(J)(c|J)(ξ, η) ⊆ {ξ, η} .
Thus, JHs c satisfies the singularity condition.
(ii) Suppose that c ∈ Z1
Ξ
(Γ; M) satisfies the vanishing condition van. Thus
c(1, λ − 1)|(λ−1,1)c = 0
by definition (see (10.7)), which is equivalent to
c(1 − λ,−1) = τs(T−1)c(1, λ − 1) = 0 on (−1, 1 − λ)c
and hence to
c(−1, 1 − λ) = 0 on (−1, 1 − λ)c .
This is equivalent to
τs(J)c(−1, 1 − λ) = 0 on (λ − 1, 1)c .
Finally, this is equivalent to
(JHs c)(1, λ − 1) = τs(J)(c|J)(1, λ − 1) = 0 on (λ − 1, 1)c ,
which proves that JHs c satisfies the vanishing condition. 
Lemma 23.1 shows that the splitting (23.6) descends to a JHs -invariant splitting
H1Ξ(Γ; M)
van
sic = H
1,+
Ξ
(Γ; M)vansic ⊕ H1,−Ξ (Γ; M)vansic ,
where
H1,±
Ξ
(Γ; M)vansic = H
1,±
Ξ
(Γ; M) ∩ H1Ξ(Γ; M)vansic .
23.2.2. Other cohomology spaces. In a way analogous to that in Section 23.2.1 we
define an involution for the spaces of the tesselation cohomology and for the spaces
of mixed cohomology. For this definition we may rely on the fact that every element
in XT1 (that is, every edge of the tesselation T ) is uniquely determined by its tail and
head, and then can use the characterization of cycles as maps with domain XT0 × XT0
(see (12.8)). Throughout we denote all instances of these involutions by JHs ,
independent of the cohomology spaces or cocycle spaces on which they act.
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23.3. Odd and even period functions. For any s ∈ C we define the map
JEs : Vω(Ξ)s
(
(−1,∞)c) ×Vω(Ξ)s ((∞, 1)c)→Vω(Ξ)s ((−1,∞)c) ×Vω(Ξ)s ((∞, 1)c)
by
JEs B
(
0 τs(J)
τs(J) 0
)
: ( f1, f2) 7→ (τs(J) f2, τs(J) f1) . (23.7)
Since JS J = S and JT J = T−1, the map JEs commutes with the transfer oper-
ator Lslows . Further, it preserves the spaces Cω(DR) and Cω(DC) and hence the
spaces FEωs (R) and FE
ω
s (C) of real and complex period functions. Therefore, each
of the spaces FEωs (R) and FE
ω
s (C) decomposes as the direct sum of the 1-eigenspace
and the (−1)-eigenspace of JEs . For K ∈ {R,C} we let
FEω,+s (K) B
{
f ∈ FEωs (K) : JEs f = f
}
denote the space of even period functions, and
FEω,−s (K) B
{
f ∈ FEωs (K) : JEs f = − f
}
denote the space of odd period functions. Then
FEωs (K) = FE
ω,+
s (K) ⊕ FEω,−s (K) . (23.8)
Likewise, we let
BFEω,±s (K) B
{
(−b, b) : b ∈ Cω(K), τs(T )b = b, τs(J)b = ∓b }
denote the space of even (‘+’) and odd (‘−’) boundary period functions. (Note that
± in the notation for BFEω,±s (K) changes to ∓ in the action of τs(J) on b.) One
easily checks that even boundary period functions are indeed even period functions,
and that odd boundary period functions are odd period functions. Therefore, the
decomposition (23.8) restricts to the decomposition
BFEωs (K) = BFE
ω,+
s (K) ⊕ BFEω,−s (K) .
Also the spaces FEω,1s (C) and FE
ω,0
s (C) (for all values of s ∈ C for which they are
defined; see Section 7.8) are preserved by the involution JEs and hence decompose
into (±1)-eigenspaces of JEs because JEs commutes also with the transfer opera-
tor Lfasts and preserves the identity f1(0) + f2(0) = 0 for all f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEωs (C).
We set
FEω,1,±s (C) B FEω,1s (C) ∩ FEω,±s (C)
and
FEω,0,±s (C) B FEω,0s (C) ∩ FEω,±s (C) .
We note that an element f = ( f1, f2) of FE
ω,1,+
s (C) is in FE
ω,0,+
s (C) if and only if
0 = f1(0) + f2(0) = f1(0) + τs(J) f1(0) = 2 f1(0) .
Therefore
FEω,0,+s (C) =
{
( f1, f2) ∈ FEω,1,+s (C) : f1(0) = 0
}
.
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For any f = ( f1, f2) ∈ FEω,1,−s (C) we have
f1(0) + f2(0) = f1(0) − τs(J) f1(0) = 0 .
Thus,
FEω,0,−s (C) = FEω,1,−s (C) . (23.9)
We end this section with a brief indication how odd and even period functions of Γ
arise as genuine objects of the triangle group Γ˜. To that end we note that the operator
P := 1√
2
(
1 τs(J)
τs(J) −1
)
diagonalizes the transfer operator Lslows :
PLslows P−1 =
(Lslow,+s
τs(J)Lslow,−s τs(J)
)
,
where
Lslow,±s := τs(T−1S ) + τs(T−1) ± τs(T−1S J) . (23.10)
Then
FEω,±s (R) 
{
f ∈ Cω((−1,∞)) : Lslow,±s f = f }
and
FEω,±s (C) 
{
f ∈ Cω(C r (−∞,−1]) : Lslow,±s f = f } .
The operators Lslow,±s arise as transfer operators of a certain discretization for the
billiard flow on Γ˜\H. The two choices of the sign in (23.10) are expected to encode
different boundary conditions. For details we refer to [Poh15].
24. Isomorphisms with parity
In this section we will provide a proof of Theorem C’ (from p. 117). As mentioned
above we will split in into two steps by first establishing the isomorphisms between
period functions and cocycle classes of opposite parity in Proposition 24.1 below,
and then showing the isomorphisms between funnel forms and cocycle classes of
opposite parity in Proposition 24.3 below.
Proposition 24.1. The map pc from Part IV induces the following isomorphisms:
(i) For any s ∈ C,
FEω,±s (C)/BFEω,±s (C)
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(ii) For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 1/2,
FEω,1,±s (C)
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(iii) For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1),
FEω,0,±s (C)
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
Each of these isomorphisms is a restriction of a corresponding isomorphism
from Theorem E (p. 97).
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Proof. The statements follow immediately from Theorem E and the anti-equivar-
iance of pc with respect to the action of J, that is,
pc ◦ JEs = −τs(J) ◦ pc . 
Remark 24.2. For each s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 1/2, we have
FEω,1,−s (C) = FEω,0,−s (C)
by (23.9). Thus, Proposition 24.1 yields
H1,+
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic = H
1,+
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
For proving that the isomorphisms between funnel forms and cocycle classes de-
scend to isomorphisms between spaces of opposite parity we recall from (17.5) the
map
us : H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic → As
of which we showed (see for Theorem D and its proof on p. 96) that it is a linear
bijection (for appropriate values of s) and that it descends to isomorphisms between
the spaces H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic and A1s as well as between the spaces
H1
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic andA0s . To show the anti-equivariance of us under the
action of J we will work with the inverse map
cs : As → H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic (24.1)
from (17.4) instead of directly with us, which makes the proof slightly shorter. We
recall that we denote the J-action on all arising cohomology spaces by JHs .
Proposition 24.3. The map cs from (17.4) induces the following isomorphisms:
(i) For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 1/2,
A±s
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(ii) For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 1/2,
A1,±s
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,smp;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
(iii) For s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1),
A0,±s
∼−→ H1,∓
Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc,∞;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic .
The inverse maps are given by the suitable restrictions of the map us from (17.5).
Proof. We will show only (i). The proofs of the remaining statements are almost
identical. By Theorem D it suffices to show that for all s ∈ C, Re s ∈ (0, 1), s , 1/2,
the map
cs : As → H1Ξ
(
Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic
is anti-equivariant under the action of J, that is
cs ◦ JF = −JHs ◦ cs .
We recall from Section 17 that cs = prΞ ◦rs with
rs : As → H1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic
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from Proposition 13.1 and
prΞ : H
1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic → H1Ξ(Γ;Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic
from Proposition 16.3. Thus, to prove that cs is anti-equivariant under the action
of J, it suffices to show that rs is anti-equivariant and prΞ is equivariant. The latter
follows straightforward from the fact that prΞ is essentially only a restriction map.
To show the anti-equivariance of rs as a map
rs : As → H1(FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R))vansic ,
it suffices by Proposition 13.1 to show the anti-equivariance of rs as a map
rs : EΓs → H1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
(24.2)
and the equivariance of the two embeddings
As ↪→ EΓs
and
H1
(
FT• ;Vωs (P1R),Vω(Ξ);exc;ajs (P1R)
)van
sic ↪→ H1
(
FT ,Y• ,Vωs (P1R)
)
.
The equivariances of these embeddings are obvious.
We recall from Proposition 12.2 and Equation (12.17) that the map rs (understood as
in (24.2)) is determined by assigning to u ∈ EΓs the cocycle cu ∈ Z1
(
FT ,Y• ;Vωs (P1R)
)
given by
cu(x)(t) =
∫
x
{
u,R(t; · )s} (x ∈ C1[XT ,Y1 ], t ∈ R) .
To establish the anti-equivariance of rs we first note that for any two differentiable
maps u, v : H→ C we have
{u ◦ J, v ◦ J} = −{u, v} ◦ J ,
as follows directly from (11.1). Further, for any t ∈ R we have
R(t; · ) ◦ J = R(−t; · ) .
For any u ∈ EΓs , x ∈ C1[XT ,Y1 ] and t ∈ R it follows that
cu◦J(x)(t) =
∫
x
{
u ◦ J,R(t; · )s} = ∫
x
{
u ◦ J,R(−t; · )s ◦ J}
= −
∫
x
{
u,R(−t; · )s} ◦ J = −∫
J·x
{
u,R(−t; · )s}
= −cu(J · x)(−t)
= −
(
JHs cu
)
(x)(t) .
Thus
rs ◦ JF = −JHs ◦ rs
on EΓs . This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem C’. The statements of Theorem C’ follow immediately from
combining Propositions 24.1 and 24.3. 
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Part VII. Complements and outlook
The Selberg zeta function plays an important role in the study of the spectral theory
of hyperbolic surfaces and the investigation of the relation between geometric
and spectral properties of these surfaces. (See also Section 3.4.) In Section 7.5.3
we stated that the Fredholm determinant of the transfer operator family (Lfasts )s∈C
represents the Selberg zeta function ZX for X = Γ\H, i. e.,
ZX(s) = det
(
1 − Lfasts
)
.
We used this identity to indicate the importance of the 1-eigenfunctions of Lfasts
even before their importance became clear by Theorem B. In Section 25 below we
will provide a short proof of this identity. We will then conclude this article with a
brief outlook in Section 26 below.
25. Fredholm determinant of Lfasts
In this section we will show that the Fredholm determinant of Lfasts equals the
Selberg zeta function ZX by deducing it from the analogous property for the transfer
operator LPs from Section 7.5.1 (originally from [Poh15]). To simplify all further
discussions we use here a different space of domain for Lfasts than in Section 7.7
(see the discussion below). However, this slight twist still suffices the purpose of
supporting the heuristic argument of the importance of the 1-eigenfunctions of Lfasts .
In [Poh15], the transfer operatorLPs is considered as an operator on a certain Banach
space
BP = B1 ⊕ B2 ⊕ B3 ⊕ B4 ,
where each of the spaces B j, j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, is the Banach space (with respect to the
supremums norm) of functions that are holomorphic on a certain open subset D j
in P1C and that extend continuously to the boundary of D j. As operator on BP, the
transfer operator LPs as given by (7.17) is well-defined for Re (s)  1, nuclear of
order 0, and its Fredholm determinant equals the Selberg zeta function, thus
ZX(s) = det
(
1 − LPs
)
. (25.1)
The map s 7→ LPs admits a meromorphic continuation to all of C, which extends
the validity of (25.1) to all of C (meaning that also poles on both sides are equal)
and, in addition, yields an alternative proof of the meromorphic continuability of
the Selberg zeta function ZX .
Due to the relation between LPs and Lfasts discussed in Section 7.5.1, the properties
of LPs immediately yield that, for Re (s)  1, the transfer operator Lfasts is a self-
map of Bfast B B1 ⊕B4, as such nuclear of order 0, and the map s 7→ Lfasts admits a
meromorphic continuation to all of C.
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The validity of (25.1) with Lfasts in place of LPs does not immediately carry over
from LPs : For Re (s)  1, we have
det
(
1 − LPs
)
= exp
−∑
n∈N
1
n
Tr
(LPs )n
 (25.2)
and
det
(
1 − Lfasts
)
= exp
−∑
n∈N
1
n
Tr
(Lfasts )n
 (25.3)
Since the traces of the iteratives
(LPs )n and (Lfasts )n are not identical for n ∈ N, we
cannot immediately conclude the equality of (25.2) and (25.3). However, the proof
of Proposition 25.1 will (implicitly) show that a resummation establishes equality.
Proposition 25.1. For all s ∈ C we have det
(
1 − Lfasts
)
= ZX(s).
Proof. We take advantage of the results in [FP] which show that certain properties
of the discrete dynamical system underlying Lfasts immediately yield the claimed
identity det
(
1 − Lfasts
)
= ZX(s). The necessary properties are stated below in (a)–(d).
All of them can be checked using only properties of Lfasts .
For n ∈ N we set
Pn := {T a1S T a2S · · · T anS : a1, . . . , an ∈ Z r {0}}
and let
P :=
⋃
n∈N
Pn .
(In [FP] these sets are denoted by Pern and Per.) We then have
Tr
(Lfasts )n = ∑
g∈Pn
Tr τs(g) .
We recall from Section 3.2 that an element g ∈ Γ is called hyperbolic if its action
on H has exactly two fixed points. We let [Γ]h denote the set of all Γ-conjugacy
classes of hyperbolic elements in Γ, and we denote the conjugacy class of g by [g].
We say that a hyperbolic element g ∈ Γ is primitive if it is not a non-trivial power of
a hyperbolic element in Γ. In other words, g is primitive if for all g0 ∈ Γ and m ∈ N
with gm0 = g we have m = 1.
By [FP] it suffices to show the following four properties in order to complete the
proof:
(a) All elements of P are hyperbolic.
(b) If h0 ∈ Γ is primitive hyperbolic and m ∈ N such that hm0 ∈ P, then h0 ∈ P.
(c) For each [g] ∈ [Γ]h there exists a unique n ∈ N such that Pn contains an element
which represents [g].
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(d) For [g] ∈ [Γ]h we set w(g) := n with n as in (c), and we let m(g) ∈ N be the
unique number such that g = gm0 for a primitive hyperbolic element g0 ∈ Γ.
Then there are exactly w(g)/m(g) distinct elements in Pw(g) which represent [g].
In order to establish (a)–(d), we denote, for all n ∈ N, the set of elements acting on
the diagonal of
(LPs )n by P˜n, and let
P˜ :=
⋃
n∈N
P˜n .
By [Poh15], the set P˜ satisfies (a)-(d) (with P˜ and P˜n instead of P and Pn). (As
soon as (a)–(d) are shown for P and hence the Fredholm determinants in (25.2) and
(25.3) are both equal to the Selberg zeta function ZX on Re s  1, it follows that
each element of P appears in the calculation of the traces in the right hand sides
of (25.2) and (25.3) with the same weight in both expressions.)
One easily shows that P = P˜, and hence P satisfies (a) and (b). It further fol-
lows that for each [g] ∈ [Γ]h there is at least one n ∈ N such that Pn contains a
representative of [g]. Since the presentation (see (4.4))
Γ =
〈
T, S
∣∣∣ S 2 = I 〉
of Γ implies that Pa ∩ Pb = ∅ for a, b ∈ N, a , b, there is a unique such n. This
shows (c).
It remains to show that P satisfies (d). To that end let [g] ∈ [Γ]h, let n = w(g) and
pick a representative of [g] in Pn, say
T a1S T a2S · · · T anS .
Let
h1 := T a1S T a2S · · · T anS ,
h2 := T a2S · · · T anS T a1S ,
...
hn := T anS T a1S · · · T an−1S .
Then the set
R B {h1, . . . , hn}
consists of representatives of [g] in P, and contains all such. In what follows we
calculate the cardinality of R.
Let h0 ∈ Γ be the (unique) primitive element such that h1 = hm0 for some (unique)
number m ∈ N. Then h0 ∈ P and and m = m(g). Necessarily,
h0 = T a1S T a2S · · · T apS
for some p ≤ n. In turn
h1 = hm0 =
(
T a1S T a2S · · · T apS )m .
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Uniqueness of presentation (see (4.4)) implies n = pm and hence
#R = p = n
m
=
w(g)
m(g)
.
This shows (d) and completes the proof. 
26. Outlook
In this article we restricted all discussions to non-cofinite Hecke triangle groups:
The notions of funnel forms, resonant funnel forms and cuspidal funnel forms, the
cohomology spaces and the additional requirements on cocycle classes, and the
isomorphisms between spaces of funnel forms, cohomology spaces and spaces of
period functions are developed only for this class of Fuchsian groups. The decision
to restrict the present article to non-cofinite Hecke triangle group was based on the
wish to keep the exposition at a reasonable length and to provide a first (explicit)
example instead of presenting a general, technically more involved treatment.
However, families of slow/fast transfer operators enjoying properties similar to
those used here exist for a much wider class of Fuchsian groups. Moreover, the
presentation here already indicates how to generalize all definitions, constructions
and proofs to this wider class. We leave the details of this generalization for a future
publication.
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